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, PR 0 VINCIAL 
CAMPAIGN 
THE DIRTIEST 
THE Y'VE SEEN 
' .  :byBrlanGrngg Johnston, anl NDP worker. 
"I saw DlckBates and told 
• Vandalized campaign .him we want to fight this 
sign. and a threat of a election on the lungs and 
lawsuit a~ indications of suggested that we watch 
how ~ dirty the May 10 each other's igns to make 
..pr0vineAal election Is in sure that this sort of thing is 
Skeena. stopped. He was very 
BOth the Social Credit and receptive to the idea," says 
the NewDemncratic Party Johnston. • 
haye~beceme victims of F.ergnsan says the NDP 
:eohtidued rampant and don'thavetodestroysignsto 
ifla~rant destruction of their win the elotion. ".We've told 
' respeellve-¢ampalgn signs, our people not to touch the 
NDP'I'slgns in Smithers Soctal Credit sigas," be said. 
were markedwith swastikas Fer~ says that NDP 
lato tart :week and then aH supporters, have been 
the NDP saga. were phoning in license plate 
destz~yedon Su~lay. Signs numbers to the campaign 
in Terrace attached to office, "Frankly, we'vebeen 
homes anti on lawns were too busy to follow up on them 
- s hn!!arlY ~s~ra~.palntod over but we have them On file," he 
the 'webkehd, s~y NDP said. 
organizers. The political battle that Is 
Dick Bates, a Sncred turning nasty in Skeena is 
campaign worker, says he not totally ,aimed at .the 
has been accused of being NDP. Social Credit reports 
one of the people responsible . similar vandalism to its 
for the vandalism of:the NDP signs. • , 
signs in Tei'race. Ashley Proceviat, a 
.laanofforttostopthealgn campaign worker for the 
destruction the NDP have SocialCredit, says "we view 
kept a vigil on the signs and with much concern the 
have been recording license destruction, of our iars 
plato numbers and the types plyw0od slg~.m during ..ti~ 
of vehicles involved, current etecuon campaign- 
Bruce , Fergnson, "Breaking Social Credil 
provincial NDP candidate signs is actually robbing the 
,.Frank Howard's campaign Three'Rive~ Workshop for 
' manager, says:the NDP theHandicappodofmatertal 
that is to ha donated for their 
use after the election. It 
clearly says this on each," 
said Procoviat. 
Thecampaign war is going " 
beyond ~ mere dnetruction. 
Cyril Shelfoi'd, the. So~'tal 
statement that a yelloW van 
tl~,.~aS i l~ .tM~d b~t party 
' , ~  a~S not identify 
: '~I bellevein the inteMrity 
of the f~.no  ~On~" at the 
NDp~efflce'~sa,acouked Mr. 
•. Bored anything...ifhe says 
did not do it I believe 
result of the news coverage 
,~ut  the yellow van he is 
~ed out ~bltdy by.total 
thrcatonl~, telephode calls 
• warning him that if he"ri~ 
down any more NDP slgna 
he will go in the river. 
Bates said he is con- 
sldering a lawsuit as ~ result 
of the recent harassment he 
has received, :, 
BOth groups dan~ being 
responsible for the van- 
dalism. 
"Last Friday I went down 
to the Social Credit office to 
talk with their organizers 
about starting up a Neigh- 
borhood. Watch type of 
)rogram;" said Paul 
I 
Trouble 
older people and the sick 
have been exploited for 
political gain causing'pain 
and anxiety.for heth patients i- 
and families. The ~d part la' 
that it will take weeks for 
them to settle down." 
Procevint said Howard 
had been campaigaing in,. 
hospitals and old-age homes' 
and she said he was up- 
setting the residents there, 
Shelford says he will be' 
asking for an amendment to 
the election act to prohibit 
party leaders, candidates 
and official agents from 
entering hospitals and rest 
homes during the election 
period. 
CUPE 
rejects 
contract 
PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. 
(CP) -- Striking municipal 
workers at this central coast 
community have voted to 
reject a one-year contract 
offer the city made two 
weeks ago, 
The contract would have 
given the 185 workers, 
members of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees, 
a 90-cant-an.honr i crease, 
with an additional 15 cents 
an hour going to outside 
workers In July. 
The uniorf executive had 
rejected the offer in late 
April without putting it to the 
members. 
Union officials said 
Monday. that the weekend 
vote was 88 .per cent in favor 
of rejection. 
The workers are seeking a 
$1-an.hcur increase, with an 
additional 30 cents an hour 
for outside workers later In 
the year. 
Their last contract expired 
Jan. I and they went on 
strike April 17. 
Picket lines were up at the 
city's ferry dock, preventing 
boats from taking 
passengers to the main 
airline terminal at Dighy 
Island. Passengers flying to 
and from Vancouver were 
beh~ routed via Terrace, 
about 80 kilometres east of 
here, 
Garbage has not been col- 
letted since the strike began 
and public health inspaetom 
were monitorlnll the 
situation in case a health 
ba i rd  developed 
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I Ha a 
TERRACE-KITIMAT 
temporary 
Due to a breakdown in 
DallyHerald computer 
awe setting equipment 
Tuesday, May 8 
edition of the newspaper 
was delayed. 
The Daily Herald has 
corrected most of the 
trouble . and normal 
dellvoW, is expected to 
resume on Wednesday, 
says Knox Coupland, 
manager of the Daily 
Herald. 
dall.y herald 
Yukon 
next, 
province 
By THE CANADIAN PRES~ 
'.Joe Clark, In his single 
election campaign visit to 
the " North, promised 
Yuk0uers the right to 
become the country's ;lZth 
province under a federal 
Progressive Connsrvatlve 
government. 
Standi~ in bitter winds. 
blowing: off snow-capped 
monntall~ in Whitoherse, 
Clark told an audieaco t 
about  400 Monday that 
Yukone~s have the right to 
whether they wish to 
remain a territory under 
federal rule or become a 
w~ee.  
Clark also pledged to 
rmnove a fodertl freeze on 
Yukon land development 
with thequalifier that native 
land claims agreement  
would t~ke pmeedmea. 
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There :were:lots of youngLballoon: collectors ati:the 
_ Trades Fair in TerraCe during.the; weekend.' 
l at]ve leader asking 
for anti-  )cred vote 
'vANc~01JVER(CPI--The cludedcommentswithranial h ve nothing to lose by 
presldent'of the United overtones from Municipal supporting parties other 
Native Nations has asked 'Affairs Minister Bill Vander than the Socreds, who he 
native Indians belonging to Zalm who, when serving as said have done nothing for 
his group to votaagainot the human resources minister, the group. 
Snctal Credit government in suggested Indians living in The United Native Nations 
Thursday's provincial Vancouver's skid row areas and the Union of B.C. Indian 
election, would be better off if Chiefs reprosentabout75,000 
returned to their reserves, of'the province's 150,000 
~' "B~Wilson said his group, status and non-status In- 
which represents non-status Wilson said last week that dians. 
and off-reserve Indians, has he personally leans toward Union president George 
tried to work with the Sacred supporting the New Manuel has said his group, 
government o improve Democratic Party, but which represents tatus 
services for Indiana, but has admitted there some Indians, is encouraging its 
received only abuse in members ofthe organization members to vote but has not 
return, who support the Socrede. thrown Its support behind 
Wilson said that abuse in- He said native Indians any party. 
Railway workers say 
o to contract offer 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Machinists with 4,500 those  rejecting the 
About 20,000 railway shop- members, agreement, 
craft workers have ap- "The International Five unions, representing 
parentiy turned down a Brotherhood of Electrical 50,-000 non-operat ing 
tentative contract' with Workers, which represents • workers and a sixth 
terms already accepted by 2,500 electricians, is still 'representing 5,000 locomo. 
~,-000 other railway era-waiting for two locals to re- five engineers have already 
ployees, .union officials said port. But negotiator Eugene ratified and signed new 
Monday. Forzley acknowledged the contracts containing 
Final results of the electrical workers will essentially the same wage 
ratification vote won't be almost certainly be among and fringe-benefit • erms 
released until Thursday, but 
union leaders say there 
probably are not enough 
uncounted ballots to save the 
contract, which called for a 
28.3-por-cent wage increase 
over three years, including 
10 per cent in 1979. 
"It looks like it's down the 
drain," said John Asprey, 
president of Division 4, the 
council of 80 shop-craft 
unions which represent the 
machinists and  skilled 
tradesmen. Unofficial re- 
suits show seven of the eight 
unions have rejected the 
agreement. 
Unions confirming 
rejection include the two 
largest, the Bretherhond of
Railway Workers with 11,000 
members and the In- 
ternational Amm¢tatlon of 
( 
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NDP-labor 
have secret 
deal-Bennett 
HOWARD CLAIMS 
SKEENA IGNORED 
Frank Howard, provincial 
NDP candidate for Skeena, 
said that Economic 
Development Minist~ Den 
Phillips has just given ad- 
ditional proof that Skeena's 
economic needs are t~e~l~t t 
ignored by the Social 
government. 
Howard said, "Phillips 
was in Port Albernl a few 
days after his visit to 
Kitimat. in Port Albemi he 
promised to work with the 
Harbour Commission there 
on tho development of a 
master port plan for the 
VANCOUVER (CP). 
Premier Bill Bennett ac- 
cused the New Democratic 
Party Monday of making a 
secret deal with organized 
labor to get its sup~rt in 
Thursday's provincial gen. 
oral election. 
Bennett said he did not 
know what the NDP would 
have to give in return, but 
said any deal would lead to 
• the chaotic labor situation 
which led to the recent 
• defeat of the Labor gov- 
ernment in Great Britain. 
The premier, spoaking on 
a radio talk show, said the 
NDP appears "to have made 
a deal -- a deal for what I
don't know what hey have to 
deliver." 
Bennett said a letter to 
B.C. members of the 
Painters and Allied Workers 
Union from their United 
States.based president prove 
his point because "it Parrots 
the NDP line." 
The latter calls on union 
members to vote against 
Social Credit becanse a bill 
of rights proposed in the 
government's pre-electlon 
throne Speech would include 
a right,to-work provision. 
Bennett has denied that 
right-to-work legislation, is
planned. 
"This is not a letter wriRco 
at random" said Bennett. 
?It is.obvious tip. NDP has 
~ , ~ ~ ! ~  line, ~and ~
propaganda out Of this 
country tothe ta~r basses 
and they've got a deal." 
Bennett "said he didnot 
know whet he deal involves. 
"That's what I want o find 
out. Is the deal going to give 
undue influence to a few 
labor izzses who cannot, In 
my view, represent the best 
interest of the working 
people in this province at the 
ballot box?" 
area. When I compare that 
promise with Ida govern- 
ment's refusal to consider 
even a ferry terminal for 
Kitlmst I can only conclude 
that Social Credit has givon 
up on Skeana.'" 
"If there is one thing which 
separates the NDP from 
Social Credit it Is our 
determination to fight for 
this area, to work for our 
needs, and to accomplish 
something worthwhile and 
valuable for us," said 
Howard. 
almost held captive by them 
(labor) and no longer had the 
ability to govern, and the 
ordinary working people by 
themillions voted him out of 
office." 
He said the difference be. 
tween labor's support of 
NDP and support of the 
Socrede by businessmen, the 
mining industry and 
chambers of commerce is 
that ,,we have no deals with 
anyone." 
"The only deals we have is 
with the people of this prov- 
ince." 
Bennett also presided at 
ceremonies marking the 
beginning of a $30-millton 
addition to St. Paul's 
Hospital here. 
It was billed as an non. 
political affair and Gary 
Lank, NDP candidate in 
Vancouver Centre and 
former economic develop- 
ment minister, was in at- 
tendance. However, master 
of ceremonies Ron 
Longstaffe, former hospital 
hoard chairman, said 
hospital construction had in- 
creased considerably under 
Bennett's government. 
Barrett wants plan 
to up min imum wage 
on a set schedule 
BURNABY, B.C. (CP) -- has reconunonded breaking 
Hydro up in decentralize Its. 
!: 
( i  
I 
? 
I 
A long-term formula to sat 
minimum wages is needed in 
British Columbia to help 
.small businesses set their 
budgets, ~New Democratic 
leader. Dave Bsirrett said 
today. 
Barrett made the com- 
~,~ mant- du~a.w ide .mu~ 
interview on the Jack 
Webster open-line television 
program when asked how 
much an NDP government 
wouldinereaee th  mintmum 
wage. 
The current rate is 13 an 
hour. 
Barrett declined to set a 
figure, but said that an NDP 
government would ostabllsh, 
a committee of small 
businessmen a d the tabor 
department to establish such 
a formula. He said the deal will put 
B.C, "in the position they Barrett said he wants "a 
bad in Great Britain when formula that automatically 
former prime minister deals with it so the small 
(James) Caliaghan was businessman can plan every 
year of his budget and not 
have to worry about it." 
During the 90-minute pro- 
gram, Barrett reiterated 
positions stated earlier in the 
campaign on a number of 
issues. 
There were no paid NDP 
commercials during the pro- 
gram, but there were three 
separate commercials for 
two Social Credit cabinet 
ministers seeking re-election 
In Thursday's• provincial 
election. 
One of the commercials 
was for Finance Minister 
Evan Wolfe and the other 
two were for Human 
Resources Minister Grace 
McCarthy. Both are seeking 
re-election in the twcseat 
Vancouver-Litile Mountain 
riding. 
Asked by a caller about de. 
centralizing B.C. Hydro, 
Barrett said the NDP "In- 
tends to decentralize Hydro 
administratively -- not 
fiscally." 
He said he agrees with 
Hydro chairman Robert 
Bonncr that "it would be a 
nightmare to decentralize it 
fiscally." 
A recent legislative r port 
SEEPAGE 11 FOR DETAILS 
powers. 
,Barrett said Hydro's 
administrative powers . .~ 
would be changed "to allow 
r~onul input into Hydro's de l.=" I• 
~~ff~t  ~ m~ "'1 
declsl ona, Barrett repl 
that "there are otheFlecal 
deck loss'that i/ydro shakes 
10caHy, such as placement 
of power lin~, righis-~way i I 
and lecal faellltins. 
On major pc"ales, "of ! 
course they would he dons 
centrally," but "it's the lltlle 
tioga that irri,t#ta people." 
The Alberta government 
tater purchased the regional 
carrier. 
Purschke 
on the 
hotsprings 
committee 
Terrace alderman, AI 
Purschke has been ap- 
pointed to the Lakolse 
Hotaprings Concept Com- 
mittee by Mayor Dave 
Maroney. 
Purechke says he cam. 
paignad in the municipal 
elections for the develop. 
meat of the hotapringa and 
he later learned that Cyril 
Shelford, Skeena MLA, had 
been working for the 
development of the hot. 
springs alto. 
"We pushed alittle harder 
and it paid off," says Put. 
schke. 
He says the development 
of the hotsprings will begnod 
for the entire area and he 
plans to do his best o get the 
committee to work out the 
development details as 
quickly as possible. 
KItlmat Mayor George 
Thorn says hls council will 
appoint someone at the 
council meeting on May 14. 
Postal workers see leader jailed 
matter for public comment. 
A union spokesman said 
tater Monday that Parrot's 
lawyer would appeal the 
s~ntence, bnt it was not 
known when the appeal 
would be filed. Meantime, 
Parrot remains in custody. 
The sentence wan handed 
government a the polls in down by Chief Justice 
the May 22 feder.al election. Gregory Evans of The On- 
A spokesman for Prime tario Supreme Court. He told 
Minister Trudeau said the spectators in the packed 
prime minister would have courtroom if they do not llke 
no comment on the son- theiaw, they should change 
tencing. Itwas too delicate a the government ~, 
Parrot's supporters ap- 
plauded as he was led from 
the courtroom to start 
serving his sentence at the 
OttaWa-Carleton Regional 
Detention Centre, amedium- 
security iostitutlon. 
Mr. Justice Evans told 
Parrot his defiance of the 
law was reprehensible. 
Other CUPW oiflcers face 
similar charges. The trial of 
Frank Walden, the union's 
Western director, opened 
Monday in Vancouver. 
Four union officers who 
accompanied Parrot o court 
. Lerey lillht, David Jones, 
Andre Beauchamp and Sld 
Baxter-  were erdered to 
return to the court in Sep- 
tember to have trial dates 
set. 
The Judge told Parrot hat 
no one is above the law and if 
defiance is allowed to go 
unpun l~ j  it could lead to 
anarchy -- "without laws 
and respect for them we ga 
back to tha inw of the ~ngla 
where mllht was right." 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Postal no officialplans for work dis. 
Union leader Jean-Clande ruptions and Dennis Me- 
Parrot was taken to jail Dermott, president of the 
Monday to start a three. Canadian Labor Congress, 
month sentence for defying counselled all union mem- 
Parliament's beck-towork bars against over.reacting. 
order last fall. The solution is not to 
Shortly after Parrot was "storm the barricades," but 
sentenced to the jail term to defeat the Liberal 
and 18 months' probation, 
Ottawa postal worker Mark 
Hillaby said angrily to 
reportom: "I wouldn't mall 
any letters if I were you." 
But the Canadian Union of 
PeatalWorkers (CUPW) bad 
i 
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sasa~ .questions reso!vea clmnd -- a nmltlen ndvo-- Barrios Gomez, told a now8 that..amount, ~ . ,  k ,' t i m  ~ ~o e~%te  
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AMochtod Preas.NBC poll atmnicacc ldoutattba~ hMNFeedtosellOnnadaup technology, it was an- Theworstts.not.o.verforthisWe~k, of fktatsuy,  ' another'ose-thirddamenm 
says public support for a • Mile l lknd h~r  power to I00,000 barrels of oil a day nounced here Monday. flood.threat~ea ..res.loen.ta of Slowly-rislng water on before reachln~ Its crmt, 
U,S. mm'atorlum on nuclear fadlltyinPeanlylvl/~LIL faratleamtl0y~rsinrelurn EnerW Minister Alastelr unmnoanuMamtooawne.~. ' Lake Nlpkslnff'in Nor~,~ L, ~ F~ld, about 40 
pow~rpkntcenatmetienhes But while almost two of for an extensive package of Oillesple, flanked by overs are expected to peax Ontario continues to force kllombtre~ northwest of 
- . . . . .  . ,  , • . .  - . " 
dropped about 18. con. 
t~metrm, • 
The mu h~ baendee~ed 
eligible fo r  pro~.~a l  
disaster re l ld of  more~,~m. 
million,, but per io~l 
Sturgeon Falls atme mm 
been eatimatnd at ~ rail- 
llen, . . . ,~  . • 
. .  - ,  .:~,~.,,~ 
. ( ,  _ 
, . ,  ~,. , . . . .  . 
• . - :  . 
,,I have = vision that will provide ooonomio soourity and a 
": ~" .. ",~y/,X~, 
~urv lvors . .~ , ,  
. , . "  • .~Jw 
saved: ;;.,,, 
sos~oN ~^R; B.c: i~), 
- -  Survivoes were pm~r~. 
Fraser aver Sunday a~a 
white water, advexR~e 
turned to tragedy, "i '~ 
Three men died and .s~,,~ 
men and a woman sur~'~! 
after their s0-foot mRs~ 
a rock at the approsclt ~1~. 
baSinS Chim Bar raidds;~d 
• re~elved amnoem one Mits  
four rubber pon~omm. 7 :'/,'~' 
Twoof  the thren~/5o 
drowned were Identified 
quality of lifo unparalleled in the the past for all the residents of Skoona, 
. . .  . . .  . . . it rests on the development.of those main areas:,. .... : :,- .. :/;i':,;;:: /i:!:;.,, !: .::i/ 
. . . . . . . .  • ' - - ,  - ~ .~ : ' ,  ~: , '~ .  , .  
HNGHWAY 37:  HIGHWAY OF OPPORIIJNITY. : .  
hocomo acmstk hn  ~is hilPmy aid.lluaup.tlHi POd.. d ~" . : lh i sw iH  iulm 
Vanc0aver and Tmace tim supply mt~n ~~:d imbP i ! t .  : I f  D,C,, ,Ule 
Yukon and AlaSka, ' :,~:.:;. ~ . . . . .  ..',, .... - 
%•:  
NA~B,TON - DOORSlIP 111111E WILDERNESS 
h: ! ,  
• • . , . .  
• ' , ' '  . ' '  " , . .  ? , , .  - , ,  . _  
• ' SMI11iHRS ;SKI 
~1~ P r H A Z E L T O ~  OF e.~. 
mmm SmUm la Ibm top of Ildm 
~ .  
Meaday by RCMP at 
community 14o kl lomel~ 
northeast of Vancmver~:ks 
Mike :Barry of Bumaby;!:a 
Vancouver suburb, ~d 
• Duncan Madaren of m~_" 'y 
Ya le . .~me of the o~er 
~:vtcti~W~;,Withheld. ~:! 
;~*;~¢,.tvden '. the: raf~o 
: '  p : ' • 
,' se t t les  ~of. -~the river !::to 
tltotoer~#t a wa _~aU. '~  
flyer ban heen r~ sto=dUy 
for the last few weeks ~-  
cause of bea~ spring rundf. 
The survivors told 
reacaen from: two offer 
companies that run F r~r  
River tours that the Cm~(de 
River Holidays raft "It'p- 
pasted to fold up on th~n 
after it struck the rock. i:!: 
Dol lar  -~ 
dipping ~!i 
MONTREAL (QP) --  
Canadian dollar centin .u~d 
Its cup below the 87-;ent Q:S. 
level Monday, Imi~ m~e 
than enethird d a c~ht 
apJmt its U,S. countal~.  
The Canadian dollnr 
closed at 86.59 cents U~, 
Monday, losing stcod)ly " 
, after opanln~.at.the ~, 'm 
:.,~. af n.O~.F~y'o c l~ 
" ~V~i M~7 . . . . . . . . . .  
87.59 to r/.t6 but "Week 
because of the :Q(/ebec 
~overnn lentOs  I n "  
noancement of the Asbestos 
Corp. takeover, bankers now 
are btomln~ several other 
factors for the dollar's 
continued rop. 
One analyst blamed "poor . 
merchandise trade figures, 
the U.S. interest rate 
scenario coming beck into 
the picture and siOu that 
Chicago was back In them 
selling its Canadian dollars. 
l• . valved in the upcoming 
, federal elecflom." 
' i',~ i ~ e :  -~,...Tr ;~,  X ~  , wtLb ,  m dd bdllUn.. 'H I '  impactThese faCt.of f - - lSnm'~l  I~__
/~~~"-~--~'~:~~'~.-----'----"'~ I TERRACE --~ ,u r~ =nr=~ k ~, .  ,....e.=m ,.=,= by !'!: ~ ~r ~,N~-  " ot,.w, last we.. 
~, .,~.~.~,../. TERmOE - HUB OF THE NORTH ' ~ 
RS " ~ "  SMITH EHOTSIING S Villages ' , ~ ~,  . FOO/U. 
ene indum,y ta~ to the . , • .¢=,~co ,= ~ LAKELSE AND IIEOREAgON. wi l l  f lood  
centre ~ g w ~ t  and 
.b.uslneea. Tho Regional 
.=l,h Unit, ~e ~ ~  of like= bh, will ~vih local n~lms nmd Imogors wilh x~e,  the  CbUd 
Development Centre, = ,  I~  .~ l~k l l ,  , 0d l l~ l~ l l t  I i ~  h ~ n l l~ l l lN~,  
mis NtStNdill latiinil.meiml, leStid llillly i l  B dos  (AP) --  The vllkges o| Ruby 
-and Galena ,am the Yuken 
• C~ River will be fl0alal in the 
'~  ' next day or two ao Ice mkea 
the.MU~_ Memorial H ~  ~ ~ ~  l iP 'k l l t l l l l l  and r l l~t~l ,  I COIVMlUM C i l~ ,  llihllUl :~HI and spokesman f0¢ the UnReal 
k maze "rerra~ tim I ~  States National Weather 
~uz of um =rat. ~ nlilitld ilossiilities for .o~dw.pastklu, ,. • se~ce mid Mend.y. 
• ~=====~ . Jerry Nthler, a hydrologbt 
. . . . . .  ' .. wlth elm service, said the 
KIT IMAT KITIKAT - EA'IIWAY T1} 1 i  NOR'hi . . 'river.=, ,t,= a~t fou, 
• . .. : . . .  metres in the last ~ , ' -ys  
" " "  ~ "~ Kitimt as a mlti:u, port and font dock wolH be iko key to a m ' 
'~  transportntion COllier ham h~onvor to Atn~ ml a~ p~my to the ~' ' " -  ~- , . Ice b~e up near Stevens 
. • yillage Sunday nlffht without P~ilic Rim .,intdes for ~nndlnn expos, . ' . . . .  , /  . noo~.~ as ~d,  ~, 
• ' said, 
- -  .' , . . . .  " , • , '  ': ': . " -  However, Nilder imid the 
.'--- ~ " . " ' village d Birch Creek ap- 
• " -  . . . .  _ _  . .  .. : i - .  parently ham ~ flooded. 
: -~  • ' , "  " " ' ' B i r th Creek la on the Yukon 
Rlver tributary of Bindt 
. ' ', ' Creek, about ZS mum south- 
the pr-:tSOlOO ,,., o, , .o . . .® = "1 ask for your support Nay 10 to oomploto so oxoitin| , . " :  ..:':' .*:'..' * : .  tentAr~UcClrcle'Heeaidtha='of tim floodl~ was not 
•. known yeL 
Nibler aald thla sprlNj's 
breakup on the Yukon IUver, 
" " wu  a iltio woem than nor. 
real became of unumml~ 
warm temperatures, 
Dawson Cl~, Yukm, wen 
a dlsamter area ~ ld ly  
as the Yuken River apfllod 
over lta banks. Am tim lee 
break up moved down. 
stream, Circle City and Fart 
Yukon in Alaska eb;o were 
flonde¢ 
continuing at Dawson CltY'~ 
resldente retla'nod to -Ut~ 
homes .to aeaem damqle 
estimated in tha milliom, 
~s ~ ~rom apatate 
I 
f t 
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TIMAT TOUTED/ S THE PLACE ~'~ t}'.' " ' "  : ;  i / ~ 1  a,~,:. . . . .  " i. ~ ., _ . :" ' - , ~:. 7'., I , ., 
• " ' : , i " ;  ~',~ ; :¢",  , , ."., :,-. ' ;- . . . .r ' t' .' ' "' " """" "?  
eth .... p l  t t 'hdied i M '  . .~,., ; . . . .  ".. " " ""  : '- " '.: ti. ., / ~. " ,: : an0l eonversion an locater on s : "  : 
i f : ;  : " : 
~h:; by Brian Grq~ i. shortages, to be revlsed at s omethinS llke the methnnol detailed'.study," said done considerable r search 
lime, a. West Coast plant in Killmat. . Campagnelo. on the methonoI eonveraiou 
industry and I am catbfled • war Coast Transmission spokesman sa id . ' ,  . .Th.e~...aroabout~drilling . A methonol conversion 
CempwF announced. It is expscted to take wm .rz~ .m. me ueace ~ttver and plant in Kltimat would take that It does not p=e tin 
.o. _ . .  .o.,o .o I c ,PoL I  E NEWS 
e~rs  have been hired new studies until the con- 'with the omer drilling $60 million, Campagnelo 
for a feasibility study on etruetion ' of the ,plant is lecatiom like Grizzly Valley,. said; The construction work 
locating of a methonol completed, cald Shelford. force would he 400 people 
converslon plant somewhere lona Campagnolo, the . She.Herd said that Phil~ps and the plant itself w uld 
within British Columbia. incumbent and federal • has worked on gattin$ the employ about 80 people, she 
No location has been Liberal candidate, said methonol plan proponal repeeted from the West 
~lected, although federal Monday that she welcomed going and that Shelford Coastpress release. • " , 
.#qd_~t.$~.e ~zr°~z~naca~as~ze the announcement. ' remained in~ background. She.off said that such 
" I  have had several Campagaulo said that her construetlou could begin In Kitimat RCMP are askin$ 
i~iMto, andWeatCoMtbsonly discussions with Edwin interest stemmed from six months. "There are a people to become involved In 
.~xlatln~previousstudles for Phillips, president ef West' preliminary studies by West couple of other possibilities the Neighborhood Watch 
! the plant which Is capable f Coast Transmission, on this Coast in 1973 which showed for Kitlmat and I would not program after six homes 
".j~a~luclng 70 .to ~ million subject over the past two Kitlnmttoheaprimesitofor be surprised if there were were recently broken into 
gallons of memonm a year. years and have strongly a methonoleonversionpinnt, other announcements within and some valsables and 
~. ,A deckion on locating a encouraged his company to ':This is the type of in- ' one year," he said. monoy were stolen. 
:.]iant is to .he made on the consider Kitimat for this dustry, which could ef- "The northwest is enterlng Pofleesayslfresldenissee 
'i:remlts of the report which project.', .; . . fectively dlvenffy Kltimat's into a bright period for op- anythln~ suspicious they 
,./,,~mld he ready in about 60 Cyril Shelford, Skeena. economic base and I am portur, lties and develop- should contact the RCMP at 
aays. Soered provincial candidate, delighted that .inercasen meat. The estima, ted .$',M0 632-7111 immediately. 
] i~  ffrewin8 supply ef caidthathehosheenurging supplies ofnatural gas m tho miliionpartdevelopmontin Mr. Pohlfchnider ot 51 
~mturalgashaeallowedthe Don Phillips, provincial northeastern B.C. have partofwhetistakingplace," White St. had his house 
~!tudies, which were shelved minister of economic made It ponalble for West said Shclford. : broken Into on May 3 about 
~..1973 becaus e of gas development, to get Coast o proceed .with this _ Campagaolo said "I have 8:15 p.m. Some money was 
MICROWAVES MOM 
f rom TOSHIBA 
The hurryin~ isdone for [] 
you at mealtime with 
i the Auto-Temp Microwave. 1,5 cubic foot cavity and 650 watts 
power makes femity 
Terrific meals are a touch away with Tcehiba's new meals fast and easy. 
Semor.Touch Memory Microwave. Features 650 watts 'variable defrost.t~..wa 
power In a large 1.6 cubic foot cavity for fast fan~. zooas ..auto maue.any. 
m. ~is. O deMees F to 199 degrees F te]npe~ature p obb' •~"'.'For evou tester aetrnst, 
saowab=l~ temlaeratureoffoed--cook~_ sit,t0 d~l~d, i ~ ,.~, .419wet I~d,thn,e s Kinas 
denozmB automatically. = proaramma'bl6't~emoi;ti~ ~-'' ' ."~iil '~';be'' '~-Controlled ,
pre4et oven m me mormng to uetrest; program your" ' • ' F' tO" 199 ¢legrem F. 
chutes ef time-temperature and power ~mbinatlons; Temperature probe 
evan set to hold cooked food on influlto summer, xour 
Toshiba Microwave cooks your meat toyour exact 
spseifleatlms. All you have to think about is hew 
dclkioualy perfect it'll be whenever you set home at 
nl~hL 100 minute LED Timer includes electroule clock 
for constant time of day rend-out, Walnut flnkh. 
,,,,..,,,, =.,.o.,. _ __"  
shows inside tem- 
porature of food--cooks 
it to desired doneness. 
60 minute digital timer. 
Walnut finish. 
Reg, ~89.00 
SPECIAL 
Terraoo Eleotronio$ 
4623 takolse 636-4543 
.... Check  your  t icket  against  these winn ing  numbers. You could be a mil l ionaire,  i f  you  don't  have a Loto 
: Canad~t Ucket, these numbers are a good reason to get one . . .any  Loto Canada pouch you buy might 
. ' still contain one of these lucky numbers.  
:,:,, MAY 6th  MID-DRAW 
/ , . ( ' .  
/...... 7085488.  ,$1 MILL I0N 5418779,  .$1 MILL ION 
-085488. .$20 ,000 .  -418779. .$10 ,000 . .  
. - -85488. .$1~000*  - -18779.  • $1| 000.  
- - -5488. .$200.  - - -8779,  .$200 .  
. . . .  48B...  $50 .  . . . .  779.  ~$50,  
if: 
$1-~LUOr , !  PRIZES 
5228974.*$1HILL ION 
-228774. ' .$ tO .000 .  
- -28974. .$1e000.  
- - -8974 . .$200.  
. . . .  974 , ,$50 .  
7784220, ,$1  MILL ION 
-784220, ,$10 ,000 .  
- - .84220, ,$ | ,000 .  
. . . .  4220, ,$200,  
........ 220 , ,$50 .  
h,"  $100,000 SPECIAL  BONGS PRIZES 
c , , ' :  
i , J  
)p,' 
Y' 
3068544. .$100.000 .  
-068544. .$10~000.  
- -68544. .$1 .000 .  
- - -8544. .$200.  
. . . .  544 . .$50 .  
I f  the  LOto Canada t i cket  
%, 
i! 
6474038. .S100,000 .  
-474038. ,$10m000.  
- -74038. ,$1 ,000 ,  
- - -4038**$200,  
. . . .  038 . .$50 .  
7749147, .$100,000 .  
-749147. .$10 ,000 .  
- -49147, ,$1~000.  
- - -9147 . .$200.  
-~- -147 . .$50 .  
lou buy now contains one of  these lucky  numbers,  you're an Instant w inner l  
One Loto Canada pouch c;ives her a better than I-in-3 chance 
to win something. 
sinlen. 
John Jenoin~ of Gannet 
St. In mmnat reported 
theft of hk  1974 Honda 
motorcycle, license number 
M20-431, from Kitiope St. 
betwesnl~:45 a.m. and 1:30 
a.m. on May 5. 
A 1972 Cbev Nova, driven 
by John Jennin@, of 
environmental risks to our "create'the same number ef oil auperinnkm. T I~ =re 
area as did the propesal for a ~, , ;"  ; , . .~ _ much mndler, moot have 
CrUde l O f f  , ', : ~ ' , ' ~ " 'The:exmunR l'aelfJe bemlzditr~entlytohl~h 
KiUmat.,.althou~ it would Northern" gas pipeline is standards and, b4mause 
,. _ : cur~ntly undei'.utUisnd and methond evaporatmd it oes 
| ~d  v.ery likely be used to. not ~ the same threat o 
" " ' " '  " " ! "  ~ i~]y : t~ propo~l paste; ~ finz~t ~tu=~ u a 
=,8= J p = I A ~  l and the tan~ers quired ore massive oll spill," a id  
WEATHER KiUmat, left Qaistuo St, and I 
went Into the ditch about 1:31 ! . s 
a.m. on May e. Jennin~. A Mndual warming and sunny, 
.recelvea minor injuries and dryinS weather period is T h e ~  ~ today is 
oamage, to the car m eccurmg and today is ex. 17degree= Cebd~ and the 
ar. ad. to be clo.dy and 
vising bicycle owners that if ' m [] ~ m, ~ z 
they recently .hed.a, blke.,.. --...,. ,. • .... , , . .~ . .= . ; _ . . . .  : - - - . . i .  
ntulen they should contact I T~E MI /  ME IE  
the police who are holding IN  V MMMmms IUM~Ulh 
several bikes for Iden- ,~,~m _ e . 
t/flcatlon. " d # ~  
Ed Dowker. ef 486 Quat- _ . "~ '~ ' ' "  ; i . ' ! "1 , .  s~0, ~ the w~w ef: uOU-,-~- u.n,n~ 
bin ho~e wa! broken on May . . . . . . . .  
4. 
A 1972 Mercury and 817/1 . 
Ford collided' head.~a ' on~ '. 
La~ahns about 9:18. p.~. ~ ' 
May 5. Neither Jose Pachec 
ef Kitimat or George $!mp~ 
of Kitimat tees{veal,any,'. 
Injuries, althoual: the 
damage to the two vehicles 
was ~,3O0. 
Lend a hand,,. 
to  clean 
our land 
entertainment, 
dancing 
entertainment, 
dancing, 
Tuesdays ... amateur nits 
Thursdays ... dance contest 
Prizes ... both nites 
conventions, 
muuz lngs ,  
~;r .  - 
". . 
i l , ' , ,  
:.' tO mm'e mlBIon-dol lar pdzes, plus more than 27-thousand other  cash prizes. A l so  free Uckets and 
,: instant  cheques. 
• BETTER THAN A 1.IN-3 CHANCE TO WIN SOMETHING. 
I~ the eveflt of ~ between the above list= of numbers and the ~¢IoI computer print-nut of randomly selected prize winning numbers, the 
latter shah prevail. 
Keep  nada 
' . . .  . 
Beau ' '-'" • : :i. MAY 7~-12 ' we dd=nus WE WELOOUE roe 
TO THE BEST., 068-8141 
I0 
i CAR-410 Stel:eo CompuTu- 
neP  w i th  Auto -E jec t  Cas -  
se t te& AM/FM Quartz Clock; 
. . . . .  Eleclr0n=c Stahod Search . Quartz Clock 
Electromc Memory Presels. : PLL Multiplex Decoder 
Dual.Gate MOS FET L LED d~splay and Ouarlz ! 
Here s true component- Clock All that plus an rote- " front EnO m 
II h r • 4 Gas FM Tumn quahty h=-fi for the road Ro - grated.amphfler that de ves • g .  . . g_. . 
i mg Thunder by Maranlz The 12 waits total RMS mlO 4 • Automatic Noise ula.nKer 
h r • Lockm t-asI Porwaro asp CAR-410 CompuTuner de ve s ohms - ig - 
the top-notch sound you once Features include . Hewind. Auto-Eject 
L had to =cave at home Ir~ n ,' , Quartz-Locked PLL Tuning. • Send.ust:A.l,loy Tape Head 
I ' * r Pr • urusnea Aluminum h'on! DIN-s,ze (cam ~acr eno ~ I ' ,o Electron c Memo y esets - . 
fil imporls package lull ,)fox- for 6"AM 6 FM stahons P'ane, 
clllng m=croprocessor hint- . = Eleclron~c Station Search ~' -There's never been a better 
bans hke r)uartz LocI~ Tun,rig , DKvIal Freque~'~cy Read-out t~ne 1o bvy Marantz. | ,. 
i.i n 
= Io m- ' -n ,= ol 
I I 
IO ,  . .... ] 
SA-247 7 -Band Equa l i zer  
Amplif ier.  
the mus,c to your own prefer- 
ence And you II gel a speoal 
The BOOM m Maranlz ambience control Io pray=de 
ROLLING THUNDER Co~neCt :lh~ ~'~nderf.hall r~ahsm of 
the SA-247 to any car slereo' :larger I,sl~.nmg area at the 
receiver and you Ilgel enough Push of a butlon 
Dower--60 total RMS watts -- Features include 
to reproduce even the most • N¢ more Ihan 0 5% THD Panel 
dynamic paris of todays pop. at 15 walls per channel ~n 
ular music A~d youll get a ., . . . . . .  4~ ob~s . . . .  . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  . 
un,q(Je ?-band graOh,c . . . . . . . .  e Fade'r Con{rot for; ront-lO- ' Threes ne~er been a better 
equahzer that lets you Contour rear tadmg hme to buy Marantz, 
m n p n n I ~ ®  
~ sound bette~. 
• Delenled Shde Controls 
• Automatic Turn-on 
, Compact size for easy 
.h,de-awav installation 
i Full-Range Frequency Re. 
sponse (20.20,000 Hz) 
Brushed Aluminum rant 
/. 
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir, 
I would like to know how 
the provincial government 
can grant 11.6 acres of land 
to the District of Klttmat for 
a public works and utilities 
yard, for the nominal price 
of $35. 
Last year myself and a 
group of others In Terrace 
wanted to lease, for a 
nominal fee, one 6ere of land 
behind the new Kalum 
Health Centor, to set up a 
children's center for day 
care, preschool etc. 
We were told by B.C.B.C. 
that nominal rates were no 
longer government policy, 
and that we'd have to pay at 
least $200 amonth rent, plus 
taxes for the land. 
Since when are utility 
yards more important than 
children? 
JenePetch 
Public relations for 
the Children's Centre, 
NB 
Now Defunct 
Dear Friends: 
Times are changing end 
our canvassers find that a 
mail fund.raising campaign' 
for the Canadian Red Cross 
Society will be the best way 
to reach every heine ano 
business in ~ area. We 
trust hat youfl~'t mind thla 
change and sincerely hope 
you will respond generously. 
• We need your help! 
In Terrace and Hazelten, 
everyone is familiar with our 
Blood Transfusion Service. 
During the past year, over 
$35,000 has been spent In 
providing blood, water 
safety programs, ' 
wheelchairs end crutches on 
loan, free of charge, to 
people who need to use them. 
In addition, our young people 
in schools have been in- 
strutted in Red Cross 
programs (such as vulun- 
teerism, bicycle safety, 
babysitting, etc.) 
The Red Cross Disaster 
Service is always prepared 
to lend a hand. During the 
devasting flood conditions In 
Terrace last year, the Red 
Cross Youth (student 
volunteers from our own 
schools) assisted residents 
with mop-up and any 
physical assistance they 
' could provide. Also, a eun- 
tingnney fund was Im- 
mediately made available if
extra funds were needed for 
the community. The 
Emergency Service for 
Burnt-out.Families provided 
for oneof our families during 
their misfortune. As you can 
see, we're always there to 
help! 
We've sent you an a& 
dressed envelope for your 
convenience. Please help us 
anti.NDP attacks have taken 
l~ce in the Legislature, to 
e point that the debates in 
• the House sounded more like 
an election campaign than 
the normal business of 
running the province. People 
reading the speeches of the 
MLAs could almost wonder 
who was government...the 
Socreds of "Those dirty 
Socialists". 
The re-distribution bill 
that was prepared in one 
day, and rammed through 
the Legislature in the next 
was a deliberate attempt o 
destroy many of the NDP 
strongholds in B.C. The 
British Columbia Govern* 
ment News became a 
government funded means of 
touting the Social Credit 
Party. The "free shares" 
issue has been seen by 
Journalists, economists, 
politicians and many others 
asan obvious attempt to buy 
votes. A provincial budget, 
calling for massive tax cuts 
and an election called within 
the same week. The list is 
endices...the purpose' was 
clear. 
A certain amount of name 
calling and mud slinging is to 
be expected In.any election, 
and a certain umber ef the 
opposition's campaign signs 
are always defaced. Even so, 
an eraanized attempt to 
destroy NDP sigus was not 
expeeted. Neither were some 
of the hateful innuendos that 
have been directed at NDP 
candidates. 
The whole attitude of the 
Social Credit Party can be 
seen by their recent actluns 
..r~arding the e~gibmty of
me NDP candidate in 
Skeans. Frank Howard was 
nominated by the NDP pa .rty. 
to contest the previneim 
Skceun riding in December 
1978. That nomination was 
well pablieized at the time, 
and the Socreda know that 
Frank Howard would be the 
man to beat in the election. 
The Socroda lso knew about 
the eligibility requirements 
written in the Elections Act, 
but they did nothing about it 
until tho election had been 
called. Then they questioned 
Frank Howard's eligibility. 
It was an obvious attempt on 
the part of the Social Credit 
Party to deny the people of 
ISk0.7 no a free ehelce on May 
It Ls understandable that 
Social Credit wants to win 
. this elecJion, but he absolute 
mania, and the "win by fair 
means or foul" attitude that 
seems to be prevalent leads 
,me to seriously q question 
the integrity ot the party that 
formed the last government 
in British Columbia. 
Barry English 
3962 Simpson Cr. 
Mayor Dave Maronoy joins asking ~e public support campaign in the area, With Lou ReUm, Zerina Daya and 
lecalRed Cross organizers in during mall d~t i~ Maroney (leR to right) are' I~y Parker. 
I 
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A SEPERATIST? 
'ctic candidate queried / 
By BILL LEVITT Minister Trudeau has development, increased Returning officer Donna 
THE CANADIAN PRESS reJeeted the proposal on that employment and the Clarkson said there are 
George Erasmus the ground. Hugh Faulkner, terr i tory ,  eventua. l ly  15,000yotersspreadovertbe 
candidate has become Indian affairs minister, said becoming a province, 44o,000 square miles but was 
George Erasmus the issue in it was the same as Patti 
the ridlng of Western Arctic..Quebeeois independence But Erasmus and the unablevoters intot° b~'~ketknle groups,down the 
Dene, an Indian word It has been estimated that 
Erasmus i running for the goals for Quebec. meaning the majority of whites outnumber natives at 
Now Democrats in the May But Erasmus tells natives Maekenzle Valley 
22 federal election but his that Canada was built on a the polls by a throe-to-two 
Liberal and Progressive racist premise and for In- languages, want develop, margin. 
Conservative opponents diaun, given the vote in 1960, ment halted until the land The riding stretches from 
claim is settled, the Saskatchewan border 
question whether he "that's all we ever had. The Dene have held out for north to the treeline and west 
represents he party or the ' "None of us want hat kind 
OTTAWA 
EAT FB OF 
BY RICHARD JACKSON 
' i .  
OTTAWA - One,of these has found three tld~p~ turn ~ 
days, before: the ballots are on the media. ~ ' . 
cast-- it has just happened ' Money. Brains, Physique; 
for the first time --. Con- Trudeau Is supposed to 
servative Leader Joe Clark. have them nil.in abundance. 
is going to keep doing what His money: may be 
he should have done weeks,, inherited. His brains maybe .
even months ago. the academic kind.' His 
And that is confront he physique has  been 
media. Head on.. Again and specialized• to individual, 
again and again, carefully selected, relatively 
Not just co,rant it. safe athletic endenvors~ 
But like Pierre Trndeau, studiously avoiding, the 
face it down. bruises and broken bones of 
Trudeau from the first has contact team sports.But 
been master of the media, while these three qualities 
.His secret-- he treats it may be of a rather 
and its members with utter specialized nature, he has 
contempt, them. 
Joe Clark, in sharp con- And the media, "from thai 
trast, regarded it with outset, has been impressed. 
suspicion, even fear. He quickly took the upper 
• And with reason because, hand. On his first official trip. 
led by three individuals, one abroad -- to London where 
of them a member of the he became' involved in 
Par l iamentary  P ress  nightelubplaywithatadyof 
Gallery, one a former qunstlanablereputatien--ha 
member, and the third a went on the offensive. 
columnist with no Ottawa The press, he let it be 
affiliation, the  media 
reflected Joe Clark as dull if 
not a dummy. 
Trudeau has never flin- 
chad from confrontation a d 
so comes through to the 
public as a tough guy, able to 
stare down any hestllns in 
the media., 
While all of this might 
seem trivial -- as a political 
leader's relations with the 
media in ordinary times 
usually are -- it is now of 
some importance because 
these are extraordinary 
times. 
Election times. 
And even while Trudeau, 
Clark andBrusdbent do 
spend eight weeks jetting all 
over the country, none of 
them meet more than a 
fraction of the people. 
The leaders "really don't 
even SEE that many peoplo 
in the fl~h, let alone meet 
them, shake hands ~ and say 
hello. 
What they do, say; how 
they look and aet; What 
triumphs or disasters they 
create for themselves on 
their scores of airborne stops 
reaches the voting public 
through the media. 
• known, was "crummy", and 
the media was both insulted 
and intimidated. 
He kept .the upper hand at 
press eonferencns,, cuttin~ 
up unwanted questions, and 
patting dewnthe quest 
He kept the upper hand at 
press eo~ .erenens,. cutting. 
up unwanteo qusenous anu 
putting down / the 
questioners. 
So it's his show and he runs 
it with the contempt, Of a 
circus ringmaster over the 
animals. 
Joe Clal'k came on the 
national scene with those 
three pace.makers of the 
media pack discounting him 
as perhaps a little slow or 
dense, with no money and a 
physical awkwardness that 
prevented him even from 
tying Boy Scout reef knots. 
Where Trudnau ~ has 
contempt for the media, the 
media seemed to have 
contempt for Clark. 
As a result, he appeared to 
regard them as the enemy, a
danger to be avoided a t 
almost any cost. 
It's past time for con- 
frontation, for Clark to stand 
So this, more than any up and trade shaft forshaft 
before it, is a media cam- with them, andif paesible 
paign, planned and staged ex~+bit a t~ch of the old 
for pres~s, radio aed TV; . . . . .  superiority ' or arrog.ance, 
That's why. a leader's bettor s@, a shaue m con- 
attitude & 0t ~ his perception tmiip'~ For them, • 
- -  conduet and contact -- The way lies 
with the media is so ira- That way lies respect end 
pertant, a strong, positive image of a 
Anoldpolittclanandlnoga le der. He must do it, not 
continuing observer and once nor twice, but whenever 
student of polities ays be the chnilenge arises. 
WATER KEEPS 
THEM SINGLE 
NEW DELHI (CP) -- 
Thousands ofeligible young 
men in India's villages 
cannot marry because of a 
water shortage. 
Rural brides in Gujarat, 
,Haryaea, Andhra and other 
Indian states are refusing to 
marry men from villages 
where there is no well within 
, a half-mile radius. 
Twelve young men in Ku- 
renga village in Gojarat 
State have started igging a
well In tile hope of finding 
~wllling brides. They have 
been trying to get married 
for periods ranging from 
four to nine years. 
A 29.year-old Kuranga 
bachelor says he was even 
prepared to forego the 
traditional dowry. 
"I was ready to pay the 
bride's family a sum of 
$3,000. But no girl agreed to 
exchange wedding rings with 
me on grounds that there is 
acute (water) shortage !n 
help by donating--every Terrace MacKenzie Valley natives of society in the north." a native-run territory to theYukon border. Some of our village." Visag. 
peony will he appreeiatedl "for whom he advocates Erasmus said the guaranteeing rights for all the larger centres include 
Thank you politicalsovereignty through territorial govermnent for Valley residents. Yellowknife, the capital, 
Sincerely the founding of a Dens the Northwest Territories Talks between native Fort SmithandHayRiverin 
Mrs. LouRenm Dear Sir' nation, cannot plan its future end groups and the federal the south and Inuvik on the 
Cam paij~..Chairnm,  May S is recngnized in125 that must change, government have continued northern tip. + +e+veV+e ++o.++e- -  +- -o+o,++,  
CoCheirnum Cross Day. We, in the B.C.- NlckersonandLiberaiDavid "We need to resolve the because the smaller Metis is hased on sensonal hunting 
YukenDlvisiouofRedCroas, Searle both say suspicion nstiverights question ... we association, which opposes and trapping by natives, 
would like to share this and concern has been need self government and sovereignty, presented its with somezinc and tun@tea p.~l~.7./~ { ~- - - - ' - " '  
DearSir; recognition with our created by Erasmos's eontrolofresourcea." ownelatm toOttawa, mining, service industries ~ / ~  I ~ !  
"Jekyll and Hyde position" Erasmus aid the Liberals Fanlkner wants only one and government jobs mostly I 
I hope that the historians thousands of volunteers._ . over the Dene sovereignty and Conservatives aretied to land claim proposal nd last handled by whites. I ~L..~t~ , _ ( I  ~_  I 
are watching the present The challengnsmetng Ken B.C. provincial election Cross are enormous -- iasue first pot forward four multinational corporations yenrhecutofffundsfromhis "Our case is tied to 
campaign, because I am whether they be in the fields years ago. who do not want the system department toforce the two original native interests," 
sure that it will ilo down In of blood recruitment, water Erasmus dismisses his changed, groups to negotiate a said Erasmus. "We need a 
the records as the dirtiest sa fe ty  ins t ruc t ion ,  opponent's fears. "We are "I don't hink we've scared merger. Talha are still onder strong eeonomy in the north 
end most complete attempt emergency relief, health running a standard NDP anybody," said the 30.year- way. that makes ense and we've 
campaign ... and it includes old native."W~ are not There are roughly 35,000 got to control our resour- 
to be re-elected that any services or education, Our talking about the kind of talking about taking away people in the valley, in- ces." 
government in Canada has role In living up to these ,, ever waged, challenges in your com- government we want. anybody's rights." eluding 20,000 federally- To do that natives must 
The re-election cami~ reunify is dependent entirely Nickerson said in an inter. NDP Leader "Ed Broad- registered Indians, Metis have "regional autonomy 
being waaed by the ~ocUtl on the ener~ and com- view: "Eresmusbes denean bent has accepted the Deno (mixed Indlanwhite blood), about turn. He is moving proposal "in prineiple" as non-registered Indians and withinment strueture."the federal govern. 
Credit gnvermne~t e artod mitment Of yoar local Red away from his rigid stance Iong as everyone's rights are lnuit. But Niekerson said that 
within one month of their ¢'roes volunt_eers. • - because he knows a real guaranteed. 
winning the 19715 election, I know i spenlt lot In the last election the fow people see the land claim 
hard line is not going to get Ed Mc~e, who ran riding covered the entire as a major issue. with deliberate attempts to ~eryoneinyoarcenunurdty any votes." "The average person is 
spend money that could be wnen I exffees my ap- against Erasmus for the Northwest Territories (1.2 
blamedonpour preniation to all the fine 5earle said: "The voters NDP nomination, is running million square miles) and more concerned with their 
munagemontof beprevions lgr~t/pe end. i~ll~du_als w~ beveadcepsuspidon...beis as an independent, wasbeldbytheNDP'sWallY next pay cheque," be said. 
NDP government. Than tin ~n~lp ~ male Reel ~,To.ss tne net giving the views he ttolds. Nlckerson and Searlo, FlrtltaMetisnofseeldngre" "People want ions, 
massive increases In taxes' "e/lpmisatiunitis.Thanayou. They do.at believe ,.- a former members of the election'. Under re. especially in the smaller 
iusuranee rates, ferry ~ J  " RobertW.Wh.yte, moment that he has given up territodalgovernment, have distribution the riding has settlements. The feeling is 
'busrainsete.,alldselfPndto l~t~m thegnalforaDene Nation." ealledferaquleklund-claim been halved to cover the get the land elnim outofthe "You'll love th,s place. Palm trees, sandy 
make the NDP Id~ had. B.C.-YuknnDiv~.ton Both see the Dens Nation settlement, valley and a slice d the way . . ,  and encourage the beaches and a remurant even/30 feet." 
C~mtUt scare t,ellcs and CmmdlanRed~rms~ncmlY as a raclatstste end Prime j Both fever rapid resource Western Arotle, private sector." , , , , 
One pretty women told the 
Kurangu young man: 
"If I marry ou, I will have 
to walk four miles each 
morning to fetch water from 
a distant stream. I'm just not 
prepared tobe your slave for 
nil my life," 
The newspaper Janma 
Bhoumi estimates that' 
nearly 18,000 eligible young 
men in Gujarat villages are 
forced to remain hachelonl 
just because of girs' 
reluctance to walk long 
distances to fetch water for 
household needs. 
In Andhra State, girls 
prefer to marry men who 
can produce a. document 
showing that there is a well 
in or near their house, The 
brides insist that the docu- 
ment must be signed by a 
senior government official. 
"First dig a well+ then ask 
for my hand in marriage," 
one village girl tohl a young. 
man from a bemlet near 
Saan store opens here 
i'Satletactlon'guaranteacl, or.your money of.thecommunity it serves, bearing In mlhd 
cheerfully refunded': is lust one of the 
services offered by Sun Stores Lid. who 
have lust opened the doors of their store In 
the Skeana Mall. 
Since rite founding of the company in 
;Winnipeg in 19,t7, Saan Stores Ltd. has 
grown to 108 stores throughout Western 
Canada and Western Ontario with ad- 
ditional units scheduled for 1979 and have 
earned the reputation of selling quality 
merchandise at reasonable prices. 
Saan Stores can best be described as a 
family clothing and footwear store and 
otfors, good selections for men, women and 
~ children. The clothing and footwear Is In'a 
:medium prlca range and Saan buyers scour 
both Canadian and foreign markets to bring 
to their customers the latest In fashion and 
.' quality at the best possible prices. 
A constant effort Is made by Saan buyers 
to maintain stocks needed to meet the needs 
the family budget. 
Saan Stores are a part of the general 
distrlbut0rs group of companies, totally 
Canadian.owned and Include Metropolitan 
Stores of Canada. Greenburg Stores Ltd. 
and General Distributing Ltd. 
On Tuesday morning May 6th the new 
Terrace store will open its d0ot's te a big 
openingsale that will last fen days. 
The store is geared to all the latest 
merchandising methods Including the new 
NCr250 computor tills for fast service on the 
ready.on.d~mand merchandise. 
On hand for the Saan opening Is I om 
Adamson, District Manager and Mr. Step 
district manager for the Interior. 
Store manager Is Peter Martel who brings 
to Saen Stores many years of experience in 
the clothing trade and will be on hand af all 
times to ensure good service 'and give 
general support to the community. 
(Seasonal Dwellings) 
Horl5, West & Oentral D,O,, Skeena, Nass~ 
Kitimat, Kispiox River VallIy, Queen Oharlotte, 
" and Port Hardy 
The Government of the Province of British Columbia is desirous of 
• surveying and determining the extent of loss and damge to seasonal 
dwellings affected by flood occurring October 31. November 7, 1978. 
Damage will be assessed by members of the Canadian Independent 
Adlusters' Conference appointed to carry out this service. The 
results of their assessment on completion will be submitted to the 
Provincial Government for considaratlon. 
Individuals who wish to have their flood damage approved are 
notified that all Requests for Assessment must be submitted by 
MAY 15, IW9, on forms available from and returnable to:- 
FLOOD ASSESSHENT HEADQUARTERS 
DJIHADIAN INDEPENDENT ADJUSTERS UONFERENO! 
Sperling Plaza, Tower II 
185- 4450 Roberts Street 
Burnaby, B.C. VSG 4E1 
Phone :. 7~1-22~ 
To assist the assessment of flood damage, applicants are requested 
to provide a detailed Inventory of the damage together with any 
esflm&tee, Invoices, photographs or other material which will 
document the flood damage. 
J .  DALE ELANDER 
CH I E F ASS ESSOR 
The Herald, May 8, 1979, Page 5 
Peter Martel (left) is store manager and Tom Adamson is district manager 
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, .  Oulden's looking 
to the future 
Houlden's Logging is one 
of the new entries in the 
Terrace Mena Fastball 
looking to mlprove ~.:! the 
• .~c,, ~)n w~ars o.. : " . 
One of the big things going 
for Houldcn'.* team is that 
they'..-~ relatively young, 
with according to player- 
Coach Gerry Wesley, an 
average age of around 22 
League, manned mostly by years. "We're not holding 
players from last years any great expectations for 
Scrub League, but they're this year," comments 
Wesley, "we're more or less 
he says. is '/getting better 
every ye~,t ." 
Understandably, 
Houlden's doesn't have a set 
lineup as yet, as they're still 
trying players at various 
positions: They,re also still 
id need of a player or two, as 
their roster is short of 'the 16 
man teem.they hope for. 
Gerry Wesley is handling 
the coaching duties, as well 
as playing, but the team is' 
. -•  - . • / • y 
 * i'iu'hcrol¢,l SPORTS 
with  Chr i s  Por ter  
shooting for next year, but actively seeking a good full 
Lend a hand.,, game this season." terested in p lay ing or THR 
coaching can call Gerry at EE STRAIGHT VICTORIES 
On the mound • for 635.4387. 1;o clean Houlden's wi l l  be Also, the Terrace Mens 
Sandhais, whowill be backed Fastball League is in need of . &7..~O lvM , our land u, by Mauriee Sam, umpirc~. Anyone interested 
Wesley is high on second in filling the bill can call 635- 
basemen Jim Cooley, who, 3295 and ask for Bruce. T or 
~ , , ~  i , " . . .~  ...... 
He B.C, will e 9oy the seconddowest 
pro cial income tax in Canada. 
The lowering of the provincial personal income tax by 2% 
effective July 1st, will allow British Columbians to keep more of 
their earned income. This will give B.C. the second lowest 
personal income tax rate of any province in Canada. Another 
new move is the assurance that no British Colmnbian wm pay 
more provincial than federal income tax.., lowering or removing 
provincial income tax for 65,000 B.C. residents. This is in addi- 
tion to 110,000 British Columbians removed from provincial 
income tax rolls in 1977. These are direct benefits of the sound 
financial management practiced by your Social Credit government. 
against Prince Rupert, was a 
travelled to Kitlmat for two much closer, tigStiy fought 
affair. The two teams hatting games Sunday afternoon, 
and came out on the winning 
end of both, to extend their so 
far undefeated season to 
three straight wins 
The first game, against 
Kitimat, saw the Northmen 
completely dominate the 
Aluminum City squad, and 
come out with a one-sided 28- 
0 victory. Ken Sommerfeldt, 
Neff Fleischmann, and 
Adrian Enright soored first 
half trys. with Bill Warcup 
converting two of them, to 
stake Terrace to a 150 
half. "me lead. The Northmen 
continued to dominate in the 
second half, as Ernie Dt~dal 
notched a try, and Ken 
Sommerfeldt added his 
second of the game. Bill 
Warcup converted both to 
make the final score 284) in 
favor of the Northmen. 
The Northmen's econd 
game of the afternoon, 
through a scoreless first 
half, but Terrace's Ken 
Scmmerfeldt came through 
in the second half with the 
only try of the game. Bill 
Warcup converted to make 
the final score 6-0 in favor of 
the Northmen, and extend 
this seasons winning streak 
to three games. . ,  
Next Sunday, the Nor- 
thmen, will play a match 
against a mixture ot Kitinmt 
and Prince Rupert players 
as a warmup for Edmonton's 
R ugby Feat, the biggest in orth America. The Rugby 
Fast is slated for the Victoria 
Day weekend, and involves 
some25 to 30 teams from all 
over .Norihi~Ame~ca: The 
Northmed: With some ad- 
ditions from Kitlmat's and 
• Prince Rupert's teams, plan 
to make the trip. 
i 
project Plan 
of The Week 
Plan No. 541031 
If you like to doodle, you'll ove this updated version of 
an old-time polygraph machine. It uses a ballpoint pen on 
• paper or a diamond-point, abrasive wheel dresser on 
metal/All you do is turn a crank and watch the design 
" ap)pea~" l ike mag ic .  
Basically, the machine consists of three plywood 
Wheels c0nnected by o leather belt. Bits of adhesive tape 
attach the Item In hc d~.corated tothe wheel, which acts 
~as  a rotating 'drawing board ', Asthls wheel turns, a 
/ block carrying the stylus (diamond tool or pen) moves 
over it, guided by, ,e stylus arm. 
By following the instructions carefully, this Intriguing 
project can give you hours of fun and enjoyment. You can 
crank out dozens ofdecorative designs in aluminum and 
brass just by spinning a disc. 
. . . . . . .  - -  - - - - "1  
I I 
I ~ Please send me Plan Number I 
,I I ,or , .oo  (includes 50. for h .d i ing  I 
I '  ' charges). J 
| Please send me the Deco-Plan catalogue I 
!F"~ for *3.00 (includes 50¢ for handling I 
I t _ . - -A  charges) containing over 150 original do- I 
[ it-yourself projects. I 
I I 
ISend order made out to Deco-Pins] 
i 
cheque or money 
' ¢ "~ '  . I 
I 
lPlease PRINT your dame and address: " I 
I I 
I ~AMz . . . . . . . .  ' ................................................................ I 
I ...................... ..................... ' ...................... 1 
| .l..lloeo°H.o°l.o.o.o.o..I.iJ.llo..llo.ooo...°..* , - - . .oH . . . . . , .o - ' . .o . . ° .  ,OOHH ~ 
! I 
Icrrv ........................................................................ "1 
IPMOV ..................  ...... ZIP... ................. .................. 
I 
I Lmmmammimmammi  am a 
Rex I lollett Sl~phen Rogers 
small busincssm~m airline pilot 
Cowichan-Malahat V~ItICOLI ~, er Soudl 
From smM] businessmen to trade union member~ 
Sockd Credit candidates are people from M/wa~.s of life... 
united iu their beh'ef that Social Credit is best for B.C. 
On May IO, vote for the 
 overnment that puts 
e individual first. 
SOCIAL CREDIT WORKS. FORYOU. 
I P 
I I 
: HEDBERG HELP ING ON 
' " R GER S CKING LINE ' . ,  : 
"J / ' :h~'WYORK(CP)~- -A  Hedher~' , ld  he  had~i ' " ' " :  ...... =" " . . . . . .  " • H~rg:sc~.~dther~vln ' curious/about Shero's 
i year ago In Winnipeg, heard a lot about Shero 'ning goal in Saturda.y'a '~mehtng habits: . 
.Andars  He~z~ never from Clarke, the Flyers' plvotalfffthgame, wonoy. ' "We waniedto come to' 
~i ~eBlPr~r~oe~Y~ . . ta r  cent .  who ,am,  the '. Radgers 4-3 on agondteambeeansolt 's  
:~ to Winnipe~ to try ~d islanders' i ce . .  . much more fun to play.for 
by . convince the Swedes that One New York a team that is corn- 
to "selL" they should sign with newspaper reported that" petitivo," Hedberg says. 
.... The Swedish-born Philadelphia, " ' " ~ scalpers were getting as .' "Freddie works In a very 
Hedberg recalls the "Clarke wan high as $500 for a ~ personal way and I don't 
f(~in~ he r had represent ing their  ticket for tonight's .sixth think any coach does it his 
when John ForllUSon wus . orgnnisation in the beet game on MaWson Square way. 
flredasgenerai-manager possible way,'! Hedberg Garden ice. A seventh "He doesn't say very 
of the Rangers,. - says. "I 8uess Clarke told . ,game, ff . needed, is 
In one of heckey'a me everything I know 'schoduled'InLong Islalld . much but whatever he 
• maim'  ~ .e~.ps, Fereuson now from my own .ex- - on Thursday night, says makes ense . . . .  He 
. 'was muuy r~psuslble ,perishes/' ' The 28.ycar.old Hed- has ~ way of gettlng every 
]o r  slBnin8 Hodherg and Hedi~rff, who led 'rtbe berg has sc0redonly two player to believe that hey 
bli Swedish psriner Uff Rangersth ls  eason in, goals in:the pM~,offs but, are part of the action." 
. Niksou to Ranger con- :peints wlth33goalsand46 .nmvaJueonriehtwingon .Shero  himself has 
' tracts at 16o0 00 a year ~asslsts, ii appreciates 'the -Walt Tkanzuk called.. Hedberg and 
:each after they became Shars'  coaching meth- checking line has been. Nliss0ntwo f the must 
. intelligent players he has free. agents, eds. immense. , 
Hedberg .and Nlksen ' Shero revitalized the -:"It's not a question of ever seen . . . .  . Brnins coach Don Cherry 
were leaving Winnipng team and breught the adjusting,,' says Hedberg ' Nilsson missed the was the target of several 
Jets of the World Hockey Rangers to  the point of his checking role in the playoffpwhen he br.oke an objects thrown ,from the 
, "~Aasanistion f r New York .where to~t  they can playofis. "There's less ankle and tore ligaments " Forum stands Saturday 
: when the Rangers ex- clinch' a berth In the, pressure that you have to late In the season. But he night. . • .. 
• p/nded their* bombshell Stanley Cup final agaimt score and more pressure has been skating the last l, "How would you llke these 
_.lut June. They hired the winner of the Men- to play a sound game a three weeks and ta eager I 'thrown at your head?"' 
.,~ero .as general treal-Beston sarieo, more conservative ' to play, says,Hedberg. I Cherryashed, holding aloft 
'mmmser and. coach .al. TheRangers lead the game." ."lfthere'sanychance~ I twocli~rettetightershurled 
~Jt~t~h~ea...~.r ~.dars3-~in~lrbest- ~ofora Hedher~ and U~d~ to p~-y, he I during' the ' O,Reilly- 
--  iladalpma of-seven National Hockey Niisson made their move wants to play, but It s up I 
e'/yers. League seml.flnsl eries, to the NHL, they were to Freddie to decide." ' Rtsebroughthe MontrealScraPcentreWhicha brokenC°et 
nose. 
• . "They ta lk  about Boston 
W Is NASL " ' " - ' ° " - " "  " R  ,,.s . . • 9 wen,  It ssem~.thme puritans • I on,, s - - - - . - . '  
I ron Man, till going rongst: • S 
can't pax the same ~er i .us  ~ressn{ a ready "Bo~y (~enarau=a) won 
properly. ,, target, as well. the award as the top North 
A strong Enslisb-eriented He finds certain areas of Americau player lnst year - -  
I~llesophy took.0ver. U.S. dominance ludicrous kind of a miracle that a 
And while many from that since meet of the top North Canadian would get i t - -  and 
earlier Whitecaps can ap- Americans in the league With.the award went $10,000 
preclato the current talented (Peter Roe, Toronto; Wee from a pop company," 
Vancouver team, they also McLe0d, Tampa; Bob Is- Wlkonsald. 
feel that had the Canadian rdsei, Washington; Tony "But the s ~  pulled 
core of the club been ilOW~ ' Churski, California; Bobby ,'out because it didn't feel i t  
indevelop muf.hmcre,C~)tu~ld. ' Lenarduzzl, Vancouver to eouldget as munb publicity 
have been*aecompUshed~ii~, nan}e',,a few) are canadiau, as witban American player. 
Wilsoa, however, do~.s# t Yet ~ey often get the short Bobby got ~r=00 or semetbl.g 
save bts bar~,~e~ Bd~h. e~ the shaft. - ; out'of it, It was a Joke." 
• ~. ,~ , . 
TORONTO (CP) -  Wh~ 
Johnny Wilson was an-Iron 
Man in the National Hockey 
• Lsagnehbaccampllshment~ 
were chronicled almost daily 
• as he approached and sur- 
passed the record that 
roached 580 consecutive 
re~dar-msen games. 
: That number has since 
been surpassed by St. Louis 
Blues veteran Garry Ungar 
- -" I  think I must be nearing 
~e," Unger said at the 
recent' world hockey. 
champisaships in Mescaw. 
. New another Wilson Is alp ~ an ~ ~na p~. 
"BoueeWflson isn't a house- 
bold word  In Canada,  butha  
hopes the publicity that 
comas with playing. 134 
,~usecutive regular4onsan 
A~nm in the North 
~pm,.erican Soccer League 
change that situation, 
! The Vaueouver native 
lmsn't missedan NASL 
game since joining Van- 
couver Wldteeaps in 1974 
displte assorted bumps, 
bruises, contusions aud 
Isoeretions. 
•. 'rna CId~o Sting captain 
iwas here Sunday for a game 
with Toronto Blizzard and 
ida l~th  canseeutive l ague 
game. The solid defender 
also will be uppronchlng 30 
international appearances 
when the" canadian team 
gets together again in 
September. 
Wilson doesn't get excited 
about his iron-man 
toti~. 
, r~ ,~ consecutive game 
thing has ~e interesting 
because people a~e starting 
s~t  interested in it ," he 
• "What is the game against 
Ibe Blksard, No. 127? Let's 
see, I can tie the record of 133 
ah June 6, in Portland. It 
doesn't mean ~tH that much, 
but the publicity won't hurt," 
r Raffia8 unfwseen injury, 
Wilson will tie the NASL 
rd held by Roy Turner of 
Tornado. He is not 
• thinking ,o much of the 
rSC~eal publicity derived 
the ocesolon, but of the 
beneficial effects It will have 
on the cause he espouses. 
Wiboa. captain, of 
canada's national team, is a 
nationalist, I t  is a 
nationalism spawned with 
the Vancouver club that, at 
nae t/me, had I0 Canadians 
amoug 11 starters. New 
management came in. with a 
philosupby that Canadtoca 
Canada 's  
l i f te rs  
beaten  
. ~ ~ ,  • ~ . ~  
(QP) ~-Bdtbh wdehtWtors 
euthmved Cnnads's shor. 
thanded national team 
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SIHGER 
2 piece SOFA SUITE 
$650 Reg. S1300 SALE 
o 
M AL-B ' 
F'orum" fans rapped 
• BOSTON (CP) " It has end in the first period," said 
been a home-ice series thus Bruins fight winger Bobby 
far,. and Boston Brulns will Sshmautz. 
have the Garden fans behind 
them toMeht in the sixth 
game o f ' the i r  National 
Hockey League semi.final 
with Montreal Canadiens. 
The canndism, dofending 
Stanley Cup champions, da. 
rested the Brulns 5-1 in Mon- 
treal Saturday night and 
have a 3-2 edge in the best-of. 
seven series. 
If Boo'ton famtremember a 
• third:perisd scrap between. 
their Terry O'Rellly and 
.Doug Rlsebrough M Mon- 
trenl, they may .be even 
rowdier than usual. 
LEONITTI  
"They threw everybody in westartedtomeve'. Theydid 
at us. They had it timedm tons what wedldto them in 
they were ou top of us before Boston." 
ID 
sue 
uv 1ot 
EVER YTHING MUST GO 
o 
2 piece SOFA SUITE 
Reg. ~1369 
| l lU  II1111,11 11114111 I I IM I IV IV  ,~V l l  
should he rewarded with a 
stable economy and an 
exciting future 
The Social Credit Party offers 
positive action to ensure a 
secure future 
Keep the spirit of the north 
alive and growinL..VOTE 
SHELFORO 
SALE 
LARGE SAVINGS 
ON 
MAYTA6 • 
WAS. Rs, nRYE"s, 
DISHWASHERS 
KROEHLER 
2 piece SOFA SUITE 
 oo., o ,495 
. SALE 
i / /~ :.~: !//! i ~"~ 
MacKENZIE FURNITURE 
neath. 
:m.. o . . . , ,  o, (K IT IMAT)  LTD.  Meatmd, in ass m kilo CHARGEX 
~t,  the llMzmt of the [ ~  
e~,m; L.o Ch~rnm a~,o f ~VISA PHONES: 632-7181 or 632.7182 Mmtrea], in the SS kilo 
el...; ..d nr.~ Sa~th or 380  C ITY  CENTRE KITIMAT, B,C. .Truro, N,S,, in the 110 kilo 
~_. .  wct'e the Canadian 
You May Still Use Our Convenient Budget Accounts. ~ lUB l lUS  ge  
, : .~ .~,  ,4, ~ m • 
kilos in the tmateh lift and 106 
,Terraoe and Thornhill Oustomers Woloomed! t~ set a Canadian Junler ~ . . . 
of " r~ total 190 Idles. , 
• kLt- 
, s  8' 
.eduOeu -~ 
.,o GxesV _-  
20 ,. 30% OFF 
DINING & BEDROOM 
SUITES 
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BASEBALL 
Yanks upset 
by Mariners 
By THE ASSOCIATED Thompson and Lance 
PRESS . . Parrish to pull out a 5.4 
Lowly Seattle mariners victory over Chicago White 
continued to torment New Sex, 
York Yankees Monday Butch Wynegar hit his 
night, beating the two-time third home run in three days 
world sb~eMb~le/~omPl°na s and collected three hits to 
1.24a _ Y back the seven-hit pitching 
clun-recora seven runs, Da -" ""  . . . .  " . . . . . . .  of ve Goltz ~. ,,,,,,,~v~ 
inclumng a ue.nr.easmg Twins beat Toronto Blue 
grano slam nomer In tne Jays 6-1. 
fifth inning. 
It gave the Mariners a 4-v 
record against he Yankees 
this season and 13-12 in the 
threeyear history of the 
expansion franchise. Seattle, 
last in the American League 
West, is 6-19 against he rest 
of the league this season. 
Meyer, who came into the 
contest with a .219 batting 
average, two homers and six 
.RBI in 22 games, rapped a 
run-scorlng single and 
sacrifice fly off Luis Tiant in 
the first and third innings 
and then slammed the first 
grand slam of his career, off 
Paul Mirabella. 
His seventh RBI came on a 
bases.loaded walk off Ken 
Clay In Seattle's four.ran 
eighth inning and broke the 
club record of six set last 
year by Leon Roberts, who 
delivered a pinch double in 
the fifth to help set the stage 
for Meyer, and a homer in 
the ninth. 
In other AL action, Butch 
Hobson's three-run double 
keyed a six.run first inning 
off Nolan Ryun to lead 
Boston Red Sex and Mike 
Torrez to a 9-4 victory over 
California Angels. 
Wayne Grcas scored on a 
late throw by Baltimore first 
baseman Eddie Murray to 
break a seventh.inning tie 
and then Derek Bryant 
singled home another 
Oakland run to give the A'e a 
5-3 victory over the Orioles. 
Amos Otis singled in a run 
and scored another to lead 
Kansas City's five-run rally 
in the sixth and the Royais 
went on to beat Texas 
Rangers 10-6. 
Detroit Tigers rallied for 
two runs in the eighth inning 
on RBI singles by Jason 
Angels 
call 
Jays 6-1. 
In the National League, 
Bill Robinson's tie-breaking 
home run in the sixth inning 
helped Pittsburgh Pirates to 
a 4-2 triumph over Atlanta' 
Braves. 
~ ,~i~ 
w 
meeting 
BOSTON (AP) - -  
California Angels' first 
baseman Rod Cavew called a 
team meeting Monday night 
~-rCoaChes and mamq[ur Jim 
egosi not invited-- after a 
9-4 lees to Boston Red Sex. 
"I said we have to feel 
positive," the American 
League baseball batting 
champion explained after 
the private session. 'Tve 
done the same thing with 
other clubs, rm sure the 
results will be positive." 
Frngoai said he had 
nothing to do with the 
meeting and may have felt 
left out. 
"I guess he told them you 
can't get down on yourself," 
Fregoai said after California 
had dropped its fourth game 
in the last five. 
Several Angels said the 
team's batting and pitching 
have gone sour. 
"We have a team that can 
win, so of course we feel 
pressure," said outfielder 
Dan Ford. "We have to 
battle in every game. We're 
going bad," 
Sports 
Briefs 
ALl FIGHTS ALZADO 
DENVER (AP)  - -  A four- 
round boxing exhibition 
between Muhammad All and 
Denver Bronco defensive 
end Lyle Aizado probably 
will take place in late June, 
promoter Chris Dundee 
says. All, scheduled to fight a 
seHca of exhibitions in Eu- 
rope beginning May 25, will 
return to the U.S. June 13 
and has indicated he is 
willing to meet Alzado in 
Denver after that date,  
Dundee said Monday. 
SHAVER8 TUNES UP 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) --  
Ernie Shavers has scheduled 
a 10-round fight at the Rich- 
field Coliseum on May 25 as a 
tuneup for his world 
heavyweight title fight 
against Larry Holmes in 
September. The Coliseum. 
said Shavers' opponent will 
be Edmond Parotto, a native 
of the Virgin Islands, who 
• has a 25-13 record. 
t /  • .  
f ,t 
I 
~r 
DRA VEURS if'IN MATCH MARRED 
. B Y 'PR E : GAME ,BeA WL , " 
TROIS-RZVIERES, shutout for Brandon, the warmup. • • ceman Michel Leblanc at 
Qua. (CPJ -- Robert Western entry, scoring With no security forces 4:25. 
Mongrain scored three with 43 seconds at the arena to break up  The Draveurs con- 
goals and Jacques Clnu- remaining in the game. the brawling, the players trolled the play in the 
tier 'provided stel lar  The Draveurs defeated grappled on the ice for opening period as they " 
netminding Monday night. PeterboroughPetesof the almost 10 minutes before outshot Brandon 13-4, 
to pace Trois-Rivieres Ontario Hockey order was eventually . with the majority of the 
Draveurs to their second Association 4-3 Sunday in restored. . ' shots coming when the 
straight victory in . the opening game of the The fisticuffs continued Wheat Kings were forced 
Memorial club play, a 4-1 ' double round.robinseries five seconds after the to kill off three straight 
decision over Brandon which resumes tonight in ~ame beoan when Jean penalties. '. 
Wheat Kings, in a gaine .Sherbrooke, que., when ~erre ~;etit of the Mongrain gave the 
marred by a full-scale Peterborough meets Draveurs and Brandon's Draveurs a 2.0 lead at 
brawl during the pre- . Brandon. . ' Brad Kemnthoree drew' "9:09 of the second period 
game warmup. An ugly scene _~^.  .~ , :~. . .  ~.. wlth'a hard shot from in. Rump. :' , 
Gaston Douville fired 
the ether goal for' the 
Quebec Major Junior 
Hockey League cham- 
pions, while• Laurie 
Boschman averted a 
d .. . . . .  major penalties for with a hardshot fro  in- 
evelopea o.etore, the fighting ' side the left face-off circle 
game wnen players tram ' . " and. Douville added an 
beth squads squared off Mongrain scored the insurance "goal, his 
after conducting an in- only goal of the first . second of the  series, 
timidatien routine as they period when he was sent fewer than three minutes 
skated in the pre-game into the clear b~; 'defen. later. 
J 
 edR .autoSound 
CENTRE... 
. . .  And  ~See What ' s  
• B0neiess Beef ' S ~ ~ / ~ 1  
1st. 2nd and _ " /B /~J J  LU l l  
Corner Cuts A J / _ ,  ~'lb~ ~/ I  
GradeMtb. [~. '&_~ ~l~j/[ 
h . Beef. Bone In $ S 0rt 
Pork R.tt  ~ou,dsr.oas, $1 ?(I 
l lU In  MI4tklk Be'Re Iq. Ib .. . . . . .  . l l ear -v  
Shoulder Roast 
 :: ::rP:rh:nPkiC;iCrtion ....... '.98 c 
., New TodayZ l ,  ISalad Dressin  
[ RIGHT ON l ( ) ( ~ ) I  ,iracleWhip i . " $1" i~  
! WITH OFF 1 Litre Jar ...................... 11• Ut l l  • 
Panason ic  
CXl110 8 TRACK PLAYER . 'i 
with touch program selection, br ight ly  i l luminated 
program indicator lamps, dual  tone controls and a 
powerful  4.5 watts  rms per channel. 
Reg. Price $99.95 
,~ : , .~  $89.95  
A 
E / ~ Panason ic~ 
Panason ic  
CX7100 CASSETTE PLAYER 
with al l  the features of the CX5100, PLUS "Auto  Reverse" 
which changes tape sides automat ica l ly ,  
Reg. Price $179.95 
, . . , . .  $161.95  
CX5100 CASSETTE PLAYER 
with dual tone control, 4.$ wafts rms 
per channel, large control knobs for 
easy adlustments while driving, 
rewind and fast forward functions. 
Reg. Price S129.t$ 
, ,c , , .  $116 .95  
SIGHT 50UN,D 
Ni l r |  I I | |  H I | R i | | U  
' " ' " '  *7 95 Makes up to 10 Cups . . . . . .  ,,.,,, • 
AUTO STEREO SPECIAL ISTS  
' Strawberries ..I ,r _ .~ . -~, -~ '  , STOP I~ .~, - - .~ :  
I I~  IL)ll~ 
L----OOK ~' -  ,2 oz. Basket ............... ~ 
~'" "~"~:" '~ n . ' ,  ~;,,,, ,.: ~';;.' ~-."." ]E ElishCucumbers~i.r,,,..59 ~ 
• ": " Romaine $ 00 --~-.~1 ~"/,'~,'l Lettuce ~,,,~,ro,, owo ......... 3~,,1. 
L ISTEN .~ ' - '  .~',,~/ ,,oo "' :' "; ~"" Bananas Central .4'$ 00 
Chrysanthemums AT I I  I I I I  
KIrIMAT Assorted Coi0urs *5 29 
i01 Nechako Centre 6" Pot ............. ,,...Each • 
Phone 632.$000 
TERRACE Sales in Retail Quantities only, 
305 Skeena Mall 
Phone 635.4948 
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[T~+RACE' .K IT IMAT.  ++ ' 
. ; "*  , , + + '  • 
,•" ' /  ; . . .  
• .  ~ '~ 
':"' "i:?.. : "  
;r 
: i 
I M +;if++ ~ + + +  +~" ~ - . . . .  + 
I M ,++,+ +' 
i [ ~ ~ + \ + : , ~ / + + + ] +  +,+++++P~+ + / m  
n r + + - m + ~ v ~ :  +C,+.++.+',+;+P", 
Dh'ectors of Kitimat's Laso ~inniversary celebrations committee; AI Ferrelra, lmmsldent knd Frank Abrev, 
Canadian Assoc iat ion  May l9. Loft to right, Manuel 'generalassemblypresident;. director. 
sample wine for their 25th De Olivnira, director finance Frank Tavares, directors 
25th BIRTHDAY + "  
++,![ +-SECOND SECTION ]Poortugese hun,or Alc an 
Israel is shoot un bases ~ 7 5 ~ , ~  ~l rU~b~~intn~c~ wAGsaze~i~cah~a~:d~ie~°e~vt~'s ~2~vhat~iv i2~indbY: :~e 
" ' ' S '  " , •e sasecin~ou~ composed Vancouver and o~er~ out-oL. .~ter the wine and cheese already ~ sold Po~KIPI~: 
and ask for peace talk 
.: JF, RUSAI~M (AP) '-- Israeli ~ou . J -  , ,, , . . ~-  . celebration o~ Alcan s saver 2:3O to 4:3O p.m. and later ~nquet a! 7:3O p.m. at may be di~R~dnted. 
.-..,~targe .+ northern Israeli coast in a , . . . . . . . . . . .  " , 
m~.~ straight day M_ou.day raid on the town d Nahurlya. " . " , . " 
.ann men invited the Lena- in which four Israelis were . __  , . .  " :_ • . . , , - -  " .  , .  . . . .  . _ 
- " - "  " ' ° + ' +  I T  ... 
• .+ : Prime . Minister dren. Two of. the, four -m~ D " 
ml P . l . m m . .  of "tm'i'orkts who spill EgYl)tian Foreign Min~s .isr J -  " J -  
. . . .m .+ "4 II " • "~ , . 
r l , ~ ~ o ~ t l a u e d l e r a e l l a t t a c l m o n  I n  Cairo n Monday, 
me umoceat blood ot men, Buttes Ghaii called for+ me . , . . "' • 
women and children." United S~tes to "firmly 
In  the northern Lehadese intervene to stop the lsraell . _ x ,  , . ,  - _ -- . . ' _ , ,  .,.,~ _ . .  . . . .  
village of Mohmara, raids, which he' said are - . d . ~ / ~ ' ~ - - ' ~ + + ~ ~ ~ ~ -  ~ ~ .~|~£a~++~-& - ' .  . . . .  
• meanwhile, " townspeople "~posing the whole Middle ' ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ .~'+'.~/~..)~ J I l~  . P ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ' < ~ :  
l~d.ed ~ six. v.l.ctin~l.of East to grave dangere," " ~ ' ~ l ~ i ~ l l ~ ~ [  . J t~."  .~l'l'~i ~ l l M ~ +  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ i i ~ .  } 
~moay'a tsraeu. ~ astute. Egypt's Middle East news ~. • . 
.todd ave Were. crom one request through U.S. Am-  " q Y , ~ L ~ ~ . ~ P / ~ J ~ . ~  ~ ~ , ~ . . ~ I  ~ ~ .  ~o,iP~.,,.2]~n~W,~nl~ 
tamily, lncmdlng a 1½- be•sealer Hermann Kilts; P+:.P ~ J ~ M ~ J ~  ~ ~ ~ . . , ~ ,  ~ ~ , ~ w _  .~dv~ 
mo~th-o!dboy. Theslxthwas U.S. state department ~ i -  I ~( + . 
a guest in their home, whm'e clais in Washington SaidU.S. 
fa~dlY. and frteada were Ambans~dor Samuel Lewis ::..i i 
gathered to celebrate a met with Israeli government ~ii::il  
wedding, the spokesman •officials in Jerusalem to ask +i::i[ 
eaid.. , : .,, that the raids be ended. ::~ 
Monday'b*alr rald, In misewhere in the~t ,  ~ I ~ ~ ~  ! +:I • RI:P.I:IVI:R.~MiP ~ N i ~ ~  • 
.' .which: no casualties were . a committee preparing for a ~ I  
.... reported, was made..ou a e0nfer+ence'..,~.~|.,Islamtc , .  
Lebanon near the town of mended to "suspend" - +~ 
Re~mh. , Egypt'e membership in the . UI 
• " r r s ~glra thefpoacl ~ with ' ~ : ~ - i  + " ' + 
neulnd soil to. negotiate a ', ~ ~  
• peace treaty, Sa'dun Itamadi, mild as.he ~ ~  .... ~ ~++~ 
I ~ o o .  Pares, leader of left Baghdad for the 42- < 
• • q s o re  ~n min is te r ,  +. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
'~  'J I v+ 
Israel's opposition Labor country meeting "in Fez, i,< + 
party, called Bogin's offer a Morocco, that the separate I~ 
"farce." ' .peace is "one o~ surrender" "~ 
• "What is the meaning of and accused Egyptian !~! 
tlds?" he asked. "As .if .Presl~nt Anwar Sadat of . ~ 
Sarkis would decide to come ~commg "the tint ruler of ~ ' l .  ~fl , ' ~ ' i |  ~ ~ - ~" . . / / , f  " 
without the consent of an Islamlc.country since the " - • ' J ~ " ' - -  
Damascus," . Crusades, in the IBth Cell- . . " ~ : . ' 
ltisuulike]ythathardiine tury, .to ~.enounce Arab I mi ln ln i lm n i i l  l ~ l l i p  i t  nl mi ml k l  I /  I I ka  IS IS l ,d l i i l  I M l i l i  
Syria, which maintains Jerusalem In laver of the ~ • p I~ '  _ • J r -~ l  I J I  / / I L l  F -1  ~ - ' !  • i • 
~,000 troops in Lebanon, Zionists" 1 V • • I + " " • • , • . l iB .  
w~.d e l l .  +m ~m.t  . ~pler.a~cahinetreacted , i l l  , ~1  I~ L I t ,  11 -~ .~ .  l i • . . . .  , . . . , . .  , . , ,  , 
.~eiim. 3~ne ~yrmn torcos ny msumg a stntement 
were sent.to end Lebanon's claiming Jerusalem wi l l  • . 
1978-76 ofvll war, in which remain the eternal capital o~ , , 
.~t.m.+c~t~ha.l. ,,ranL . . SOME OFFIOE FURNITURE LEFT - PLAGE YOUR BIDS 
Id'tkt Mmlems and, Pale- In- anomer nevclopment " ' ' 
stiManguerrilian. The Dam- Monday, a second Christian " * " "].~ ~M~.  V I I  . 1 Y I IM . ~_ l l l  ' l i ' l tn lv  • 
aeeus governmeat is one of leader, Dory Chamoun, .mvmv i nn  • iv•  Vasbk  IV l /H I  
the leaders of Arab re|ecllon threatened Lebano/~'s unity, " . . . 
oftheE[ffpUan-leraelipeaco eaylng he would proclaim a ' _  : 
treaty. Christian enclave north of ' . " . 
Bo. al.oealledouol,. Bo~tusafreeantonomous . "N~.~.~'  I Nl~.~ + C H ~ . ~ T i ~ . R F I I ~ . [ I ' I I  
rich Arab countries to set province ff Sarlds, ako a J .  N -m-~-m-~Y.  .t ~ .  J- • J - , J  V~ M. . ,4 J .~ IL JL J I~ ,F  J L  ~ JLqL .L  m JL . J J - J J .~  
ulde money and land for Christian, does ,not soon ' . • . ' 
reseltllng and rehabllltsting establish law and order in . ' g 'N l '  " I ' T r rN I "N  
Palestinlan refugees. : " the Mount Lebanon region. • + q l  in"  I "M.4 -~' 
The Israeli raid Sunday, .Chamo un, elder son of k ,y  l l,., J  i J t  J L~ • . 
which also was.reputed to Leoanon's top Christian • 
have wounded 25 other leader Camille Chamoun, + . 
persmm, was aimed at a also had publicly backed m. ' . - -  - - 
r~gee~mplnthenorthern Lebanese army MaJ. Sand ' uomo in 1~ make Ul an nffmr - wm n~.ntt rmfutn 
Lebanese town o4[ Nahr El- Haddad's d~taration last , ' . + . -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Bared, near Mohmara menthol a ~ds~n 'Free " " 40 suites to choose.. __  from - ever thin " ' . ' y g must go ,+ , 
Un"  d " g . . . .  ' IOn  enym .+. Not an auotion - just tell us what you think :t s worth + 
• ~! [] If it's reasonable - it's yours..! 
part o f  attack 
FRASER LAKE, B.C, Mel Thompson, a 
(CP) - -  A spokesman for spokesman for Placer 
striking workers at the Developmentwhichoperates 
molybdenum mine here the mine, said a tractor unit 
denied Monday that the was burned Sunday, two 
unin~ had anything to do power poles Were sawed off 
.with the toppling of three and a third was split. 
power poles that shut down "We believe it  was a fine 
operations at the mine which handsaw because of the fine 
Is being operated by sawdust found at the scene," 
meaapment~rsounel, " he said. 
- -~We- -~ n~ condone The damaged poles were 
violence and have no behind pichet lines and there 
Imowledaeof what happened were eight security guards 
Sunday," said uninn working at the time, he said. 
qmkesman Bob Merrlllafter An emergency power 
tfm latest in a series of In- supply is providing heat and 
cldanis ince members of the light at the mine, and RCMP 
Canadian Association of are investigating the in- 
Industrial and Mechanical cldenL Power was abe cut 
. Workers went on strike last off in this central British 
momth. Columbia community. 
! 
LAMPS PRINTS & TV BOX SPRINGS OIL BEDROOM 
Buy 1 tet MIRRORS STANDS &MATTRESSES PAINTINGS SUITES 
the mate at 
OOFFEE SETS 
3 pleoe sroup 
Re|. '399 
I/2 roof 50%OFF $39 u,,o S1200FF 25%0FF mesas s2§O 
i ) i • I 
GENERAL FURNITURE 
anh,  0harpx ,  MMteroharp ,  4717 LAKELSE AVE.  - -  o - -  - ~ . . .h - .  
FlnaneiM Available ,~,~p. ~f - ,  nemrey ,  mason, ~ . . . . .  & McMahon 
No Deposits - No Holdl OOD-~OI  1500 - 409 Granvdle St. Vancouver 
. i ili i i i  
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Draft horses coming back 
MELBOURNE, Australia .Belginn~ and France figured 
(CP) - -  Heavy draft hones, in the early development of 
the ambling, amiable giants draft, horses in Australia. 
that powered industry The main influence on the 
through a century of type probably was the 
Australian development, are Clydesdale, a breed familiar 
re.emerging as crowd- to Scottish and Irish settlers, 
pleeaers at country fairs and which proved adaptable to 
horse shows, the temperate climate of 
wheat and wool long 
distances Over reads that 
were simply wheel tracks, 
deep in dust during summer 
and in mud to the axles in 
winter: 
The horse population ofall 
breeds peaked in Australia 
i 
morning, keeping pace while 
the driver made household 
deliveries. 
On farms where they were 
'once the prime source of 
pulling power,-barneesed for 
plowing and harvesting in 
teams of eight o 14 or more, 
a few horses werd saved by 
After 40 years of relative ' southern Australia. 
o~'ocu:'Ity, the "farm On the 60th anniversary of
locomotives" that pulled the Commonwealth 
wagons, plows and her- Clydesdale Horse Soniety in 
vesters are sparking the in- Australia last year, this 
rarest of people who have breed led a parade through 
never before seen them. the city of Melbourne. 
And the big, sure-footed Their appeal is linked to a ~ 
beasts are welcomed today resurgence of public interest 
as one hope for energy and in Australian histow and a 
ecological problems of the'revival of a more rural 
future, lifestyle. 
Even their strongest Before the .era of 
supporters do not believe bulldozers and earthmovers, 
that the draft horses can draft horses dragged iron 
reverse the tide. of scoops to cut. irrigation 
mechanization the land, channels and canals: They 
but they do feel the animals were used in the building of 
can compliment the work reservoirs and railway era- 
performed by machines, heakments; they cleared the 
Big horses from England, land and hauled timber, 
.: iL 
~!:::iii:i ~,, BEDDING 
• PLAHTS 
9 plants I~r cozttaln~" for 
most varieties. Choose 
from vegetables or flowers. 
Reg. 1.09 
93 ° Kmart Price Each 
00VER 
QUIOK 
Canada No. 1 Lown seed 
mixture. Ideal for 
reseeding bare spots. Will 
blend In well with 
established lawn. 
at 2,527,000 in1918, And then some breeders • and en- 
their displacement bymotor, thmiasts who successfully 
transport and tractor- maintained the type and 
powered farm machines- standard of their animals. 
began. .  . . 
By the end of the Second There were 168 
World War, horses had Clydesdales entered in the 
almost disappeared, except 1978 Royal Melbourne Show 
for a few teams and wagons ' -- part of a record entry of 
retained for advertising or about 2,300 horses and ponies 
sentiment, of all types and classes 
nominated for. Show ring, 
Some of their last 
• strongholds were in the 
delivery stables of city milk 
distributors. Horses learned 
their rounds --  something 
motor vehicles could never 
do - -  and were more .el- 
feetive and eeonomteal,.For 
many years they dip- 
clopped their way through 
streets at night and early 
harness and riding events. 
Draft  horses now are 
firmly established as a 
regular feature a t  rural 
shows and on a number of 
farms. They 'are ready to 
take on any odd job requiring 
strength and some old- 
fashioned "horse sense" in 
return for their chaff. 
err, A Iw8 V ,  e 
GARDEN 
DISOOUNTS 
. ON SALE 
8 to May 12, 1979 
We Reserve 
"[he Right to 
Umlt Quantities 
ii:i, IAliDEI 
GLOVES 
100"percent cotton. Elastic 
plain colour cuff• Printed 
glove. 
Reg. 1.18 
Kmart 7 7  c Price 
Pair 
STEEL 
STORAGE SHED 
White With woodgrain 
finish panels and trim. 
Great for all your storing. 
needs. 
I 
• ' There now :are 50 volun- m ~I~ '~--- ~ "~-"^~'~ '~kin- husbands of masteeto y • ~ t ~ o  ass 4W~JIIt~J~ S41 ' ,~,+,,  o~ oo,.~;,,~ =, -  ;- patients and her first 
__.._., . ~-_--.~ . . . .  ,%:,~,.,:,,.6--~., prosthes is  " (a r t i f i c ia l  x~z .m an ezsor¢ m reaca ~.~oo+~ ' 
, I. mastectomy patients before "~"~''" . 
' • I ,they leave hospital to She says the presthests, 
• I provide them with practical which looks ,like a wad of 
I . . . . . . . . . . .  : I .' - - .: ~:.l.i :~o,r=pp~on RTL~O, followinl~ cotton..batting, covered .in 
~ ~  ~('~l~:'*:"":;"~,"'l-~~~']:~t~ ,;fleSh color.ed...nylont,,is a 
t 
Lightweight,  electric 
trimmer, Cuts e 9" path 
with flexible nylon line. 
ONIONS 
Produce early green onions 
or matures to be used as. 
excellent cooking onions. 
Reg. 27.97  Reg. 95¢ 
2 = ' =,;!2 '9 
Each 
-5:;o Price 
Bag 
Kn~ert 
Price 
Each 
Reg. 3.63  
2 year rose. Nursery 
pruned roses are trimmed 
both at the roots and 
branches. Ready to plant. 
I SKEENA MALL ' m .l • 4701 LAKELgE AVE. wI WIt.CO!Ul • TERRACE 
I N 
I OPEN~ ~ / ~  ' , • .  NPF w,,,.,.r.u.s .,.., ",'o,.o,.,.,, 
• : I I  I ~ I w  a . . . .  • . , 
ROSE BUSHES TRIMMER 
Reg. 2.94 Reg. 199.97 
Kmsrt lOS Km=15!Ig .m 'rt i Price Price • Price 
Bag. Each I  Each 
6ARDEN OLUB TORO 16 MULTIPLIER 
Reg. 2.29 
TERMINAL 
EXPRESS 
" (6SS-SSeO) , 
Paroel Piokull ]& ,sliver, 
I I I I i i J I l l  I I  l l i i  I I  f l i t  
• -. Light Packegei & Parcels ' 
Chairs - -  Recllners-- End Tables - -  
Portable T.V. 
Suites (Kitchen g Living I~oom) 
Beds & Box Springs ' 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
F RIG'rS, STOVES, WASHER OR ORYERS 
I N  i l l  l l l I I I I S l S I  
District of Terrace Only 
. IA¥~ INN 
PRESENTS 
A Touch "of Mexico 
/ .,~" ~.~.-.;,~ MAY 
.~:>: '~! ;~~/ / '9  to 26 
f 
Mexican Food & Drinks 
LICK YOUR LIPS AND SAY TI@UILA. YOU SEE I 
YOUR TONGUE IS GETTING USED TO MEXICAN 
ALREADY. A FEW MORE BASIC WORDS AND 
YOU ARE SET FOR A SUPl EVENING OF MEXICAN 
TRADITION AT THE BAVARIAN INN, 
APPEARING IN THE LOUNGE 
AND DINNING ROOM 
DIEGO ALCARAZ 
DINNER RESERVATIONS REQUESTED 
635-9161 
LOOK WHO'S .... 
GOING METRIC  I!II 
~:~ WASHINGTON L ; ' " 
(Reute.r}.... Even tl~ 
frogs, in the Calveras 
County Jumping Jubilee, 
an annual event based on 
a classic Short stow by 
Mark Twain, are going 
metric this year. 
Underlining the 
steadily accelerating 
move by the United States 
toward the international 
sy~tom 1of weights and 
meaanr~s, the leggy 
amphibians atthe jubilee 
in May will not be leaping 
in feet and inches, says 
the U.S. Metric Board. 
• Instead,.- they will he 
jumping in centimetres. 
Malcolm O'Hagan, the 
U.S .  Metric Board's 
executive director, 
predicts that before 1990 
the U.S. will have vtr- 
'tually completed its 
conversion to the metric 
system. 
The Metric Conversion 
Act of 1975 established the 
board to coordinate and 
plaf~ use of the metric 
system in the United 
States through a process 
of voluntary conversion. 
But more than 150 years 
ago, John Quincy Adams, 
prehensive report to Con- 
greas~ ltwas the first U.S:" 
metric study. 
Many of the larger. U,S. 
firms have made public 
commitments to go 
metric. In the automobile 
industry, for example, 
most cars are expected to 
he built to metric stan- 
dards mid specifications 
by 1980. 
Each af the 50 states is 
phasing in metric 
education activit ies. 
Thirty-two state le~isla~ 
tures have taken formal 
"go metric" action. 
Metricconsumer 
products are increasing. 
In addition to such ltanm. 
as 35-millimetre film and 
500-milligram Vitamin C 
tablets, Americans can 
'now buy soft drinks in 
• one-litre bottles. 
Following a fonr.year 
converaim period which 
ended Jan. l, all wine sold 
in the United States is in 
metric bottles, except for 
aging wine bottled prior 
to that date. 
For the diIUll~l spirits 
industry, metric bottles 
will be mandatory from 
ned Jan. I. 
ourFnD.S 
l Ugement Serum 
Officer 
who helps :.
smal l  ~ 
businesses, 
Onsort Photo of help 
X~DB bpresent~ve) thernselves, 
1 
It you are oper- 
,ating or p lann ing 
1o establish a, 
business, contact 
our Management  Services Ofticerwho will 
be pleased to~rovide general  business ~ • 
information and  tell about government pro -  
grams that can assist you, Ask about our  
CASE counselling service and  small busi- 
ness management  seminar programs, 
Your Small Busin.og! Development Cenhe. 
Peter J. Murray " 
4548 Lekelse Avg. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1P8. ., 
d3S.49" 
d 
Nursery pruned. 2 year 
field grown. Select grade. 
Assorted types. 
WINDMILL 
ROSEBUSHES • 
Reg. t .  ] i 
1 47 i  
Box 
Package sufficient for 
approx. 16 meters of 
planting and will yield 45 
kilograms. 
POTATOES 
I : ; :.~; r_t.i The-RedCross is asking for your help and donations . . . . .  .,. 
SOciet upportive . . . . .  Cancer y s . . . . .  i ~  ' ' M 
~;.'tC 
WINNIPEG (CP) -  When " Dr, David Bogyman, morale booster until, the 'whets'type of"surgelT I~  
a woman goes into hospital medical adviser to the. woman's doctor says she can. .w°man has had?'.~ " :.':i:~.~ 
• with breast cancer her chief Manitoba Cancer Treatment get a fitted prosthesis to Miss HarveF says a 
concern is removing the and Research Foundation, .wear. • woman may not :need::a 
cancer to save her life.. But estimates that one Ms- The visitor alsoleaves her deodorant if. her sweat 
: once the breast is gone, it nitob~m woman .in 15 name and number for ~e glands also have'~ .b~"en ,re- 
:~ hits home to her. , develops breast cancer, woman to call any time after' moved in the operauco;., : 
:j~ .That's when Marjorie In 1977, 150 Manitobans the bperation to  ask 
~ ~. .~ Harvey. and the. other diedb~causeofltand438had queatlom. ""If she can We~"a  
b ,  deodorant, one brand might 
Volunteers with the mesteetomies. . "We .always make a irritate the still tender ~ in  Canadian Cancer. Society's 
:~:" mastectomy visitation "It's easy to be depressed follow.up call to a patient a and she'll ha~e: to" ~'~.:~ a 
L~li: service are ready to step in after ia mastectomy," says weekor two after she's come different kind, or just -' l~* .. 
~ k with information and help. Miss Harvey. "In hospital home. Often women say they baby powder for a w!~'}" 
.. ~ "We've all had mastee- you're distracted by visitors have a question they didn't 
;~' tomies ourselves and have andnurses. But when you're want tobother their doctor ' Miss Har~ey says one,',of 
been trained by doctors and alone at home,there's time with, like, 'Can .I wear a ' the patients she visited 
• . recently said hew much she . . . .  ~ physiotherapists for the to think about what you lnok deoderant:agaln?' " ~.~;:; , ,  . . . . , . . ~ : . .  service. Unfortunately we tike~ ...... :~ ,. " ' ' • . . 'Medical questions we had appreciated the service 
don'tsee very manteetomy Miss Harvey says that ruler'hack to their doctors. and wanted to know buwshe 
patient because we can only aftera'l~itisntisfirst vi ited . Butlwle:e~..n.'he/p' ~dth t~o f too could become a viaiSclr. 
[ go in at the request of a by a; volmitee~'vshe,is ~left .omers. wtm._ the m o .... "That's when I knew,We'd 
doctor, n-urseerthepatient with a kit of4aformalion tips aeeaerants, zt nePenns on done some gond." / i i  
herself." " TO recovery, a phamphlet for. , , 
i 
The 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Postal 
union leader Jean-Claude 
Parrot .  was sentenced 
Monday' to three months in 
prisdn plus z8 months 
i~obdtion for defying Parlis- 
~meat!s beck.to-work Order 
laat October. 
~ Parrot's supporters ap- 
plauded as he was led from 
the .~ courtroom -to start 
serving Ids sentence, 
Chief Justice Gregory 
Evans of the Ontario 
Supreme Court told Parrot 
his defiance of the law was 
• reprehensible. 
' He said no one b above the 
lawl and if defiance is 
all0~;ved togo unpunished it 
could lead to anarchy - -  
"without .laws and respect 
for them we go back to the 
law of the Jungle where 
might was right." 
Parrot was found guilty 
last month of defying 
Parliament's buck-to-work 
oi'der which task effect Get. 
~9. Parrot'e lawyer, Leonard 
Shore, said be has filed an 
a~poai, 
~iTha Judge, in a half.hear 
s~,ech, told Parrot: "If you 
do not like the law, pretest 
l~,.acofally against i , seek to 
have it amended or revoked, 
Herald, Tuesday, May 8,1979, Page 11 
Postal leader jailed fo_ defying gov't 
: , . . . .  . , .~ , .  .. , . ", , , " :  ; 
dist'~hdted leaflets critical vast majority "of the public previous 
of the Liberal government. "would not look on Parrot as valid. 
The judge said he was sad 
in  passing .the sentence 
became "I consider you to, CUPW local ] ~president 
be an honest and dedicated Marcel Perraul~ called the 
man whose loss of ob-~prosecutinn of iiP~arrot an 
Jectivlty .warped his judg- injustice, i i  
meat., ' Defence law er Shore said 
But ' defiance • of P~'rrot had ~ ,.ady suffered 
Parliament was so serious .the sting of the law through 
that a fine would not he 'his public trial pad con- 
satisfactory--a fine "would viction, i i . 
strik e orders in- 
The union called a legal 
strike Oct. 16. Parliament's 
back.to-work order took 
effect Oct. 19 and Parrot 
ordered the 23,000 members 
back to their jobs Oct. 25. 
Shore said both sides -- the 
government and the union -- 
were posturing in an attempt 
to resolve the contract 
dispute. 
"The union judged C-8 (the 
back-to-work bill) as being a 
pressure tactic, never 
thinking that criminal aw 
would be used to resolve a 
co l lec t ive  barga in ing  
a martyr, but as an a~ar- 
chist." ' 
'Shore said the Liberal 
government had used the 
court to achieve its p.olitical 
goals. 
"The government could 
not afford politically to have 
the union on strike, and 
rather than resolve It in the 
traditional manner, the 
government resorted to the 
courts." .. " " . 
Parrot was treated har- 
shly and "was virtually 
found guilty prior to his 
trial," Shore said; problem." 
As a pre-tdal condition of "An exchange between the 
being allowed to remain out. ' judge and Shore resulted in 
of custody, Parrot was or- dismissal of character 
dared to issued a public witness Martha Stockweil. 
statement declaring all She did not testify beyond 
Rutherford said~ 
•peared unrepente 
days' after an Ontario 
Supreme Court Jury' found 
him guilty of defying an act 
• of.Parliament, hesaid on a 
national televiecn program 
that if he had to do it again~ 
he would. ', 
Rutherford said a Jail term 
for Parrot might, make 
Parrot a.martyr to a small 
segment of society, but the 
Begin raps province 
for medicaretrouble 
make a sham and a mockery 
of justice and would appear. 
to almost" condone f i le-  
guilty." ' .. . 
A jail term wouldgive 
Parrot ime to reflect on his 
actions and would serve 
notice to others who con- 
i tomplato defiance ofthe law. 
Crown prosecutor Douglas 
Rutherford had called for a 
substantial jail term. The 
maximum passible sentence 
was two years in prison. 
"If Jailing Mr. Parrot for 
this offence makes him a 
martyr, then so be it," said 
Rutherford. 
Parrot was accompanied 
in court Monday by his 
moth~r, wife, and two teen- 
aged daughters. Hjs younger 
daughter, 15, ran out of the 
courtroom after her father 
as hewas led away. 
Shore described Parrot as 
VANCOUVER . (CP) --, Miss Begin also said the pocket money by people in 
but obeyiL" . ' 
Mr. Justice Evans said it 
was not for him to decide " 
whether the hack.to-work 
urder was fair. 
. .~ , " I t ' s  not within my 
j/a'isdiction to second-guess 
Parliament." 
The evidence was clear 
~that Parrot had defied the 
law,  and counselled 
:thousands ofothers to do so. 
That was "arrogant, in- 
solent, and contemptuous." 
., "Power, without a corre- 
:i~ponding feeling of account- 
~ ability, is a highly volatile 
1 '  commodity in the hands of 
~Jhe irresponsible," Mr. 
Justice Evans said. P2ret, 
~,wbe was allowed to make a 
• ,.brief comment before 
:,,sentence was passed, dis- 
~puted suggestions that he 
:~,does not care about .Canada's 
:23 million citizens. 
He said he has long been 
: concerned about the 
problems in  the post office 
~.,and has repeatedly sought a 
royal commission of inquiry 
into post office operations. 
• "I hope not only for the 23 
million Canadians, but for 
the 23,500 pmtul workers, 
that this inquiry will take 
co, " Parrot tom the 
e in his final remarks 
re sentencing, ,", .... ', 
a man of good character-- a 
good family man, a regular 
church-goer', a dedicated 
union leader and a fan of the 
Montreal Expos and the 
Montreal Cansdions, " " 
Rutherford said the fact 
Parrot is regarded as of good 
character made his offence 
worse. It was because of his 
good character that he was 
able to convince 23,000 others 
to Join him In defying the 
law. 
Rutherford argued against 
a fine for Parrot, saying it 
would likely be paid by hb 
supporters in the labor 
movement. . , 
Sitting in the court while 
the judge beard pre-sentence 
submissions wereShirley 
Cart, vice-president Of the 
Canadian Labor .Congress, 
Grace Hartman, president of
the Canadian Union of Public 
Employees, and Louis 
Laberge, president of the 
Quebec Federation ofLabor. 
Outside the court, about 
100 members of the 
Canadian Union of Postal 
Workers demonstrated their 
support for Parrot. 
In Montreal, about 50 off- 
duty postal workers mar- 
ched peaefully to Liberal 
party offlces.~.whem-,~ th~ 
' . ) ,1  } ! "'.':'i ' "  : '~  '31f ~ J~ ~ 
EMPIRE BASED 
ON DR UG DEALS 
TORONTO (CP) -- An Heusedhistimetoearn 
empire.built on smoke n PhD in laser 
collapsed when its lender technology, adding to 
went o prison in Canada. science degrees he /rod 
obtained in 1964 from 
With contacts in University of London. 
Holland, Belgium, India Three mistakes led to 
and Switzerland as well Sangha's arrest and The Hope diamond is a 
as England, the United eventual conviction. . rare steely-blue stone. It is 
States • and Canada, Although e conducted [thought o be a part of a 
Gurdev Singh Sangha his business in Punjabi, [stone brought to France by 
controlled a hashish- [Tavernier. This famous 
smuggling network that be used the telephone to Itraveler who wrote about 
contact his agents. Taps [gemstones brought a 67- 
had made him a in Holland and Canada Icarat blue diamond from 
[India in 1642. It was sold to millionaire, led to his detection. 
' He owned' hotels in  His second mistake 
Europe and apartment came when he left the 
buildings in Amsterdam British prison in 1972. AS 
and Hamilton, Ont. His soon as he moved to the 
Swiss hank account Netherlands, Dutch 
contained $2million when authorities were notified. 
be "was arrested in . They learned that he 
Belgium on a trip to buy a '  was conducting much of 
new Mercedes Benz. his business in Canada 
On Jan.14, he was and notified the RCMP in 
sentenced in Toronto to 14 1976. 
years in prison undfines That year the RCMP in 
$500,000 for conspiracy to Ottawa seized 30 bolts of 
import hashish, cloth containing "450 
He was caught because pounds of hashish. At the 
of his trip for thenow car . . same time, police, at 
Sangha operated his Toronto International 
business from the Airport were watching 41 
Netherlands, which has bolts containing 
noextradltion treaty with drugsworth more than 
Canada. Through a $2.2 million.. 
conspirator In India, he Despite their efforts, 
arranged to buy hashish Sangha was unperturbed. 
from dealers in New His wife was living in 
Delhi for $100 a pound. England where his two 
• Concealing the drugs in sons attended Eaton and 
~ygan tanks and bolts of University of Man- 
cloth, his employees chester. His Swiss bank 
arranged shipments to account was intact. His 
Canada through brokers business interests were 
who assumed they were thriving. 
hand l ing ,  legitimate Two years after he 
goods, learned of the RCMP's 
"HIs source seemed to in;erest in his activities, 
be lisnitiess," said Don Sangha made a quick trip 
Heaton, superintendent of to the Netherlands topick 
the RCMP drug squad in up hls Mereedes Benz in 
Toronto. Luxemhoerg. 
When the shipments Dutch authorities 
reached their notified Belgian border 
destinations, the hashish guards and Sat|gha was 
was sold for $1,000 a arrested on an interpol 
poundaedthanre-soldfer warrant from Canada. 
mote than $10 a gram. That was Sangha's 
• Money from the drugs third mistake --  leaving 
wu returned to' Sangha his haven in the 
hidden in new cars. Netherlands, Belgium 
Sangha already had has an*extradition treaty 
been in pdcon. In 1972, he with Canada. 
spent two productive If arrested in the 
years in a British Jail for Netherlands, Sangha 
attempting to smuggle faced a maximum sen- 
~ 1 ~  of hashish into fence of two years In jail 
• • for dealing in a soft drug. 
Federa l  Hea l th  M in i s te r  
Monlque Begin says the 
provincial government's 
failure to pass on federal 
funds for health care and 
attempts olimit doctors' fee 
increases could result in the 
destrncUon of medicare in 
British Columbia. i 
Her comments drew the 
ire of provincial Human 
Resources Mialstor 'Graco 
McCarthy who said Sunday 
that misleading information 
is being spread for political 
purposes. ~ 
Miss Begin said the federal 
government is giving B.C. 
$70t million for health care 
this year and the province is 
committed by new ceet- 
shar ing agreements: to 
provide almost tha.smne 
amount for a total of $1.4 bil- 
lion. , ,, , , ,. 
,"'The SOClaLC~dit govern- 
ment's in'e-election budget, 
however, shots ouly $1.2 
billion for health eare'i 
The federal minister said 
the province cannot afford to 
be too tough with doctors 
who are still negotiating a 
1979 fee increase. 
"The sltuallou in B.C. i s  
very volatile," she said in a 
weekend, statement. ,'Tha 
~tet~tage~ given: in ::: ,~bet 
~ettlement will mean the 
difference between saving 
medicare and not. ; 
~"I know by experience that 
no government, whatever its 
political color, can have the 
doctors against hem in a 
public health plan," 
King Loui's XIV and was 
worn I , Marie Antoinette. 
Durin the French Revolu. 
Lion it vas sto en and dis- 
~dpeared. In 1830 the 
pe diamond and a small- 
er blue stone appeared on 
tht~ market" and are 
thought o be parts of this 
stone but no one knows for 
~ure.' 
The Hope stone was sold 
several times, in 1911 an 
American newspaper pub. 
tion for bein ~ bad luck be. 
cause Mr. McLean had 
several turns of bad 
fortune and died in an 
institution. In 1958 it wa~ 
presented to the Smith. 
sonian Institute in Wash. 
ngton, D.C. where it will 
,robably r'emain for all 
ime. 
JEWELLERS LTD. 
632'2171 
216 City Centre Kitlmat 
i i i  
provincial government has 
failed to pass on a $20 sup- 
plement to elderly people in 
institutions. 
"Misleading and deceptive 
information is being spread 
for political purposes during 
t i~ election campaign, "
replied Mrs, McCarthy. 
"Within a few days of the 
federal announcement, the 
premier of British Columbia 
assured senior citizens that 
the ~0 increase of Jan. 1, 
1979, would be passed along 
to therein fuilandithas been 
and will continue to be." 
Miss Begin, however, said 
, she was not referring to  
general increases but to an 
additional 120 to be used as 
institutions, The province 
has been receiving the 
money since January but has 
not passed it on, she said. 
Mrs. McCarthy said 
Sunday there has not been a 
federal increase that hasn't 
been passed on. 
"We think she (Begin)has 
been in so many provinces 
that she didn't know where 
she was." 
Mrs. McCarthy sent a role. 
gram to Miss Begin saying 
her statements were causing 
"unnecessary fear and 
anxiety on the part of many 
of our senior citizens who 
find the multiplicity of in. 
come maintenance pro- 
grams in Canada confusing 
at the best of times." 
giving her namen and union 
position -- president of. the 
union's St, Catharines, Ont., 
local. 
Shore indicated he in- 
tended to ask Mrs. Stock- 
well, whd .took minutes of 
union meetings last October, 
that Acting Labor Minister 
Andre Ouellet suggested to 
the union the beck-to-work 
legislation would be "put in 
the deep freeze" if union 
members showed good faith 
and returned to their jobs. 
Rutherford challenged 
Shore• to introduce Ouellet as 
a witness "because I don't 
believe it." 
The judge upheld Ruther- 
ford's interjection: "I am 
not prepared to accept 
second-hand evidence in a 
matter of this importance." 
Shore said Ouellet didn't 
take notes at the union •
meetings and Mrs. Stookwell 
did. 
"That's not good enough, I 
want he. witness (Ouellet), 
Mr. Justice Evans hot back. 
"Inconvenience to Mr. 
Ouellet doesn't concern me 
for one moment," 
But Shore said he had no  
further witnesses to call. In 
• his final pre-sentence sub- 
mission, he again mentioned 
Ouellet, this time in con- 
nection with his 1976 con- 
viction for contempt ofcourt. 
Ouellet was let go with an 
apology and small fine after 
being found guilty of being in 
contempt of court. Ouellet, 
when he was consumer af- 
fairs minister, had criticized 
the Quebec Superior Co~t 
for its ruling that several 
sugar companies were not 
guilty of price fixing. 
Shore said in the Ouefiot 
case, the Crown asked for a 
light penalty for Ouollet, an 
elected public official and 
senior member of the 
Liberal cabinet. 
Ottawa lawyer Maurtee 
has known Parrot since 1971, Wright was the only witness 
who' testified to Parrot's and Parrot strikes him as an 
character. Wright said be honest, dedicated man. 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
iS THE ISSUE 
TERRACE UNION O F  
THE UNEMPLOYED 
ask us about you. 
Soup up.your car stereo. 
casselte deck. Your cassette 
tape. 
And there's nothing that can do 
the job better than Maxell ,  
Every type of Maxel l  tape is 
designed to give you the widest 
frequency response, the highest 
You don't have to be an auto 
mechanic to boost the performance 
of your' car stereo. 
You don't even here to be me- 
chanically inclined, 
All you have to do is replace a 
small, but important part of your 
!lllllJllllllllllllllllllllllllli; .llllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!i 
i 
The Military Career Counsellor with 
the Canadian Forces Mobile Information Unit 
can help you to make important decisions 
about your future. In the wide range of 
opportunities offered by the Canadian Forces. 
you may find lust what you're looking for. And 
you'll be ~)aid to learn a trade• 
• Talk to 
= Captain PHIL CHRYSLER 
Military Career Counsellor 
THE MOBILE  INFORMATION UNIT  
will visit 
CANADA EMPLOYMENT CENTRE 
on Tuesday, 15 May ~:  9:00 AM to 3:00 PM 
, ' r l l~re~ no  l l fe  l lke  it .  
Canadian Armed Forces 
possible signal-to-noise ratio and 
virtual ly no distortion, 
So if you v/ant betler mileage 
from your c a ~  
stereo, just 
• fill it up with 
premium, 
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PEDIGREE• 
USED CARS 
HOH HI HP gOB OF COHSii 
1914 TOYOTA LAND ORU!SER 
.... w,,. w,o.. $4996 
**************************************************************** 
1978 FORD F600 3 Ton 
With 16' van body, only 12,000 mi les  
• " .••  • . • .  nee  •*  . • • . . e  )go  • o e e o o o e t o • o •  o o e Q • • * • e , • e •  • • * am***  . • • $12,995 
1976 PONTIAO ASTRA $2496 
4 CYI.,, 4 speed 
• •ee l*see*  ••  • •••0*  e•  • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
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YOU Can Believe In These Signs: 
Heading for the road this 
vacation season? You'll find 
many facilities available 
along the way, if you keep a 
sharp eye out for signs •as 
you travel the highway. 
A sign with a •question 
mark, for instance, denotes 
a place where you can get in- 
formation regarding roads, 
lodgings, and recreational 
facilities. 
" U " 
Drinking Water Grocery Store 
Lodging and eating facil- 
ities are indicated by a re- 
clining figure and plate with 
knife a6d fork, respectively. 
The outline of a deer de- 
notes an area where you can 
view deer, and a sign with a 
wrench means there's a 
mechanic nearby. 
The outline of a Camera 
alerts drivers to the fact that 
there's a good viewing area 
coming up, and a hiking 
figure means there are hik- 
Gas Station First Aid 
signs: an anchor denotes a 
marina . . .  a boat on a 
trailer indicates the site of a 
launching ramp, .. a motor 
• boat or sailboat sign in- 
dicates where either sport 
ean be enjoyed, as does the 
figure of a man rowing, and 
a water.skier. 
Various points of interest 
are indicated by these signs: 
a fish denotes a fish hatch- 
ery, a bear means there's a 
bear-viewing area nearby, 
and an auto circled with ar- 
rows indicates an interpre- 
tative road for automobiles. 
Recreation Campground 
Vehicle Trail 
It's important to be aware 
of what signs to look for in 
• an emergency. A large "H" 
with a hook indicates there's 
fishing nearby . . .  a horse 
with barn indicates stables 
. . .  a figure with a rifle 
means there's hunting in the 
area . . .  there are self. 
explanatory emblems for 
surfing, scuba diving, swim- 
ruing, and diving.., a horse 
and rider denote nearby 
horse trails.., and a bicycle 
• means there's a bicycle trail 
in the vicinity. 
Trailer Sites Trailer Sanitary 
Station. 
Availing yourself of that 
nearby picnic area or swim- 
ming pool can make all the 
difference between a good 
trip and a really great one 
• . .  let the youngsters make 
a game of spotting facilities 
along the road, for the best 
possible family vacation this 
season. 
ing trails atiead. means there's a hospital in 
' w  
Showers Picnic Area 
The bow cannot always..• 
stand bent, nor can human~!i 
frailty subsist without some:!: 
lawful recreat ion . . " :  
Miguel de Ce,rvantes (160~)]~ 
.~  . -~;! 
Have Camera, Will Trave l l , , :  
Part of the fun of takmg a ~:: 
vacation is In looking at.i~: 
photos taken during your.~i~ 
• ~;: 
Irip. 
• Make s.re you have~? 
plenty of film with youi?~i 
before you leave - -  you~::: 
don't want to be caught!~!~ 
short just when you discover!~i 
an exceptionally scenic area!:! 
or a summer festival Be-~!! 
sides, film isusually costlier ~i: 
at vacation spots. ' !ii 
Be sure you know y0uri!i 
camera; nothing is so disap- ?.! 
poin!ing as finding that you ~. 
didnt load that borrowed~:~ 
don t :.: camera properly and ' ">' 
!.have a single photo sou-.'•i 
venir! 'i:: 
' ~!i 
:i:' 
Fishing !.':. 
• o ,  
There is no use in your i!! 
walking five miles' to fish!i! 
when you can depend on be-~ii 
ing just an unsuccessful'near ~:. , ,~: 
home, ,:!:: 
--Mark Twain !:! 
*,; . 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :' 
1977 ItNTER~A]I~A L SilOUT TRAVELLER 
. :  ..... r : : .  ....... :.. .... :..:...: ................... :... ..... $7496 
1960PONTIAO Safari Wagon, V0 auto. Irons. ~ V V  
1974,BLAZs [ ~ 4x4 
; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . :  . . . . . . .  $629§ 
........................................... : . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $6896 
d 4 
.................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  $2395 
1977 PLYMOUTH V0LAIRE 
$4695 2 Door, V-U, 4speed• • 
.............................................................. 172,~ .  •L'E~LSiNd An9210 Al ternat ive  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DATSUN to Pri, vateOwnership HATt )HBAI )K  , ..... ...  SSTSS : ,f "I LOW, work Superior needst i LOW h ere pR[ C ESI. itO fill your ~ exhaust "
Advantages Include; 
No Capital investment 
Budgeted Transportation Costs 
Current Model Transportation 
Simplicity 
Convenience 
Possible Tax Advantage 
ENQUIRE TODAY. 
1916 FIBREFORM $20,600 
24fl. 351 Here Cruiser, Flying Bridle Fully Equipped with 
Trailer, Excelluat coaditlon 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Lid, 
/ 
4031 Ksilh '~ 
• the vicinity; and of course, a 
Boating enthusiasts will cross on a white background Car Travel Ti-s , - -  '" 
. want to watch for these denotes a first-aid station. Kee-car li;~er at'a mini- ~ UAi l l l~  :::: 
J~ ' l '~  Telephone and gas station mum ~v tanin~ a tater bag I~  I r l l [ i l pO !ii 
l& l i l  signs are easily recogniz- to the bac~of~he'fr~nt seat ~ a lnn  :!! 
I~IWl able, as are restroom ragas, and ;:ntsh:d:sthtbaoardan also ~ ~l lM le  i!~ 
~ Sports enthusiasts will T p pe I~ f f lmAA i! 
want to watch for their keep maps from tearing, if. ~ H~l~ •:! 
Rnriger Station" • Restronms favorite recreation: a fish placed along worn creases. /~=~ I I - - .  •___ :iil 
. . , , " . ~ . . ,  
~ :] Going On the Road? 
" N Need to"Rough It" " " ' "? '+  :'?;': 7::: o 
t . USUO 5His t i lgcg$ ~' Americans are tak|n'g~'o from compact designs that space, built-in toilets,: 
/I ~ the road each vacation sea. feature a dinette, range, shower stalls, and electric~ 
M Ready for ther~datReduced Pr ices  ~ son. and no wonder. To- sink, ice box, wardrobe, refrigerators make truck 
[4 ~a ~ORD F'2S0 ' ' [~ day'smotor homes, travel space to install a portable campers more comfortable 
[~ ~/3 F 'OB I )  COURIER ~] trailers and careers are so toilet, and bunk beds over than ever. Manufacturers 
J_] ' /2  FORD 4x4  __ I..l comfortably outf itted, the cab . . .o r ,  you can go have designed the newest 
~ piCKle. . . . . . .  . ~ they"re like a home away all out and choose from lux- models to offer more seating 
u ~unu uu~v-.na,,~,.,~ [1 from home. urious long jobs that include and sleeping comfort, and 
Ell . I/ ~0st luxurious and s,.a master suites with his and more usable working and 
lU/ aa  mnAnnam mA~Has~ g " ~ . . . .  v " her wardrobes and built-in lounging space. 
nn -mine i nU l IN  i i i n inn l  ii claus o[ a.  are me motor . • vanities, tubs with shower, ' . • oo [~ ~ V i _ l  a. v w_w was ,  ~ homes. Rangmg from 17- el- ' - '~ ..r.; . . . . . . . .  h,;,, in thus category, t , 
Iq i l~  ~uh~tat inn  goad R fear "mini" sizes to 31-foot . '~.":." -,,,,,.s . . . .  ",?,• " " ' "  there are alternatives for the 
I I  ~ . . . . . . . . .  "~  . . . . . . .  I I  . . . . . . . . .  nn Fauces, mr conotttoners, econom" minded Shells or moaels, they are literally . y- . 
rn~¢ nn  whP~ls  In this furnaces and ranges with "tcmn~rg" nrnwirl~, mini sas.ssa~ sag.saga H ho~ . _ . . _ . .  ~ .............. 
i I category, you can choose ovens. , mum, but niore-than-ade-.- 
Luxury appointments quate refuge for those will- 
such as knotty pine cabinet ing to rough it. . 
033-4034 
WE GIVE  YOU-  
Better installed prices. 
Complete line of Mufflers and Shocks• 
Custom-made Tailpipes and Exhaust 
Pipes. Customer can "be promised quick 
installation. 
YOUR CUSTOMER WILL  RECEIVE- - -  
SUPERIOR•'S FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY 
covering muffler, tailpipe, exhaust pipe and 
Shocks, INCLUDING LABOR• 
COMPLETE FLEET INSTALLATIONS AVAILABLE 
WITH LIMITED WARRANTIES. 
Call us TODAY for more information, 
| ANDRE'S ENTERPRISES, 
| LTD. 
• , ! l 30~ H w!y lS .sat 
i Terrace, B.C. | 
604-638-1710 | 
InllllllllllllllUilllllllnillllllllllillllllSllllilli~llllnlill||ggg: 
doors, "butcher block" 
countertops, sculptured car- 
peting, decorator drapes and 
upholstery, swivel chairs, 
microwave ovens, and Iou- 
vered windows are ava!l- 
able in many motor home 
styles for those who like to 
travel in ultimate comfort. 
Trailers offer a similar 
range, from compactness 
and economy to spacious- 
ness and luxury. There are 
travel trailers designed spe- 
cifically for the" small car, 
with "pop tops" that pro- 
vide headroom when need- 
ed, then lower for easier 
towing. Even such small 
models feature full galleys, 
and dinettes that convert 
into king-sized beds. 
More luxurious trailers 
feature living room arrange- 
ments, twin.size beds, tub 
showers, slide.out kitchen 
pantries, barrel chairs, TV 
counters, built-in vanities 
and toilets, and oven ranges. 
Models also abound in 
decorator touches such as 
oak cabinetry, flush- 
• mounted ceiling lights, 
• front refrigerators, 
• ' The newest truck oampers 
i reflect he trend toward iux- 
f ury as well. Real, hardwood furniture end honest-to. 
goodness beds are some of 
the features found in these 
popular models. Walk.in 
closets, increased storage ' 
Last, but certainly not 
least, is the ubiquitous van, 
rapidly becoming a favorite 
among many young fam- 
ilies. There are several ad- 
vantages to vanning; vans 
can function as a second car 
and they can be. "finished 
off'' to suit individual tastes 
and budgets• 
Owners can have their 
vans customized profes- 
sionally or do so them- 
selves: either way, the pos- 
sibilities are surprising. 
Seats can be •replaced with 
swivel-type captain's chairs 
that adapt to comfortable 
lounging at the end of a 
day's drive.., beds or con- 
vertible couches can be in- 
st¢lled . . .  or dinettes. Re; 
frigerators, sinks, and wet 
bars are other possibilities; 
you can even install a port- 
able potty. Sun-roofs, bub- 
ble tops, sliding windows 
and wardrobes are other van 
conversion options. 
"Fifth-wheelers" are also 
gaining in popularity among 
RV owners, because of their 
maneuverability. 
Another popular model is 
the fold-out camper, which 
expands to accommodate 
dining and sleeping. , 
It's'Vs(,ttlon T~I  
I r  
, j ! I 
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Now's the Time to Check Your Car 
To Ease Driving During Vacation 
changes. The company says 
car-makers' oil-change re- 
qu i rements  should • be 
followed for new cars under 
warranty. 
if you've used snow tires 
during the winter, you can 
get better gas61ine mileage 
byswitching to regular tires. 
I f  your snow tires are stud.~ 
dad, they must be off your 
car by certain dates anyway, 
according to laws in some 
states. Mark studded snow 
tires so yo u can put them 
back on the same wheels 
next season, because s'tuds 
• wear. at a slight angle. Tires 
should be" stored on their 
sides, fully inflated, in a cool 
place, and not on greasy 
floors. ' 
As  long as you're chang- 
ing tires, why not  switch 
them? Tires wear differently' 
on different wheels, and 
10ng driving) helps get best 
gasoline mileage. So does 
proper wheel alignment, in- 
cluding front-wheel caster, 
'camber, arid toe-in, which 
improve  steering charac- 
teristics. These adjustments 
can get out of trim after a 
while, particularly from 
kn0cking around in a hard 
winter, 
Other itenls include: 
• Engine tans-up should 
include checking ignition 
system, engine timing, vol- 
tage regulator output, spark 
plug~, .ignition wires, car- 
buretor, and fuel. pump. 
• Inspect exhaust system 
for l~aks. 
• Check cell strength and 
fluid level of battery, Clean 
any c~n-osion from terminal 
connect ions;  Make sure 
there fare no loose connec- 
switching at intervals o f  tions. I ', , 
several thousand •miles evens 
out the wear. Bias-ply tires • • Replace air filter. 
should be crossed - - ' l e f t  • Check aiming of head- 
front to right, rear, eta:. lights; see that tail, brake 
Radical tire's~which give hat- and direct ion- indicator  
te~~g.~l* i .ne :mi ieage ,  lights w~rk properly. 
shouldn;t:be crossed. A 
good switch for "radials • Inspect windshield wiper 
could 6e-]e~tjirear,:;t0: h~ blades; replace if necessary. 
trunk as a spare, left frpnt¢o 
left rear, spare to left front, 
right front to right rear, 
right rear to right front. 
Inflating to recommended 
pressures(and check when 
the tires are not hot from 
• gr~djust brakes; check 
drums and lining for wear: 
See that fluid is at proper 
level. 
• Inspect hoses, belts and 
ignition wires for cracks or 
signs of wear. t" 
./'. 
/ Vacation driving's ahead, 
and now's the t ime to check 
, your car to help insure it ' l l  
give you efficient, trouble- 
' free and economical service; 
Whether you. do simple 
maintenance yourself or 
enlist professional service- 
station help, here's a quick 
list of things to do or look 
fo/',: according to car-care 
experts at. Mobil Oil. 
Drain and flush the radi- 
ator.and replace the anti- 
freeze with good quality', 
' 'permanefit-type anti-freeze. 
it may be time to change 
motor oil and replace the oil 
filter. You should choose an 
oil of~,iscosity (resistance to
flqw) rating suitable for ex- 
pected outside temperature 
ranges •you'll be driving in; 
The?o's growing use of syn- 
thetic Mobil I, the company 
says. • " 
Lubricating with less fric- 
tion than Conventionally 
refined 0il, Mobil 1 enables 
the average car to go 10 cx'- 
tra miles per tankful of gas- 
olinc. Some production- 
model cars went at the rate 
of 27 extra miles in tests. 
Also, the selected molecules 
in the man-made oil help it 
resist temperature extremes 
better than natural oils, and 
the synthetic lasts longer. 
Mobil ! can go 25,000 miles 
Or one year - -  whichever 
comes .first - -  between oil 
• . '.'" :, '. . e  .-. '.::' :'t ." .,..i-" ::: :.:.'.i..:,..:.:-'.-:.!;~ "';::':: >: , ). /.-. ,..:... "-'. . . . . .  '.'.'.!.'.,o, ....'". - Check L st-= or Those Who Will Tow Trmlers 
If you're planning to tow a trailer on a vacation trip 
this summer, you won't be alone. Trailer towing has 
increased 400% in the past ten years. 
Hut.you may be alone - -  all alone ~ if'Your Car breaks 
down in the boondocks. Minimize this danger by properly 
servicing and equipping your car before hooking up that 
trailer. 
Here are some things to be checked: 
car shift at corses, speeds 
without lag or ereatie per- 
formance? Are "U" joints 
quiet? 
[] T IRES .  Are treads 
wearing evenly? Any cracks 
or cuts in the tread or 
sidewalls? Adequate size for 
load? More than 1/16" of 
tread left? 
[ ]  :COOLING SYSTEM. If 
it has been a year or more 
since the last cooling system 
~ervlee, itvs a good idea to 
have the system flushed out 
and replace the anti.freeze 
coolant. A 50% solution is 
recommended. This will as- 
sure a margin of safety in 
. terms of boiling pr6teetion. 
Are hoses and fittings lcok- 
free? No sponginess? Are 
fanbelts tight and in good 
condition? Are thermostat 
and water pump working 
properly?. • * 
[] LIGHTS. All operative, 
including dsnal ights? Tail 
light louses in good condi- 
tion? Extra fuses in the 
gl°velmx L . * 
[ ]  SHOCK ABSORBERS 
& SUSPENSION. Any leak- 
age from the shocks? 
Springs sagging from old 
age? , , , 
[] WHEEL ALIGNMENT. 
Had it eh,eek.ed l.ately? 
[]  ENGINE. Before an ex- 
tended[ drive, the engine 
should be tuned. This is 
• []  BRAKES. Is the lining 
thick enough for a season 
of driving? Are components 
completely leak-free? Is 
pedal pressure solid without 
spouginess and is fluid up 
to the mark? 
[]  TRANSMISSION. Is 
fluid level enrreet ? Does the 
Summer Car-Shape-Up: 
Car Touch-Up Tips 
For Tip-Top Results 
Does your car have a dent 
here and a spot of rust there? 
You don't have to resign 
yourself to a big repair bill 
- -  or just living with the 
damage. A little spray paint 
can help even the mechanic- 
ally disinclined get the old 
jalopy looking spruce-as- 
Back Roads Call to 
4-Wheelers 
Not everyone wants to go 
"on the read" for vacation 
fun ... some hardy souls 
near the surface and spray prefer off-road adveninrel 
through the hole.. That's why 4.whesl drive 
recreational vehicles are 
6. Apply metal primer, growing in popularity. 
For best results, use a rust- For desert, canyon, hill, or 
preventive primer of the snow driving, ~,ou can't heat 
same brand aod lighter in 
color than the paint you will 
apply. 
. Adding to the cenveaie~ee 
of 4-wheelers are the msny 
accessor ies  available: 
sunroofs, topraeks, au~ 
plementol gas tank& an .  
many more products, 
ranging from kits that 
convert 4.whqei drive 
vehicles to "part-time" 
4-wheel drive and each year, drive, all the wya to heating 
auto manufacturers are units designed especially to 
improving both the per- provide sleeping esm/ort in 
formance and convenience remote areas. 
new again. 7. Apply spray paint, af- of these rugged vehicles. 
. , . .  .. • tar primer dries. Hold the Bucket seats, mult i -  For these who like the 
wlatcnlng me car COlOr . purpese design, luxurious challenge of reaching out-d- 
. . . .  blem in ost spray can 10 to 12 inches interiors, air.conditioning, the-way places and e~oy 
WlU oe no pro o m from the surface and spray a Imilt.inieeehesta, andfront- down-to-earth travel, inday's 
cases une manulacturer,  o . . . . . . .  - • . " . . . . . .  iew ugnt coal~ on just to lne wheel-drive to 4.wheel.drive 4 -whee l  reereat t 'ona l  
~rylon, nas /u  matcnmg car '~o;-' ,.,r ,,~ . . . . . .  ,,,.'o~ versatility, are among the vehicles offer the last 
• + I ~ I l l+  Wl  ~) I t t JOOJ  )P• ,# i  I I +~)t .~,  
COlOrS or easy-to-use spray • . . . . .  . . letting each coat dry before many features offered to RV frontier of driving ad- 
paint from wnlch to cnoose, . . . . . . .  enthusiasts this season, venture. . . .  . o applying me next. lhat  IS 
including those 1or many . . . . .  . . . .  - ,  tne secret Ol getting t ~ - , L - - - - ; - - 1 - - 1 ~ - -  
trucxs ann ~oreign cars It s . o ." . smooth finish and avoidi,t~, 
a snap to an a proleSSlOnal- , , , ; , ,  . . . . . .  a . . . .  ~. r.=t It's Time to Re-Create!~, , . _ _  
~oki.ng Job r i gt)as drying paint, s~cb as Kry- 
~ew rumple p p . . . . . .  . . . .  . ~." . . .  Ion, cuts waiting time bet- ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ -  ~ . . . ~ _ ~ . ~ - ~ - - ~  _ .~ 
naslcauy a matter el nuzng :i:iween coats. It dries in only 
and repainting. :i!i 10 to 15 minutes. , 
Minor dents: !]i[ ~ Rust spots: 
! Sand the damaged !ii! • . . . . :::: 1 Break away badly rust- 
•area, right down to the:.:+- - • ; . . . . . . . . . . .  :;:ea areas anti weaKefleo sac- 
metal, i-eather uightly san(]) i!;iti~s in the damaged area. 
me euge e l  me area for a ::: ,. 
smooth transition between i;!i 2. Sand to get rid of  all 
the metal and the paint  !::~::loose rust. 
around it. :::: :::: 3. Clean the area and 
2. Fill the dent with plus- i[!!press adhesive-backed alu- • ,c ,  , 
tic auto body filler. :-:mmum tape over the area to 
serve as a base for plastic 
.3. After filler dries, sand auto body filler. 
it smooth and level with 
~00 grit wet-or-dry sand- '4. Apply filler, and after 
paper. (For shaiio.w scratch- i t  dries, sand it down and 
as, omit the plastic filler proceed as above with prim- 
step.) ing and painting. 
4. After sanding, clean Hint: work out of hot 
the area with naptha or auto sunlight. It can heat the 
rubbing compound, metal and cause the paint to 
• pebble. After about three 
5 Mask off the sur •. . • " : days, you can handrub with 
rounding area with masking -~ , .... --.:= ~..- -.,• - 
tape ann paper or, for a • i ' . . have ~Ou~" car Io6k:ing tip- 
small area, cut a nole in a 
piece of cardboard, hold it top again. "~ 
~ . . . ' . . ~ : : : :  
A Fishy Tale! 
When the wind is in the 
East, 
Then the fishes bite the 
least; 
When the wind isin the 
West; 
Then the fishes bite the best; 
When the wind is in the 
North,  
Then the fishes do come 
forth; • 
When the wind is in the 
South, 
It blows the bait in the 
fish's mouth. 
--Anonymous 
espeelally important under ~.~:~....:~.~:~....;..~.:~;..~...~:.~..:*~:~:.~.........:~:.:¢.....~............+.~.......:.....;.;.;.;.:.;.~.:....~ 
heavier lead conditions ...... '.....r%__.'.:.'.~'.~..5~'m.'.'...'...'..'~'~ ...... .  ~" .... . ................................................ 
when you need all the power 
you can get, Check the mile- 
age since your last lube and 
oil and fiher change, too. 
_ apl  1" 
~1~ cenvenlent to set up 
[ ~  convenient month ly  payments 
1~ cenvenlent tax  records 
[ ~  frees cash for  other  purposes 
• ! 
Room with 
VAR-ROOM 
In today's small car world, it°s dif~cult front and back that lets people sit. 
to f'md po~er and performance married naturally and comfortably. Some with 
to loads of interior room. head room, six footers don't have to 
The Rabbit has more power than you scrunch down in their seats. 
would expect. It goes 0-50 in 7.7 And when the Rabbit is loaded with 
seconds, and is rated at 100 m.p.h, top people, it's still not anywhere near 
speed. But what is more amazing, the loaded. Open the hotchb0ek door, and 
'Rabbit has more useable room thpn any you see 12..4 cubic feet 'of space. In 
other ear of its size. It has leg room in fact, if you are not using theYear seat, 
the whole works folds forwar& so you 
It's easier  to  deal w i th  the source. 
Come in and see  our  LEASE~plon, I v +" 
COLUMBIA AUTO HAmS 
635-5844 3779 River Drive 636-5717 
Terrace, B.C. Dea ler  No ,  00-OShA 
m McEwan 
GMAC 
RLSP 
. . . . . . .  MOTORS (Terrace) LTD. 
4S17 LAKELSE 635-4941 
| | | l |  • • I '1 '11 i  a min i  i l l i  
PLYMOUTH HORIZON TC3. 
Also available in a 5 door model . -  1979 Motor Trend Car 
of the Year Winner. GOOD SELECTION IN STOCK• 
OON'T DELAY - T[ST DRIVE TODAYI 
for a dea/b v oHeam at 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
Dealer Licence Humbei DOO430A 
4916 HIGHWAY 16 W, 635-1167 
| 
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TERRAOE DRUIIS m. 
3207 Kalum 636-1274 
Vitamins 
and 
Toys, Toys, Toys 
I I  ' . 
CLASSIFIED RATES SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
20 words or less $2.00 per Effective 
Insertion. Over 20 words 5 Oct~er l ,  1971 
cents per word. SlngleCopy 20c 
3 or more consecutive In. ByCerrler ruth3.00 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. By Carrier year33.63 
By Mall 3 ruth lS.00 
RE FUN DS: . By Mall 6 mth 25.00 
First Insertlon,~charged for ByMall year45.63 
whether run or'not. Senior Cltlzon year 20.00 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. British Commonwealth and 
COR R ECTIONS: United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Must be made before 2nd Box 399, Torrace, E.C. 
laser lion. VaG 2M9 
AHowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dletrlct 
BOX NUMBERS: Thornhlll & District 
75 cents pick up. Phone635.6357 
$1.25 mailed. 
1,C0MiNG EvENTs 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates ° available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
~:00 p.m. 2 days prior to • 
puL, llcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to 
day of publlcatlon Monday to 
Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
~rv~ce charge of $5.00 on i l l  
N.S.~. cheques . . . . . .  , . 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submlttecl within one month. 
~.OO production charge for 
wedding and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
Sl0.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASS IF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births * 5.50 
Engageme,ts 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept 
00MMUNITY 
SERVICES 
24, S ITUATIONS 
WANTED 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
SKEENACENTRE 
The Herald reserves the 
right to clmsify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, claeslfy 
or re[oct any advertisement 
and to retain arty answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, and to repay 
, the customer the sum paid 
for the edvertlsemont and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  bo 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publlshor 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the llablllty of the 
Herald In the event of fallure 
to publlsh an advertlsement 
or In the event of  an error 
appearing In the ad. 
9ertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ed. 
vertlser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the 
pertlon of the adverllslng 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omlHed Item only, 
.and that there shall be no 
• liability to any event greater 
than the amount pold for 
such odvertlslng. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohlblte any ad.' 
vertlslng that discriminates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 6~ 
years, unless the condition Is' 
Justified by a hone fide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
De you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is. 
help 
Avallablel 
Phone 635-S636 
ALCOHOLICS 
• ANONYMOUS 
MEETINGS: 
Mon. 3:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Skeene Centre offers to the ~.  8 p.m. • A~anon • 
Senior Citizens of the Skeane Health Unit. 
Terrace and Thornhlll area Thurs. or Sat. 8:20 p.m. Mills 
the followlng services: Memorial Hospltal. (nc.tfn) 
. Activity Centre for han- 
dicrafts Birthright ONica 
Day care for working Alternative to Abert!on 
people. 3-~21 Lakelse - 635.3907' 
. Drop.In tor companslonship Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
& coffee, and ,1 p.m. • 5 p.m. or phone 
Monday thru Friday 8., I .  anytime: Llso 635.2164, 
Transportation available. Carol 635.5156 (nc.tfn) 
30, FURNITURE, ~ 
& APPLIANCES 
I 
31. GARAGE SALE 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge. 
635.2265. ' 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
MI l l s  Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, eny household 
Items, toys etc. tor their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift Shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11 a.m. 
and 3 p.m. Thank you. 
INCH ES AWAY CLUB 
Rips  Rel ief  
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
631-1388 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handlcappad are 
Icoklng for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could usa 
tor recycling or renovating. 
Call us af 635-2230 behNesn 
ea.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
Meet ~very Tuesday night at pickup. 
• 8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
Far more Information phone 
635.3747 or 635-3023. 'PREGNANT?' 
NEEDHELP? 
Ladles Stlm Line CIub meets Call Birthright for an 
Monday evening--6:30 alternative to abortion. 
p .m. - -Un i ted  Church Phone 652.460! enytlme. 
basement, Kltlmat. Room 233, Necheko Castro. 
! 
Skeaoa Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
6354307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Hesltll Unit Staff: 
CHILD .HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES: 
Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:S0 p.m. Please phone 
for an appelntment. 
Held at the Thornhlli 
Elementary School on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30.3i30 p.m. 
Plea~. phone for an ap- 
• polntment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 3.4:10 p.m. 
by appointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
BINGOS 
Tuesday, May l-Regular 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 13 Giant Bin.go 
Tuesday, May 22-resuisr 
small bingo 
Sunday, May 2"/Giant bingo 
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. at 
Thornhlll Community Hall. 
For further informaUan call 
635-4906 (nc-23M) 
Terrace Church of God is ChlmneySwea~)for hire. For 4.100 pound propano tanks. 
Dance revue'79 by the Vickl 
Parvialnon danco students 
Friday, May 18th 8 p.m. at. 
the REM Lee Theatre. 
Ticketsavnilableat. Siaht 
and Sound or students or 
phone 8,3,5-,3189 or 635-6"/63 
(NCI-BM) 
opening a private school estimate phond 63B-8342 after 
celled "Terrace Christian 3:30p.m. (PD.11M) 
Academy" beginning Sap. _ . . . . . .  : 
tember 1979. Grades Kin. ABLE 
dergarten to grade 12 In- ELECI"I~IC LTD. 
elusive. The format used will Eisdrlcel 
be the accelerated Christian RIdrigeratlon 
Education; Anyone desiring Service 
Information please call Installation 
Robert L; White s t  638.1561 and cont.ractlng 
or write In care of Box "31 
Terrace B.C. VBG 4A2. (NC- (ctf.12M) 
30 June) 
635-5876 
• , , ,  • 
Office Help Required . 
ln loving memory of our son, 2 positions available. Credit 
Franklin Miller, May 8,1976. experience would be an 
He is gone but not f'ol~otte~ asset. Apply In person to Nell 
And, as dawns another year, or Irene. Terrace Co-op, 
There will be a meeting ~ In  our lonely hours of Administration Dept. (AS. 
the Terrace Farm & Garden thinking, ~) 
Society to decide on the Thoughts o~ him are always , : 
Classes are held throughout operating ~ldellnes for this near. Wanted: People for phone 
the year at Intervals for yearsFannor'sMarkeLThn Days ot sodneee wW come sol lc l tat loh.  Must enjoy 
'expectant parents. Phone m~t~ w~ be bald at the o'er ua • ' talking to ~eple. Part and 
the Health Unit for details Senior Citizen Room of the Many thlck the WQ~und.~" full t ime ,available. Ex- 
and registration. T#r~ace Arena.  Tuesday 
HOME NURSING CARE M.~I~I~ 1979 at p.m. All But they  l iWe Imow the collent bonus Incentlve;'For be~ Intorvlew call 635-6119. (a- 
Nursing care In the home for lfltWd~ted persona are sorrow t~r/TU,W) , . 
those who neod Iron referral ~elC~ol~e. (NCI-BM) That lies in the heart eoa . . . . . . . .  
from their family doctor. ~ - . . . . . .  sealed. Dunnlngs Auto Body Repair 
Terrace area ohly. KERMODE FRIENDSIIIP l.~re, Morn, Dad, Palm & on QCl requires Immediately 
HEALTH PARADE " ~ 'mm~l 'Y  TWRD ANNUAL, Woody (PX-Ms) Auto Body Repair Man and 
For 4 year old children. Held ~, ,~. 'HNG June 2, 19'/9 Painter. $12. per hour. Flat 
on third Monday of every ~ ' ]L '~  p.m.--Opening o |  Rate. Phone 557.4310. (Ca. 
month.  Developmental, Mceting-Presldant, W~rd ~ loving memory of mr 11M) ' .  - . .  
.vlsion, hearing ecreenlng ~ Sp i ra l  prayer- ~thor  and .,,-~e, rn~'  
dane. Please phone for ap- EMir,  Llla Mason Miller, May 8; 1976/ Only Experienced camp 
Introduction of Guest His smllb~ way and cook. Small camp In Nasa polntment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING .~kere  (to be announced) pleasant face Valley. Phone 63S.94~. (C~ 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 1:3() p.m.-lntroducUon of Are a p~asum to recaU; aM) : ". ".~ 
Held every Monday at. Chairperson-Adoptlon of He bad a Idodly word for , I j '," ,: 
ternoon at 1.2 p.m. • Agenda-Minutes of Sep- each ~ ,. 
V.D. CLINIC lamber 23, 1978 Meeting- And dled beloved by al l  " LOCAi~'ESTAB'I.ISHED 
Pres idents  Repor t -  Someday we hope to meet CONTRACTING 
i . • 
37. ..... :; PETS ~ 1 '' d " 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. Treasurers  Repor t -  ldm, • 
SANITATION Appointment ofAuditor 2:63 Semedaywehnow notwhan, 
The public health Inspectors 'p.m..NominaUono for Board To clasp his band in the 
are now situated In Eby of Directors-Executive butter land, 
Street. They will be pleased DJreator's ReporL~Prngrem Never topart again. 
to assist with any sanitation, Director's. Report-Canada Loveeynthla, Ale0ds, Gerry, 
: Works Reports S:00 p.m. Jackie, Sandy, Lee, Clln~ problems. 
SPEECH AND HEARING' c~f~br~3:~0p.m.-G.uest and Nieces and Nephnws. 
CLINIC ;.. . . ~peaKer-~uest Spearer- ~PI.-aM) ..... ;.,. ~ ......... :., 
Held.at 4612 Grleo'A'v'enue: : G.ekt~b." .o0p:m\ .~t  ~ .... ..... ; ..... ......... , .  ,, j.. 
Hearing tests will be~neby bllpper~ .prel~..reu.oy.:.Kor-~ 111 Memory :of Charlotte 
referral from f,~mlly doctor moues ~aa,a~s A~,X, lllar~y. Belk~my: Auip~t 99, lZt- 
or communlly health nurse. .~z ,~,  ~,v.,,r~zn~v ~n~- May 8, I~S, 
638-1155. June 1) Oh bow sad to part with 
Lovod ones 
LONG TERM CARE ' Invitation to Open House at Oh how much ef ~ef we 
Office at No. 205.4521 Lazelle the Centennial Christian 
'COMPANY 
requires an accounts 
payable person. Ap. 
pilcant must be •mature, 
responsible, have con.. 
sfruction exparlenoe and 
For further Information call 
638.8289 after 6 p.m. Also to 
give away 2 St. Bernard. 
Samoyed Cross puppies.6 
weeks old. (P5.10M) 
For Sale 110 Gallon oil tank & 
Stand (full) S150. and Mak 
offers on power pole & meter 
extension '!2x56 trai ler  
(aholl) Phone 635.7861. (PS- 
0MI 
For sale: "2 G-50 14 SuFe'~ 
Cats. Almost new. Asking 
SIX0.00. ,Use I set mind 
blaster speakers $~5.00. Ca~ 
after 6, 6,q~1427 (C'HIM) 
For sale: 910 Hundred 15 on 
wide rims. Phone 635.2969 
(C3-1OM) 
Avai lab le  Immediate ly  
small square footage rental 
spaces. Ideally suited for 
small heslness, 635.3324. (C5- 
11M) 
For rent: boat trai ler- 
handles up" to 50 footer. 
Phone' 632.5310 (etfn-2.S.79 
: HALL RENTALS • 
Oddfellows Hall - 3222 
Monroe. For further In. 
formation phone 633.2794 or 
t35-S~_ !. (a.TG,F;~_~): . 
-.For sale reglsterod Arabian 
Gelding. 7 years old 510OO.00 
'~7-9813 (PS-11M) 
3 Bedroom ranch.style home 
at  4709 Tuck  Avenue, 
aluminum siding. ,Black.top 
driveway, near schools, 
asking price $45,000, OBO 
Phone 635.5590 after S p.m. 
(PS-eM * 
BeauWul S bedroom home. ' 
' With garage on a quiet 
etreet, ~ to downtown & 
schools. Phone &qS-~Jlg (PS- 
14M) 
House for sale: 3 years old, 3 
oedroom, full basement, 
Close to schools and 
downtown. 635-7441 after 6:30 
p.m. end weekends. (p20. 
ISM) ' - 
Wanted to buy older house on 
acreage. CaU 63S-68~. (C4. 
lira) 
Responsible, young, work ln ;  
couple requires 2 bedroom 
house. Have well mannered 
Irish Setter. Interested I~ 
long term rental. Rent with* 
option to buy.8: 30.,1:30' 
Monday.Friday call 635-6255 '.
Local 52. Weekendsor after S 
call 8-1080 (Ctfn 4-5.79) 
Wanted to rent bachelor aPt. 
or room for immediate oo- 
cupancy. Contact the 
Manager of Saan Stores Ltd. 
Phone 635-2'/86 or Sandman 
Motor Hotel 5-9151 ask for P. 
Martol. (Ctfn-7.5-~) 
RETAILOR 
OFFICE SPACE 
2 stores, total of 2il00 sq. ft. 
Can be separated to 1,100 sq. 
ft. areas. In cholce locations 
a thorough knowledge of. HP Seam Cotton Traction. 
a l l  office procedures. Phone ~-6700 (I~IOM) 
Please iPI~Iy In Writing I ,~ 
including IA C0mpl~te~T ? ; ~n Lazelle Shopl~h~l Centre, ':~'~' 
.Terrace, B.C. 63S.3S76 or 2aS: .... 
resume to: " :  'Box1'19; I
.. Terrace Herald J . . . . . .  
Terrace, B.C. I 
(clfn.il.4.79) l 
1939 Vancouver. (ctfn-23-4- 
1976 - 24 foot Fiberform 79) 
N~rc. 233 HP. 2 wlper, rod 
holders, duel horn, tr lm WAREHOUSE and  
tabs, compass, galley pack, R • t a i I S p a c e Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196/ 
Assessment and guidance' 
for vocetlonal and soclal 
rehabilitation done by. 
~onsultent. 
Klflmat. A.A. Constructl~ 
On:up In Kltlmat: telephone" 
432-3713.. . 
MEETINGS: 
'.Monday - Step Meetings. 
8:30 p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays - Closed. 
Meetings 0:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Frldeys -O l in  Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Skesne Health Unit; 
Kltlmat General Hespltel. 
At.Anon MeEtings. Tuesdays 
.0:00 p.m. United Church 
(nc) 
Presently showing at the 
Kltlmat Museum are mostly 
local photographs by 
Mlcheal Leclerc and Sheldon 
Reid. 
Come and have a new look 
at old familiar things. 
in addition a stamp 
display is being shown on 
loan from Ottawa. 
(nc.18m) 
The Terrace Concert 
Association annual general 
masting will be held on 
Thursday, May 241h in the 
Caledonia Lecture Theatre 
at B p.m. All those persons 
who bought 78.79 seasons 
tickets are eligible to par. 
tlclpate in the election of 
officers for the coming 
season. 
Family Pley.,Androcles and 
the Lion" by Travellers 
Theatre, Friday, May 11 and 
Saturday, May 12at 8 p.m. In 
the Terrace Little Theatre. 
Advance tickets at McColl's 
Real Estate. 
Terrena Jeycees Provincial 
All Candidates Forum. With 
Frank Howard, Dave Me. 
Crsary, Dave Serry and 
Cyrll Shetford. May 7th, e 
p.m. at REM Lee Theatre. 
(NC.~S.79) 
ELKS 
BINGO 
hold every Wednesday at 
3312 Sparks. Oearsopen 6:30. 
(ncTu,W) 
bear; 
School. Friday, May 11, 1979 But in that bright land ol Avon Representatives. anchor pack, toilet, 8 foot 
from 9 a.m.-  4 p.m. glory, . ~ nsaded~ In the •following. Pioneer~ •dinghy, CB & an: 
• (nc11"11M-) - - May we ~. ~nited there, areas: I ! . , hans. 1977 H.O. Trailer. 
LOGHOUSE ' Here:the home ties d t  are' ; : ~ OIl'sPlace Flying bridge. 6.t5.4777. 
• Atwood & (ctfn.2SA) 
BUILDING COURSE H~°ere~ left a vacant chair, Birch Hill 
Wil l  be held first two 
weekends In June (June 2, :3 ']'hen yOU think wean ~ we 
meet hem 
and June 9, I0). Studenta And each olhen love to IsS.Ult old. Good ¢ondltlon. Phone 
ahould provlda own power Obbow sweet the tho't (ctfn'0~3Jg) 638-1221 days and 63~3324 
saw and scriber If possible. * : We .~U be ,,-~tM ~e~e, 
Maximum 20 atudonte. For Sadly mtssod by" SI|to~ 
further information call Co~ee~ Be~,  & ]~im~ & 
, 635-4S38 ' 
W•,adland HelgMs II Mary t 
,(nc.lJ) 
Skeene Valley Rebekah 
Ledge Rummage Sale May 
12. I.O.O.F. Hall, 3222 
.Munron St. (nc-M12) 
KINSMEN BIN()O 
May 2& 1919 
Total 16 Games 
Door open 6:30 
Game 8 p.m. 
Terrace Arena 
For further Information 
phone 
635400~ 
(nC-26,S,79) 
Chuck Girard will be .in 
Concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, Terrace - -  May 14, 
1979. 
Klt lmat at the Mount 
Elizabeth High School. May 
.13, 1979. • (nc27.14M) 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP  
BINGOS 
JOesday/May 1.Regular 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, May3.Glant Bingo 
Tuesday, May 22-Regular 
Small Bingo 
Sunday, May 27.Giant Bingo 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. 
Early Bird games com. 
mence at 7:30 p.m. at 
Thornhlll Community Hall. 
For further Information call 
635.4906. 
(nc.25M) 
The Annual General Meeting 
and Election of officers of 
the Terrace Figure Skating 
Club will be held on Monday, 
May 2~h at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Senior Citizens Ro~m at the 
arena. For more Information 
please phone 635.2381. (nc- 
28M) 
Terrace Church of God ta 
presently conducting a 
Revival Service. The Re. 
T.D. Poweil as guest 
speaker. Services nightly 
through May 10, 1979 at 7:38 
p.m. Church Iocatlon: 3341 
River Drive. Phone 638.156i 
for further Information 
(NC3.gM) 
Evelyn MacDona ld . . -  
AUCTION SALE ': 
On the spot cash for your 
furniture, appilonces, an- 
tlques. We buy and sell 
anything of value. Consign 
your car, ltruck, boat, bikes 
or what have you to the Sat. :r 
p.m. Auction Sale, Terrace 
Auction Mort, 3233 Apsley, 
Phone 635.5172. WE have the 
beyera. Open every day for 
retail sales. (ctf4-04-79) 
NIOHTWATCH 
• SECURITY LTD. 
We selh service and Install 
residential and commercial 
alarm systems. 
63547N 
(p.t4MI. 
SKEENA COLORS 
Residential 
Commercial Painting 
Phone 638.1&35 
(a14) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(WeE Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
621.3479enyllme 
(ctf) 
HARLY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Free Eatlmates 
Phone 
ua-10~ 
(p-4-5-79) 
Responsible female looking 
for outside wot'k for the 
summer, Hire a studentl 
Phone ~114111 and leave 
meesage for Joanno. (CS. 
14)4) 
4 1 for sale: 12 foot KALIBRI  
• oallbcat.maln and lib:2 years 
--,-..- evenings. (C.~llM) " |l, | .  
~l f r~se  "" wanted |~ ]Bfl. River boat with 
medll~tety. Must be 19 or  trailer. 50 HP Mercury end 
over.! Willing to work on Jet. Readyto go. Phone 635- 
week~ends day or night shift. 32116 (PS.MB) 
Apply. In person,to GIm's 
Restaurant ,1643 Park Ave. ' 17~4 foot plywood beat with 
(C3-SM) 
Backhoe for hire. Phone 635. 
MS4 or 63S.67S7 anytime. 
(C10-18M) 
1 Repossessed 26 Inch 
Panasonlc ~onsol color TV. 
Excellent condition. Inquire 
at 633.7207 between 9 a.m. 
and 5:30 p.m.(5.9M) 
For sale: I Chesterfield, I 
chair, I ottoman. 8 months 
old, estimated value i~0. 
Sailing for $500. Phone 63S- 
between 7 p.m. and 9 
p.m. (PS-14M) 
For S~ile: one 1965 In. 
ternatlonai Tandem, one 
Rambler H-top, one 1968 
Ford Falcon 4 dr Sedan and 
Garage Sale May 12 & 19. 
3955 McNeil, Terrace, in. 
dudes car, truck parts for 
Ford & Rambler household 
Items, tools, bike cerrlar, S 
ton truck wheel rims, tlres 
etc. Phone 33S.3S~ (ClS- 
aM) 
400 Yamaha Enduro. New 
engine, good condition. 
$1,200 OBO. Phone 6,18.103.1 
after 5 p.m. (stth.ffn) 
aval lableon new By. 
pass. Phone  
638-1166 
! (dfn.13-04.79 
L 
Trai ler deep V 85 HP 
Johnstone CB. Good shape. 
Priced to Sell. Phone 638.1571 
after 5 p.m. (P5-/~) 
1976 24ft Flberform Mere 233 
HP. 2 wiper, rod holders, 
dual tern, trim tabs, com. 
pass galley pack, toilet, 8 ft. 
~oneer dinghy, CB & an- 
Mnna. 
For Bale: 4½ Acres in scenic 
Kitwanga Valley situated in 
subdivision planning area. 
One old house, needs repairs- 
still hooked up to Hydro. 
Large size hay barn & small 
cow barn. Root cellar. Ap- 
prox. 2' acres, colflvatud- 
remainder is U, ee, hash, 
covered & ponds. Good for 
• ducks. Secluded area.5 min. 
walk from school, 1 mile to 
store. Serious Inquiries only. 
849.~.  Aalng $24,S00 (PS- 
14M) 
. Recreational Lots. For Ski. • 
1977 HD Trailer Flying 
Bridge. (ctfn-l.5-79) .,. • . 
For sale: lie foot square back 
canoe. Complete with 2 l ip 
Johnson motor. Paddles & 2 
We jackets. Phone 638-1661. 
(C5-14M). 
13ft..3 inch Enterprise 
sailboat with racing and 
'cruising sails plus trailer. 
cabins, summer cabins or 
residences. Eight lots are 
now available on the Hudson 
Bay Mountain Road, 2V2 
miles from Smlthers. 
Acerages very In price from 
$12,500 to $15,500. Sizes vary 
from 7 acres to 16 acres. For 
maps end for details write or 
phone Jack Trowbrldge 
North County Rea|ty.Realty • 
World Box 2508, Smlthers 
Phone 635-2682 after 6 p.m. Ph___~.~e 847.3217 (CI0.14M) 
(5-9M) 
420 JD Winch, Blade & 
Canopy. Runs good.plus 3 
axle Goose-neck trai ler.  
$5,500 or will sell separately. 
Phone 849-5459 S. Hazelton. 
(ct0.14M) 
49. HOMES 
FOR SALE 
To be moved, will sell as Is at 
greatly reduced price. 2 
bedroom unfinished cottage 
on blocks. Size 16ft.28ff on 
Kojer Road. Some buLldOg 
materials & bathroom fix- 
tures wtthln. Will consider 
best reasonable offer, phone 
624-5079 (P20.1June) 
2 bedroom non basement 
home. Large lot, 
greenhouse, shop, and car 
pert. To view phone 6354779. 
after S p.m.(Pl0-1gM) 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Llghtl) 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 mllec from 
Sunset Lake. Power,water 
and 3 bdrm. treller. Asking 
Ul,500. Offers: For more 
Information contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. 6ox 140 
Topley, B.C. or 
C.F. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-~75 
(ffn-sff) 
1972 D~ge Hard Top. ~.~ 
Like Borscht. S795.00 ee Is. 
Needs repairs. One Dun 
Boggy. metal flake pa in t ,  
street worthy, b ig  engine 
~,100. Kawasekl 350, 90001 
miles, 11,100. To view: 4510 
Park Ave. or Phone 635.4091: 
(P7.11M) 
Lenda 
hand:..  Keep  ,971 Chev Van on. , Fo, s.,.: 1, foot Shaete   /  Canada 
Rabbit with ext~a'$ Phone 7218, 1971 Datsun 1200, i MOBILE HOMES holiday trailer. Good con. 
dltlon, V,,w at No. 4 Marten to clean 
6,~H~OIIIM) attiC'/, S p.m. (C& DL02=38A (Affn.2.s./g) ' I.ow mobile homes Dr., Coppsrslde Estates. I 
- - - - - - - -  Toyota Land Cruim" 197L ~IfromBslowasS100,00 Phone 6..8618. (cI0.11~_) our  land Beaut l fu  
1989 Yolk;wagon Beetle. ~,000 miles, 4 spd. trans., I down. O.A.C, Set up Motor home 23fl, clt&tlon 
Good wodJ~lng orde~. Asking roll ~aae, land tires, ~260; and delivered, trades Dual elf condition. Full bathi :~:~:.~;:.~.~.~.~.~:~:~::..~:~;~;~;~;~;~.~.~.~.~.~.~.:~:~.~::.~:~.::~...~.~v..~.. 
,aee,oo.P~o.ea5.~aseaeer ~oe-ma(~kel,etake)(P4. welcome. ,  s,espe6,yrold, phon~ m.~ i ' '  ' : T----!II. W ~  ]~D ' 
6 p.m;  (]~,tt,18,t?M16) 11M)  " ~ .... " ~ : , .. 330L(CS.l lM)-_ • 
t977 Jeep CO-S, Golden , Ph0nec0i lect  * 
Eagle Many,.extras. Wll! • ~as ~e 
conMdor older vehiole on . . . . . . . .  
~974 To~;ota corona wagon. 
Phone 4F4076 or  5-9181 (P4- 
l l g ) .  
;rn,/==d, GLC. gay ~00 
ndldi. Double undercoating, 
excellent condition, ako 4 
studded winter tires & s 
extra rlme. Must sell 
I)28150.00. Phone 635.9685 after 
S p.m. (PS-14M) 
1974 Vqa  Hatchhock. Priced 
to cell at $1,000.00. For 
further information call 638- 
8418. (PS.1SM) 
1984 Chov. Asking $1000.00. 
Phone 6.%-6693 (PS.14M) 
1973 Pontiac Gran Prlx.' 
Black with Burgendy vinyl 
roof. 600 cu. In. loaded with 
extras, •including power 
seats, climate control, air 
cued. etc. #r • 
1972 Corvette, Sting Ray 
Coupe 454 ~cu. In. Fully 
loaded plus extras. Excellent 
condition./P~hone .635-2243 
days or 6~,,.2612 evenings, 
(CI0-17M) ' • . . . . . .  
1969 Pontiac Convertable 
57,000 miles. Good condition. 
asking :.~1,800. Phone 638- 
1973 1/ton high box Van. 
Power steering, power 
brakes. See at General 
FurnHure and submit offers 
tO Donald J. Henfry, 
Receiver manager• 4717 
Lakelse *Ave. (CS.9M) 
, j  . .  
• 1978 Comero 7.28.4 spd., very 
low mileage. Extras. 
Repossessed. Open to bids. 
Contact Rick Smith, 625.7117 
between 2-5 p.m. Monday to 
Fr Iday.~(~fn....12-d-7~ } . 
1970 Mustang, repossessed. 
Open to bids. Contact Rick • 
Smith. 625-7117. (cffn-2,1A) 
(ctf) i, 
~~UDMn:  Ii ~e O Wt~en~ " 
den for Helicopter spraying 
of exiting rtghta.of-way in 
the Telkwa area. Reference 
No. Q9-3443 Closing Date: 30 
trade. (P~I IM) 
1969 Scout 800-A4x4. Low 
mileage. $180O.OO OBO. 
Phone 6S5-676L (P4 . I lM)  
1~978 Ford P=~0. =1 
|enigmatic, p.a., p.b., 27,000| 
Imll--. m00.00. Call ~35.1 
1229= between 8 a.m. and 51 
Ip.m. D547~ (ctfn) ,J 
1974 D ip lomat  12x68 2 
bedroom. To vlew phone 630. 
1233 after 6. (c9.m9) 
=-or sale 22x52 Glendale Vista 
Villa tully furnished set up In 
local tra!ler park. Phone 638. 
1044. (ctM.1-&79) 
For Sale: 22x52. Gendall 
May 1979 
Half Arabian Geldln0.'For 
more Information call 63S. 
9466 (PS.9M) 
ISAFETY SENSEJ 
t 
There are 144 million cars 
and trucks in the United • 
Siates, each with a battery 
that starts the engine and 
supplies current o the electri- 
.cal system, llut every year 
many people are injured be- 
cause they do not realize that 
S . . . . . . . . . .  ,_. . ,_ batteries can be dangerous... 
ealeo ienu~r- uJ©,s5,, marked as above-referenc~ HEEDING THE FOLLOWING 
will be received tn Room .TI~S FROM THE CXR Ck~E • . _ ~ COUNCIL CAN HELP PREVENT. 
1026, B.C.'Hyaro ana t'ower. IN~UESES' OR AOClDENT8 
Authority Building, 970 W~EN WOHKINO NEaR Oa.  
Graduate Forest Technician 
The auc~euful Candidate can expect o be 
involved in moat phases of Forestry and 
• Loging in the co.urse of eaoh year's work. 
App~ls  Department, 
North Central Plyw~)da Ltd, 
P.O. Box 1269 ' 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
VgL 4V8 
b.~.~:;~:$~;~;~&~.~:.~`~:~:..::..~;~;~.~.:.:~.;.~.~.~:~::~:~;~.~.~:.~.~.~...;%.~ 
Burrard~Street, Vancouver, WITH A BATTERY. ;* 
B.C. V6Z 1Y3 anti111:0o a.m. 1. Remember, 
• local time, 30 May, '!979. generate xplosive 
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
Vista Villa fully furnished, 
set up In local trailer park. 
Phone 638.1044. (ctfn.2:4~9.)~ 
8.  foot 1978 ~ Vanguard 
Camper.to view phone 638; 
1233 after 6 p.m. (CS.gM) 
Noble 12";(68 three bdrm• 
trailer with large addition 
which contains 4th bedroom, 
Wood heater In addition, will 
Wanted tobuy dunebuggy 
with big engine, roll bars, Fully fm'ninhed. Completely 
and 2 wheel, fl'ame. Phone carpeted. 20 foot addition. 
635.7028 and ask for George Phone 5-2009. (P&IIM) 
ch~lng Agent, t0th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van-. 
¢ouver, B.C. V6Z IY3, 
telephone 663-20~7 and 665. 
2,560. (At-aM) 
NOTICE INVITING AP- 
PLICATIONS FOR TIMBER 
SALE ~LIC~NCE A-11508 
heat complete unlt..Addltlon Take 'Notice pursuant, to 
is' Insulated and wired, section 18(1) of the Forest 
Exterior is done In cedar Act, there will be efferod for 
siding. Lawn In front, sa]eat~ubUeaucilonbytbe 
greenhouse ~nd woodshed In: Forest Ranger Terrace, B.C. 
back. Lot size 75x100. Phone at 11:00 a.m/on the 8th day 
635.2641. After5:30. (p20- ofJtme, 1979, aTimhorSale 
Z~M) • Uceuce to authorize the 
1972 Glendale Montrose harvesting of 850 cubic 
12~8. 8xl] ..Faeto~./ Add, /~ me.t~_.oft.lmbe.ra.nd!.~.at~ 
8x20 Sundeek ;~,i~tbrn~ .,Imue nertn~ me]uncuonm 
n,~,,~=,,~' v,~v ' ~ * ~  :the Kitaumkamm ana  
dition/~Must ~.s~lL*~l~00~:,~k~ n~. Riv~.~J~.... 
Phone 635-9685 after 5 p.m. ~ , 
(P~X4M) -Tertn: One (1) year. 
12 foot wide mobile home. Provided anyonewho Is 
unable to attend the auction 
in person may submit a 
sealed tender, to be opened 
at the hour of auction and 
the battery. 
4. Always keep vent caps 
tight and level. • . 
5. Batteries contain sul- 
furic acid. Avoid contact with: 
skin, eyes or clothing. In the 
event of an accident, flush 
with water and call a physi- 
clan immediately. 
• . . • . 
2. Always shieid your eyes 
when working near the  
battery. , ~ , ,~  
3. If you use  boaster 
cables, make' your final con- 
nection" to the engine block ~iloo~/! 
of the stalled car, away from , . , . . , - - -  - - ,  Itl_~'rJiP.'r ~ TERRAOE 
~JO1J i :  ' 
PUBLI01EARING 
. ,  
Notice ie hereby given that a Public Hearing will be 
held on proposed Zoning Amendment By.law Prolect 
No. ADP.02.7902. 
Wright. (C5.11M) I 
Deluxe 1~68 Diplomat.. 2 treated as one bid. tery• You may accidentally,' 
For sale 1972 Ford Bronco bedroom t~urniSbed. Built in _ . . . .  . ._ e ~ make connection •across the • 
dltlon winch, inet Im FP ue~tllS ot the propoa a ~o,,~,., ,,,,= ,,, t , , ,  ,~,~ of • 4X4. Good con , China .Cab . . • . . . . .  ~ t)a.--., ~ . . . . . . . .  - -  - - .  
good tires. $2800,0BO Phone ].ar~e !~lsndaca~.. ~l~t:~..-!~. ~ .3..'~. , ,.~,..,~, l,e~.oen~c~:=ma~ ~. :lti)e vehicle creating avery.bOb i 
8-8417 ~PS-II~)~,~ ,~., , ,~,, ~ ~  -t.~O .U!qCL~c~__~ mu .~: ~.~s~rk-o~ia-battery~expmmon.- ~, , . . . . .  P l~ . . . . . .  ~ ' ~ "  . . . .  ' 
1976.4dr Mazda wagon with 14M) * . ~errpee,u.~.v~u__=r~,ur_=~., neat a battery ©hsrger. Be 
extras. Excellent cenditlen. _~. .  ~ ~ _tt~lonm ~ana~er_,_~c~ sure the charger ie turned off • 
37080miles.Call after 5 p.m. 16 toot travel waller, liKe ]P~¢e, /r'rlllce =tul~r~ D.~'. 
635-7645. (PS-M11) new, fully equlppod. Kitchen V83,' 1B9. (A~9M) or disconnected from the 
6. Always keep batteries i 
out of the reach Of children...I The general intent of th(~ pr~)sed amendment Is to 
7. Always be careful when "delete all reference In •By.law No. 40-1966 to In.. 
using tools around the bat- stllutlons, fraternal odges and social clubs, In R2 
(single and two family dwelling) and R3 (residential 
district and multi.family dwelling) areas 
,'[he "r, d a=~0dm~ mpy be viewed by. any and': 
during regular business hours at the Mmilcipal Hall, 
325 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
The Public Hearing will be held In the Municipal 
1977 Chev Pick Up with 
20,080. Sportsman canopy 
and 5 extra tires. Phone 635, 
9476. (PS-11M) , 
1976 Corvette, black, 250 
automatic. Tape deck, am- 
fro,rear deck reck. Asking 
$8500 gag. Contact Rm 337 
Lakelsa Hotel until May 10, 
(PS .1OM)  
1978 Camaro Z28 very low 
mi leage ,  ext ras ,  
peesessod, open to bids. 
tact Rick Smith 635.7177 
Monday to Friday between 2. 
S i=;m. (cffn.1-5.79) 
1910 Mustang repossessed, 
open to bids. Contact Rick 
Smith 635.7177 (Ctfn.l.5-791 
1915 Vega Hatchbeck~ 35,000 
miles, P.S.~ AM radio, w.e 
track tape deck, radial tires 
all round. Excellent con. 
dltlon. $2,200. Phone 638.1212. 
(ctf.20MI 
1913 Pontiac Gran Prlx. 
Black with Burgandy vinyl 
roof. 400 cu. In. loaded with 
extras, Including power 
seats, climate control, air 
cond. etc. 
1972 Corvette Sting RaY 
Coupe 454 cu. In. Fully 
loaded plusextres. Excellent 
condition. Phone 635.2243- 
days or 635.2612 evenlnge. 
(C10-1aM) 
1975"L~'~ Ton 4x4 Stepslde 
.4spd. Phone 638.1121 or 635. 
3007 after 5 p.m. (cff.19.4.79) 
1977 Ford 150 Ranger 
Supercab. Very low meiosis. 
Now. 8 foot camper. Phone 
&~768~. (PS.10M) 
19661 ton GMC Pick-up ~83 
speed. Asking I1~0.00. Phone 
e~-IZ~I. (C~-9M) 
"1978 Chev Morea wagon, ?000 
mlle~ only. Automatic, 
radio. Must sell ira. 
mediately, PhoM 682-6048 
~tar ~p.m. (C~t0M) 
1975 Chev ~ Ton 4x4. StY) 
side.4 speed. Phone 638.1191~ 
or ~15-3007 after $ p.m. (CtM. 
1.S-~) 
i 
W77 Ford ~,c4 with canopy, 
~1,000 ailed, Excellent 
condition. Phone 638.236~ 
room 19 after S (PS-10M) 
! 
end bathroom. Also one car 
top carrier: Phone 635.3925 
(CS.10M) 
Deluxe Mance Mobile Home. 
14)(70, 3 bedrooms IV= baths, 
family room• Set up on lot at 
Copperslde Estates. For 
further Information phone 
638.1684 (C10-17) . . 
12x52 Mobile Home, semi- 
furnished, fully skirted. Set 
up In Thornhlll. Priced to sell 
at $6800.00. Phone 638.1676 
after 6 p.m:  (PS.6,7,9,11,15- 
lSM) 
For Sale: 22x52 Gendall 
Vista Villa.Fully furnished, 
set up Ih local trailer park. 
Phone 638.1044. (ctfn.23.4. 
79) 
1969 Statesman 12x60 mobile 
home wlth I0x24, flre place & 
veranda. Reaaonably prlced 
for qulck sate. Phone 638. 
.1072 after, 6 p.m. (C5.11M) 
12x68, 3 bedroom, furnished, 
with large finished heated 
annex and utility shod. 
Phone 635.7603 tP4-10M) 
110-volt source before mak- 
ing any connection to the 
battery or disconnecting it. 
9. Always handle batteries 
VVell-financed B,C. Investor carefully. Spilled acid can cause severn bums• ~afety 
looking tor Lend-Property goggles are a good ~afety 
development opportunities., device. Wearing them could 
Will enter partnership or ,,,= vnur ~ves. 
purchase outright. Provide 
full Information to: 
Meadowpine Properties 
Ltd., Camp 26,108 Ranch, 100 
Mile House, B.C. (c20~15M) 
For sale: travel mats 
Papoeee Camper for im- 
ported pick-up. 76 model, 
like new condlUon. ~ way 
fridge, heater, 4jacks, canoe 
rack. Sleeps 4 L~00.00 OBO 
Phone 635-3189. (P5-14M) 
Co,nell Chambers on Monday, May 14, 979 at 7:00 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an interest In the 
~'oponed amendment shall take notice and be 
governed accordingly. 
• E.R. Hallsor 
Clerk.Administrator 
I Watch for 
:l CH inMay 
I Park Ave. Realty Ltd. 
' 
Province of British Colombia 
Ministry of Transportation, Communications 
\ & Highways 
Terrace Highway District 
PUOLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTION 
Pursuant to Section 27 of the Hilhway Act and 
the Commercial Transport Act, the load 
restrictions on all roads within the Terrace 
HIl[hways District are hereby reclnded 
effective 6:09 kM. Tuesday, May 8, 1979. 
District Hi@ways Manapr 
for: Minister of Transportation, 
Communications & HIDhWays 
Dated: May 4, 17 1979 
At: Terrace 
I 
,l 
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I ~ ~ ~ u . , , ~  I ~ a  and v;eml.e .~ence.  Un~. 
| ~ m a l  fringe bsneflts. Reply h) . . . . . . . .  
Cement, v/, Yard Concrete Mixer available for rent.. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 6,49N 
F . J .H .  READY MIX 
Construction Ltd. 
• ~r rT''T',~ 
• ~'nt~f  I(rumm Road 
Th0rnhlll 
QUALITY ' 
oomoL 
SUPERVISOR 
LOCATION - Terrece.Kltlmat area 
JOB DESCRIPTION: 
I) Contract logging supervision 
II) Quality control 
Ill) Forest service liaison 
Fully company benefits are Included with this 
position. 
QUALIFICATIONS • Preferrahly •coastal soallng 
license; some experience In coastal logging. 
SALARY • Negotiable depending upon experience. 
Interested applicant, s apply In writing to: 
! METROPOLITAN TRADING 
520 - 625 Howe St: 
VANCOUVER, B.C. 
V6C 21"6 
Trades Parson 
EUROCAN PULP AND PAPER CO. LTD. has an 
Immediate opening for an 
AIR OONDITIONING MEOHANIO 
• Preference will be given to those applicants who have 
de~n0nstreted through prevlou,~ experlance and ability, 
to maintain a variety of air conditioning units. 
A wage of $10.65,/2 per hour and an attractive benefit 
package Is offered;' 
Ihter'es~d'ap~ll~:~ht~"apl~ly or ca l COLLECT 
• (604) 6324111 - LorJI212 
Mr.  Bruce  C low.  Industr ia l  Re la f lons  
PULP ~ PAPER CO. LTD. 
• P .O .  Box 1400, 
Kitimat, B. C. vac 2H1 
(M3,8) 
has a number of full-time 
openings. 
Applications are available at the 
accommodation desk in Woolworth 
in the Terrace Shopping Centre. 
Interviews will be arranged after 
application forms have been 
reviewed. 
APPLY TODAY! 
i 
t 
i i  
, .? ~ *~' : • 
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Guide 
mr ~#~1~: .~ SBffTO.E: m AH l i s t ings  sub jaot  to  r 
II.II :2:: gll: :i:: °::lln:: i::; 
TUESDAY 
5 ~ 14s 
6 14s 
:15 
:30 
:45 
8• 
@ ?o 
d.. Y i~.~.__.~.~_~ 
:WEDNESDAY 
KING 
(NBC) ' 
:arol 
Burnett 
KING 5 
News 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
NBC 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Name that 
Tune 
Great 
Heroes 
Of 
Bible 
Five 
Star 
Movie 
'The 
Loved 
Cat 
Dancing' 
News 
Cont'd. 
The Best 
Of ~arson 
~ m m ~ I m a m ~ n m  
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
. , I )  ,.°° 
:15 
' ~ :30  
l ' :45 
i I :00 
:15 
:30 
I I :4.5 
2~ l 1,45 
I :00 
. :15  
:30 
I I :45 
:00 
:15 
:30 
:45 
. ! 
~h 145 
New I-]igh , 
Rollers ~ 
"wi~dO~ ,"
Fortune 
Password 
Plus 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Days of 
Our Lives 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Doctors 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
'Love 
Among 
The Ruins' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
5 p,m. to •midnight 
CFTK 
leer.) 
Stanley 
Cup 
Hockey 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd, 
Hourglass 
Cont'd. 
Paper 
Chase 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd, 
One Day 
At a Time 
Kojak 
Cont'd, 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
National 
Night 
Final . ~ 
~Iod 
kluad 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Canadian 
Schools 
Mister. ; , ,  ,. 
Dressup 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
News 
Bob Switzer 
Mary Tyler 
~oore 
Today 
From 
Ontario 
Cont'd, 
:Edge of 
i Night 
Take 
Thirty 
Bob 
McLean 
Show 
Cont'd. 
Flintstones 
Cont'd. 
Mod 
Squad 
BCTV 9 KCTS 
(PBS) (CTV) 
Six Mister 
Million Rogers 
Dollar Electric 
News . ]Studio 
~o;r ise, e. 
Con{'d. I_m~.. 
Headline J MacNetl 
Hunters I Lehrer 
PatsY I Newsmakers 
~ Cont'd. 
Paul 
Lynde 
Goes 
Mad 
~an 
Called 
Intrepid 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
CTV 
News 
News Hour 
Final 
Show 
*Opposite 
Sex' 
Previn & 
Pittsburgh 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
The 
Nine 
Tailors 
Cont'd. 
The Two 
Ronnies 
Movie 
'The . 
~ 
El~Ive 
Pimpernel' 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd: 
Barnaby 
Jones 
Cont'd. 
]..ate Movie 
10 a.m. to 5 p,m., 
webster 
C01~t'd. 
D efinlUon . . . . . .  
Cont'd. 
Culinary 
Capers_ 
Mad 
Dash 
Noon 
News 
Alan 
Hamel 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Another 
World 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. , 
Cont'd. 
Movie 
Matinee 
'Doctor 
You've 
Got 
To 
Be 
Kidding' 
Electric 
Company 
Mfor Music 
Word Shop 
Universe 
2 Cents Worth 
About Safety 
Cover-Cover 
Nova 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
Art Starts 
Inside-Out 
Blue Umbrella 
Making Music 
Stories of Amer. 
Music Place 
Book Look 
Trade Offs 
Over 
Easy 
Footsteps 
Cont'd. 
Sesame 
Street 
Cont'd. 
Cont'd. 
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:\ ELECTRONIC 
. Fully controllable offense 
. Computerized defense 
. Two skill levels: Beginner-Pro 
. Pass, block, run, kick options 
• Electronic football sound effects 
• Digital display of score, position, time end status 
• One 9 volt transistor battery required, Alkaline battery 
recommended for extended battery life, Battery not in- 
cluded, 
,COLECO 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm|mlmmlmmmmmmmmlmmmmlmmmmmmllllllll 
Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
LINK 
H.A J#DWA~fF  $ TO~f  $ 
• m • i 
4606 Lazelle Avenue 635-65"/6 
STORE HOURS: Tues.-Sat. 9am-5:3Opm 
Friday 9am-9pm 
CHARGEX OLOSED MONDAY 
VISA 
. t : 
q 
, . •  i • ". '  . , 
•  Meet the 
"Recycler of Unwants" 
'! 
t~m't r ,$ t~ S 
J f,. • ..,upnhes 
k ILABLF 
lls, 
, , |  1Me Be4 
Kt,N 
q XA~L 
,car ,oor$ck 
~B2 "'nva, 
~p l i l i , ,  s181e, SIN 
! 
THE OLASSIFIED COLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just because they're valuable. There are 
customers willing to pay good moneyfor things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recycler of Unwants,"the classified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, ' 
results happen! 
EAD FOR PROFIT • USE FOR RESULTS 
GALL 636-6367 
Terrace/Kitimat 
DALLY HERALD 
; ~U, GAIW ", (CP) -- 
: GoVernment spckeumen for 
":tl~ee Atlantic provinces 
. ?¢ .1~ Moudoy over the 
: ~,l~tlou of fedex~l h~erles 
:~ l~et tou .  
(page .17,..The Herald,Tuesday ,May .8, 1979 . . . .  , : . ,  . - •  . . . . . . . .  
Atl ti p " wa• , f iher les  Co trol an c rov lnees  nt s n 
executive director Ken .We:do not promote any for an expanded provincial competitive world market, md not set artiflelally by the "Wldletheflsh[ng/ndnab7 and sound government 
Campbell has opposed such policies, .plans or ~initiatives role in fisheries," '~:. hot be. burdened with ex- intervention of government and ite oflshceto cannot polldon the fishing Lx~na~a~ 
extension o f  provincial that would divide, fragment Both fore ign fishing cessive input costs, negotiators." generate a multi.billion, can ham Atlantic 
Jurisdiction, Carter de. vess.elsandthc practice of :'The prices paid to NLckerson stressed that dollarherilagefand, thereis heck to the state o/ ecouomle 
elated: . Canadian fishermen sell!rig fishermen must also be the industry can have a no doubt In my mind that self.snfflelency that it ou- 
" their catches to fot~eign ships competitively determined bright future, with proper management Joyed.a century ago," 
at sea Were!ct'itlcized in'.the 
"I have news for Mr. 
Campbell and for all others 
who, for personal or "cor-: 
peratoself-interest, prefer to 
keep the provinces on the" 
periphery of the decision- 
.making processes. 
"Newfoundland is not 
asking the federal govern- 
ment for more control over 
our fleheries, we are 
demanding it.
"We are not prepared to sit 
idly by, twiddling our 
thumbs, waiting for the 
federal government and the 
Ottawa bureaucracy to 
develop our fisheries." 
That view, however, was 
bluntly rejected hy Nova 
Scotia, 
• .'In a speech prepared for 
Fisheries Minister Donald 
' Cameron, who was 
represented at the meeting 
by  Deputy Minister John 
M ullally, the Nova Scotia 
Noting that council government called for unity. 
,, In apeechas prepared for 
'~  oanual meeting of the 
Flsherice Council of Canada, 
:. Newfoundland called, for 
;. [pr~l. ter. prov~nchd control of 
tlsheflee while Nova Sootla 
tnd Prince Edward Island 
~ re'gad Ottawa to dof~nd'lta 
Power. 
. :-"Pishis to Newfoundland 
~-what ~lis to Alberta," New- 
fmmdland Flaherlce Minister 
• Walter Carter said. 
-.' ,"It is our one great natural 
"It is our one chance to 
catch up with the rest of 
• Canada nd to enjoythe hi~h 
standard of living that other 
canadians are enJcying 8nd 
have enjoyed for the past 
nthnber of decades." 
As Alberta did with oil, he 
said, Newfoundland intends 
'to assert Jurisdiction over its 
Ltd., 25 cents, July 2, record 
June 8, 
Magna lnternatitmal Inc., 
class A, Seven cents; class B, 
seven cents; both payable 
June 1, record May 16. 
United Weestburne ln- 
dastrles Ltd., 25 cents, July 
I, recerd June 6; 6V4 perr 
cent pfd.. A, 78.125 cents, 
• June 30, record June 8. 
Westburne International 
Industries., 25 cente, July 1, 
record June 8. 
Western Minel Ltd., 1O 
or Balkanlze the East Coast 
fishery resource along 
provincial lines. 
"Nova Scotia (toes not 
recommend :or support a. ,%va Sedtia position paler: 
transfer 'of = '" ' " . fisherie~ Last year, 713 foreign. 
jurisdiction 'to the prov in- :¢e£sels' ~ere ~ permitted, to' 
ces," " " "fsfi'"i/~ :~dur 200-mile zOne. 
MullaUy, however, agreed 
that some change is needed, 
saying it is unhealthy to give 
total power to one ministiy 
and both the provinces and 
industry should have a role 
in decisionmaking. 
Fisheries Minister Leo 
Rossiter of Prince Edward 
island, in his second week in 
the cabinet, called for co- 
operation. " 
"For our part on P.E.I., 
we feel the federal govern- 
ment must without question 
stick to its constitutional 
commitment to protect he 
fishery and our access to it," 
he said. 
"If they can do both these 
jobs well and ensure proper 
This year, foreign vessels 
were chartered to catch' cod 
and over' 60,000 metric 
tonnes of squid'wiU be given 
to foreign nations . . . .  
"We believe that Canadian 
• fishermen and Canadian- 
owned' vesscis ' should, be 
datching th is  fish.~for 
processing in •Canadian 
plants and marketing by 
Carmdia, companies." .. 
The fisheries Council, 
which represents more than 
200 fir~s, has issued similar 
.criticisms, 
: Council president J, E" A. 
Nickerson opened the three- 
day meeting Monday with 
attacks on Ottawa for.in- 
consistent and dnpredictable 
Carter pro nu,:;lLear power 
HAMBURG,  "West Ger- 
many (AP)U.S. President 
Carter, in a message to a 
European nuclear con- 
ference, said Monday that 
• despite the risks, the benefits 
of nuclear power are "sig- 
nificant." '- " 
Carter reiterated U,S. 
readiness to be a "reliable 
nuclear supplier." 
West German Chancellor 
Helmut Sclunidt, in a speech 
opening the 30.country 
conference, gave.  an  even 
stronger endorsement to 
atomic power, saying "no 
country in the West or in the 
East" can rule out use of 
nuclear energy in the next 
decade. handling of the raw material policies. ,,~ ., m.;~. ,  . . . . . . .  
and acceptable quality : Nickcrson said a 1976 ~, ~1,, °~="''~"'oo:::~=~ 
standards on our exporV federal policy statement o , ,vv , : .o ,e . - -  .---. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  u ir and "ed e'm In ment etemem ~or me mammnance marzets, me mu s y recommena P Y "~¢ -~o  " gohmldt said 
the provinces will look after of fewer, people in primary ~'~'.~_-a'~'~,-~,~,,¢o~£,~, 
the rest." . .. production 'so that the in- v-~'-'~-~"'~'=='~'o~"~"~";~u' 
In a low-key speech,' dustry would be more pros- ~'"~"~ ~,~,~'{~"~'~. "'.. ,,'~o~" 
fisheries adviser Ed Vernota perous and better and to t,,~ . . . . . . . . . .  .. ~.v.:-,-, 
. . . . .  ~ in oegan as anu-nuctear of British Columbta said hm support.. .econdary - . . . . . .  pro~ests mounzea in m dusstries'and services: " 
"Thlsisasoundstateme'nt dustr ia l i zed countr ies  
throughout he. world, On 
Sunday, an estimated 70.000 
people rallied in Washingt~, 
many denouncing Car~r's 
support of nuclear-po~gr 
development. :.~;ui~ 
"Although nhclear :petter 
is not without problen~,hwe 
recognize that its benefits.. 
are sioniflcant," Carter said,'. 
in his message. ,mqo~ 
He said the U.S. "sasl~l 
international co-operation~l~ 
government~ will probably 
expand its role in •fisheries 
by increasing consultation 
with Ottawa and the in- 
dustry, watching out for the 
interests of small fishing 
communities when fish are 
allncated, and increasing 
support for. research and 
training, 
Also, there would be 
"review and formulation, of. 
more up-t.odate and com- 
prehensive legislation .to 
provide statutory authority 
of • develdpmental 
philasophy~ but it stands in' 
marked cortfrast with. the  
present: practice "of' tilting" 
fish allocations • to the in- 
Creasingly,,umerous in- 
. Shore fisher'men upon whom 
en efficient industry must 
depend" for continuity of 
supply." 
• The cotincil president also 
-'suggested that processors,. 
who must sell fish in a 
nuclear issues" and ex- 
pressedhope that the son. 
terence "will reinforce of- 
forts" toward praotical solu- 
tions 'to the p/oblems of 
nuclear energy. 
Schmidt told the delegates 
that atomic power must 
remain an option for West 
Germany andthe rest of the 
industrialized world. He said 
his eonntry's energy policy is 
I~asedoncemervation, meof energy problems and safety 
domestic oal, development procedures; Schmidt said. 
of non-nuclear sources and He called for an in- 
"limited development of ternational conference "on 
nuclear energy." the government level" to 
The recent atomic an- review ~/ety procedures in 
cidant at the Three Mile the wake of the Harrisburg 
Island nuclear power plant incident. He said such a 
near Harrisburg, Pa., might eenference should include 
have been "perhaps a stroke representatives from all 
of luck" beeanneitpromptnd countries operating nuclear 
a worldwide review of plants. 
CANAD& 
WITHOUT TREF=SsWOULD BE 
CN D 
an,INCOMPLETE! 
[ 
Kelney.Hsyes, - Canada cents, June 8, recordMay 25. 
i S T O C K S '  I ''; I'N''~' "11 ~'  " . . . . B , ~ ~ [ ~ ~ I N E S S I  , , D I R E C T O R  YP lumblng  Heating 
Commerclel servicing 
By THE CANADIAN PRE~ 
Corporate dividends 
Mnaday, quarterly, unleaa 
otherwise noted; 
Campbell Red Lake Mines 
Ltd., ~5 cents, an increase of 
five 'cants, Aug. 37, record 
July so:. 
CouseUdatod Pipe Llnem 
~Co., 10 cent~ June 21), record 
June IS. 
Cyprus Anvil Mining 
CUp., 15 cents, June 1, 
record May 20. 
~ TORONTO (CP) -- The VANCOUVER (CP) --  
Tm'anto stock market was Prices were down in 
. Miarply lower at the cease of moderately active trading on 
active trading Monday. the Vancouver Stock Ex- 
The. TSE 300 index fell change Monday. Volume 
~;, ~,~6tO,l,~l,t~,:-:... , , ~: -( ...;, .wa~'.I,960~357 !shares, 
~i~vu ~1 by sharp l~sce ~"Nat|0~al L~'nd was up .02 at 
at New York, which led to a .97 on 5,500 shares and Austin 
rash of profit.taking, and Investment was unchanged 
extreme drop in oil issues, at .90 on 5,600. Grouse 
Volume was 4.35 million 
compared with 4.30 million 
~A~t~oYll~ indmtdais, Dome 
:Pete fell 6~ to $13t'm, 
• ' Aquitaine of Canada 4V~ to 
:*#8sA, Falconbrklge Nickel A 
":2~, to ~V,,  Hudson's Bay 
/Oil and Gas 2½ to $57 and 
Westburun I tSrnatioual 21/4 
,t0 ~0. 
Border Chemical gained 20 
cents to $3.80. 
~ Melntyre Mines declined 
1¼ to $44%, Canada 
Tungsten Mining % to $~¥,t 
and Donlsun Mines ½ to 
SPA. Candle Mines ad-  
Vanced ~A to $13¥, and Con- 
aolidated Durham Mines 
nine cents to $1.49. 
ChLdtan Developments 
.was down 2~A to $3'/%, 
Numac Oil and Gas ~% to 
~Ve and Ranger 0il Canada 
'1 TO $~. 
I 
Mountain was down ,Ol at .78 
on 3,000 and Keg 
Restaurants was un..changed 
at $1.85 on 2,400. 
Buckingham International 
was unchanged at .85 and 
Taro Industries was down. 10 
at $3.S0. 
Arcadia Exploration was 
down ,02 at .15 on 80,000 to 
lead trading on the resource 
and development board. 
Mountain States was down 
.25 at $3.85 on 48,500, Monte 
Grande Exploration .was 
unchanged at$4.40 on 37,100 
and Nnapar Resources was 
down .01 at .59 on 37,000. 
Omni Resources was un- 
changed at $3.35 and Im- 
perial Metals was down .04 
at .42. - 
On the curb exchange, 
Blanca Resource Warrants 
was unchanged et $1,08 on 
89,000. 
I I 
EARNINGS 
Ltd., three months ended 
March 30: 19~S, $106,000, 
loss, no share figures; 1978, 
$4|,000, loss. 
H. Paulin and Co. Ltd., 
year ended Dee. 31: 1978, 
$304,000, 88.1 cents a share; 
1977, $627,-000, 59,7 cents. 
Petrosar Ltd,, three 
months ended March 31: 
19'/9, $2,500,4)00, loss, no 
comparative figs for 1978 
available. 
Power Corp. of Canada 
Ltd., three months ended 
March 31' 197~, $II,14L000, 
8S cents a share; 19'/8, 
$3,051,000, 1~ cents. 
Wascorp Industries Ltd., 
year ended Dee. 31: 1979, 
.$1,~50,354, $2.9Sn share; 1978, 
$1,~14,4~, $7.66. " 
DOLLAR,, 
MONTREAL (CP) --  U.S. 
dollar in terms of Canadian 
funds at 3:80 p,m, ED 
Monday wan up 13-25 at 
$1,1M7, Pound sterling was 
1.40 at $2,405O, 
New York, the Canadian 
dollar wu down 39-100 at 
$0,8~0, and pound eterll~ 
was up 7-35 at ~.0828. 
.fiNUITIES 
~:~, .:),; --~ortgage insurance ." 
~ ' . i~)~! i  .-,-Business Insurance :. 
• , .- " '  ~ , I t~ . ; ' . '~ . " .  ' '  ~ " : '  t~,~&.  
Bri*afN$ tg0mrY: 
12epresenta~]ve 
. . .  _ _ . . , ,~anu '~/ f fe  ' sosl.ess Business 
635-9236 The  Manufbt : lu ;e f~,  L f ( '  In ,~urance  Company 635-9236~, 
EASTS IDE --'1 I Terrace E ctronic Repairs Ltd 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
• -~ SERVIKa TERRACE l KITIMAT 
OPEN ..... 
7 DAY .... A wEEK 
' / ' o  Serve Yo.t~ 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 •' "W [ [ ;{['~0S 9-1I 
4~38 Lakels~ ~5-2!04. 
YOUR FRIEHOLY C0~U(~iL~ii;~. SIORE 
$108 and up 
BALKERS MODULAR STRUCTURES 
Phone 638-1768 evezt.ings or 
View at 3961 Dobie St. 
(A~7.~4}_ 
| st 
I i 
Jun le Jim's Pet •Store 
-LLargest SelL=cflon of Fish in the F~aclfic 
Northwest. 
--Complete line of small animal and bird 
products 
4607 LAZELLE AVENUE 638-1864 
i l u l  I I , ,  I I 
Pro-Tooh Eleotronics Engineering 
SERVING TERRACE & KITIMAT 
We Service All Co.rnmercial &Home Entertainment 
Appliances Including Microwave 
Warranty Depot 
Sanyo Soundeslgn, Kenwood 
Morse Electrophonic 
Hammond Certified Technician 
3308 KALUM 635.~134 
I I I II I I I I II I I I 
I 
i 
I 
~ @  SERVICE ON ALL 
MAKES OF T.V.'s 
Warranty Depot for 
Zenith,, Phillips, Hitachi, 
Sylvania 
,MEN. • SAT. 8 n.m. - 5 p.m. 
~,~ L.akelse 6354543 
'GLACIER .- 
L , , _ , '% 4418 LoBion Avenue 
Torraoe, B.O, 
S A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
 /Cleaners Ltd. 
" " ~ " /  FOR THE BEST IN 
SUEDEAND LEATHER 
CLEANING 
2 LOCATIONS 
4404 Legion Avenue and Mini Malt 
(Next to Mr. Mikes) 
635-2838 
CASH FOR TAX 
BILLS TAX SERVICE 
4920 HALLIWELL AVENUE TERRACE 
10:00 am. to 10:00 p.m, 
Phone 635-3971 
Residential- Industrial- Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sheet Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
PLUMBI NO &ill EATING LTD.. 
-J;-~'-- ~ ..unI~tU~: 6 tl~room So~!qbe;,~' 
4436 LAKELSE AVENUE 
P,O, Box S~ PHON E 635.9319 
TERRACE, B,C, VI~ 4BS OR 635.9320 
Install & service Gas, Wood & Oil Furnaces 
PICK.UP AND DELIVERY 
SERVICE 
,BROCK FUGE R ~al OLD tAKErS/tAKE ClIIV/ 
630.8~87 TEaaACE. B.C. 
To insure a safe driving career, 
t rus t  the  exper ts  to  show you  
how. It may save your  li'fe. 
Skeena nmJ  Schod 
B.C. Government Bonded 
635-1532 
I 
I 
SMALL APPLIANCES • LAWN MOWERS- 
RENOVATING. BICYCLES. ETC. 
Handyman Unlimited 
Calf BILL or DALE 
6384377 or 6353967 
3943 Mountslnvlew 
Terrace, BC 
RESIDENTIAL P.t~MSlN~'& .~TJtvAtER 
HEATING .~l,tEnaT~qs a(~v,ce 
lannSo l' IIoi lonlinl 
 ON'.s V " " "  
Call us at 635-6357 9 to 5 
By THE CANADIAN PRE88 
Alpmn Central Railway, 
three mouths ended March 
Sl: 197P, a78,000, |7 cents s 
/share; IS78, $3S|,000, 11 
cents. 
Beldlng:Cortlcelll Ltd. 
.year, ended Dee, 31: 1978, 
$43,MI, nine cents a elate; 
• lYr/, $239,-N7, loss. 
Canadian Occidental 
Petro-leum Ltd., three 
-soothe ended March 31: 
17/g, UA08,000, 37 cents a 
share; 1~,  $4,715,000, 54 
CentS. 
ConeoUdatod Pipe Lance 
CL, '- three mouths ended 
March 811 17/8, $110,1U, |7 
ecets • chere; 1M8, $110,814, 
.,.N eouta, 
R.L Crain Lid., three 
months ended ~rch at: 
IMP, $4M,000, 28 ee~ts a 
share; 17/8, $98g,000, ~3 
"eentL 
Dome Petroleum Ltd., 
months ended March 
-81: 1~,  aS,An,OOO, $1.26 a 
|hare ;  17/8, $30,681,000, 
$1.U. 
Reel/mine., three months 
uded March 83: 17/g, 
~,000, e~lht cents a sluee; 
17/8, M,0G0, Dun cent. 
: •Intmnvlndal ~e Line 
Md., . . t~ ,  months ended 
l~ll'eh 81, 17/9, $14j817,000, 
lid cents . a  share; 1978, 
$11,i~,000, 47 cents. " 
MeOraw-Hin Ryerson 
/ , ! / i  
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DEAR ABBY 
DEAR ABBY: Your best lrsenu ;~ ,,,.~o. . ~oree, and 
she asks you if you knew all along that her husband had a 
mistress for many years. You know it Is true, and everyone r D 
else knows it. What doyou tell her? 
• WONDERING 
• DEAR WONDERING: In the first place, common gonfp 
f# not necessarily fact. I would tell my friend that i have no 
relisb!e evidence, to confirm her easpldona, tTrue, you. C 38 in symbolle ~SteepaIn  26Vane 
haven ¢.1 , t 
~. A.good friend.spares.unnecessary puln whenever pasd- 1 Hebrew form liquid 
nse. e oryoucejomcneomerswnomdd,"lknewltulhdoM- month • 40Cbemicul DOWN 
would only add to your friend's mkery: ' ~ 0 Mata - ;  Symbol 1 He loved an 23 Road, 
B DEAR ABBY: I'm in love with a greet guy. (Iql ~l l  him 
ill.) We've known each other.for 10 years and have gone 
together for two years. 
WWI spy 41 California Irish Rose 
9 Tax orE. lake 2 Mend 
2 Headquarters 43Covered pas- 3 Sale sign 
dlrecUon 
22 Stitched 
~,to 
Causar . 
24 Debussy's 
HLa m" 
' 'm:" r  
, ..' B 9 I0 11 
31 ~ 3 2  . 33 ":, . 
. 
DEAR ABBY: My husband went o Japan on business and 
brought back some Oriental '*art" that really hos me baffled. 
It looks like pornograpby tome, but my husband says it is 
valuable re'tic a r t -  centuries old. (It shows men and women 
in all sorts of intimate positions. One looks like a bunch of 
contortionists at an orgy.) I wouldn't think of hanging any of 
this stuff in our home, and it seems ridiculous to spend 
money on something you have to hide away in a closet. My 
husband paid a small fortune for it. 
Abby, how do you tell the difference between valuable art 
and cheap pornography? WONDERING 
DEAR WONDERING-* Webster defineo pornography as 
"writ(sEa, picturus, etc., primarily Intended to areuso sen. 
uul desires." (This could be good or bed, depending on the 
eireumst~cas.I 
All such art Is not cheap, bed or worthless. Some (known 
ms erotic arts is enpenulve, good and valuable. 
Takec your husband's collection to ';relisble art dealer. 
For s fee, an super, will appraise it. 
We are totally happy together. I have joined Bill in his 
business and we work well together. We have talked about 
marriage; but Bill says he will not merry me until I submit a
list of all the men I've made love with. I m 35 and have never 
been married. Bill is 37 and has been divorced twice. 
The men I've had affairs with were all decent men and I 
was never promiscuous. 
I do not intend to have any affniro outside my marriage 
end ('haven't looked at another man since I started going 
with Bill. 
I do not feel that my past relotlonships have anything to 
do with Bill or our future together, Am I wrong? And what 
should I do about Bill's demands? 
CONNECTICUT 
b D.EAR CONN.: Your past relatloushJps m'e none of Bill's 
usmess, st you must either meet Ida demuds or say geed- 
bye to this "great guy," say goodbye. 
CONFIDENTIAL TO "ASHAMED IN LAUDER- 
DALE": Don't ever be ashamed to admit you were wrong. 
sr s one way of saying youre smarter today than you were 
yesteraay. 
H you need help in wdtl M letters of'sympathy, am- 
gratuletlous orthank.you letters, get Abby's booklet "How 
to Write Letters for all Oceuinus" Send $1 , ,~1,1 . . .  
,=,sped 1,9 ,on(s,, ;nvele , 
Lanky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 9021= 
HOROSCOPE 
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 8,1979 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Get more than one sat(mate 
re medical expomes. The 
unexpected b possible con- 
coming either rumance or 
Joint partner~p funds. Be 
flexible. 
TAuRus 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Plans made in secret may 
unespoctedly come to light. 
Pay attention to health 
matters, but don't overdo 
when it comes to phyMcal 
exercise. 
(May 21 to June 20) ~ 
Hidden tensions affect 
romance. Social plans are 
subject o changes. Don't let 
"eR~t io~"  ca~ you to 
neglect what needs to be d~ae. 
CANCER 
J~  22) ~(;~ (June 21 to 
Don't expect friends to 
ignore that domestic problem. 
Get the hesse in order before 
inviting others over, or 
pestpone get-togethers. 
(Je  = to AsS. 
Insisting on your own way 
doem't help matter& Don't let 
pride be your downfall. 
• Distant matters could cause a ' 
change In pines, 
VlRGO 
(Aug. 23 to sept, 23) -n -~ 
Legal advice could be costly 
now. Don't let sentiment af. 
fect business dealings. A 
nervous quality eccompanies 
rmnantie matters. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) g ~  
You may seem unbending or 
difficult to some business 
associates. Tone down per. 
sonality. UnexlSeeted ex- 
ponass may mar p.m. plan- 
sins. 
scox~io g~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Secretiveness on your part 
will arouse other's uspldons. 
Be less defensive. Don't let the 
unexpected in romance affect 
health adversely. 
SAGFI'FARIUS ~q,~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) ~t7 K~" 
Don't let others undermine 
your work efforts. A dan- 
destine Outing may not work 
out in the way you anilidpato. 
A time for discretion. 
CAPRICORN ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan, 19) 
Don't waste flattery on a 
superior who could care less. 
Efforts to lmprms others may 
boomerang. Unexpected 
guests may disrupt routine. 
AQUARIUS . ~ (~  
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
• It's one of those days when 
, you crack a Joke and no one 
laughs. In some way, your 
remarks could be inap- 
propriate to the occusion. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Don't be rushed into signing 
anything. Power play tactics 
mar communications. Watch 
out for unespected loes of cash 
or valnablea. .. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
, ambitioun anddrawn townrda 
b~ businm. Banking, ~ reel 
estate, and large, enterprises 
provide suitable outlets for 
your drive to the top. In early 
Ills, it's important hat yon 
like your work"  otherwise, 
you're liable to drift or to 
become lintle~. Your Tauresn 
nature is also at home in the 
arts. Writing, poetry, and 
tousle a re  possible oc- 
cupations or hobbies. You 
have a flair for organization 
and rniMng money for your 
pot causes. Pbllunthropic and 
generous, you do best when 
not Interfered with. Bkthdato 
of: Harry S. .Truman, 
president; Fulton Sheen, 
religious leader; and Rick 
Nelson, singer. 
© 1979 ICing Features Syndicate, Inc. 
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Primates sugeway 4 Career '25 1 love (L.) 38 
.4 Angler's 47 Cigarette account 26 Garden tool ~ ~ J ,139..1 ~ ~' W ~ 
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.5 Carragecn 48 Cook, in a amateurs 25 Hawaflan L~_!48 . ~ 4 3  " 
L7 Heredity way e Grs  address neckwear 47 ~ Ida 50 ~ 
factor 51Prefix with 7 Legal 30 Number in 51 ~ I 53 
18 Follows classic matter a decade' .. 
19 Oneness 52 Long periods 8 Emunate ' 35 Partner 5q ~ 5  j E8~156 
Zl Companion 53 Famed canal 9 Calligrapher's of bill " 
of Mrs. 54 Engineer's medlum 37 Foot 
2~ Tuscan orE. 1O Lease / parts 
city 55 Went on 11 Remain 39 Postpone .. 
24 Produced horseback 19 Pronoun 40 Part of a 
37 Bumped Average solution time: 23 rain. circle CRYPTOQUIP 4-12 
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the AMAZING SPIDERMAN By Stan Lee and John Remits 
~THERE'5;~,5 _ . .~ ,~ ~PI~TEIR-t,,'~N! I ~r  ALIENATED ' ~ FWEL-L, L~ 'EM HAVE THEIR~. " ~ l  
LOO~I5 AC-~IN.~ ZOIN Lie! PlF~OVE | ~ [THOUGH YOU ARE IFUNI. IT'5 N~/9KIN OFF MY4' '_~f J 
He~U~ ~-m ~T~e F~VeR oF ! .~I-LOOM~S LOVES~ 
I~h~You!  ~ ' ' 
" .... " I I I  "- (~e' ,'. "" 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
the WIZARD OF ID 
t Q 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
I ~, "U.~'Tm,~ / ,,'~-J~' II 
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T.. .  IIPi   ; I1 
B.C. 
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DOONESBURY 
By Johnny Hart 
By Garry Trudeau 
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TERRACE-K IT IMAT 
dally hcra!d 
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Letters to Mom Contest 
(2) Grades 2 to 4 (3) Grades 5 to 7 
Teresa Dorksen 
Grade 3 
8 years old 
(1) Kindergarten to Grade 1 
' t  . • 
Ramona Faithful 
Grade 1 
. , , . • • : • 
E,T, Konnay 
Donna Bentham 
Grade 6 12 years old 
Oiarenoa Miohaei 
Read thewinning letters in this section 
oftoday's. Herald:., " .i 
Additional etters are reproduced exactly as received. 
More letters will be published the rest of this week. Watch 
,your Daily Herald for your favorite 
Made Possible By These Padiolpating Merohants: 
Bavarian Inn 
Totem Furniture 
Derksen 's Jewellers 
Terrace Drugs/Lakelse Pharmacy 
Sight & Sound 
Terrace Electronics 
Terrace Interiors 
Erwin Jewellers 
Jean's North 
Mountview Bakery 
Ole's Place 
\ 
Terrace Co-op 
Sandman Inn 
Lehmann Jewellers Ltd. 
The Hub 
Central Flowers 
Gims 
t 
I 
~, , !4  ¸ 
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FOR -THAT 
Sewing Machines 
Paeesetter XL-IO01 
Deluxe Stretch Stitch zig=zag 
Oonvertible Sewing Machine 
-Built-in cam automatically ck 
stretch stitch 
- Built.in blind stitch 
- Embroiders, satin stitches, zig-z~ 
and straight stitches all withe 
attachments 
- Stitch regulator dial 
- Sews on buttons and makes all si 
- Lever reverse 
- Simplified threading .. takes j~ 
seconds 
- Calibrated needle plate 
- Twin needle for two color sewi~ 
- Butit.in enclosed motor 
- Drop feed for darning, appllquei~ 
and monogramming 
- Hinged pressure foot 
Self-stop bobbin winder 
- Built-ln sewing light 
- Fingertip touch tension control 
- Includes carrying case cover, to 
control, accessory kit and 
st.ruetion book 
• WEIGHT:  11  kg"  (24  lbs.) 
Reg. 379.96 SPECIAL PRICE 279." 
Paoesetter XL-3001 
Oonvertiblo Sowing Machine with 2-speed 
~,--=~ motor and build-in automatic pattern earns 
Reg. 489.96 
automatically sews straight and 
overcast stretch stitches 
Built.in automatic pattern cams 
produce 17 professionally perfect 
finished patterns 
- Built-in elastic blind stitch, elnstlc 
overlock stitch and scallop stitch 
• Built.in blind stitch 
- Built.in buttonholer...sews all size 
buttonholes 
- Two-speed motor 
Color-coded stitch length, stitch 
width and needle position for best I results 
.' I l lustrated pat tern  selector 
control 
- 3-needie position 
- Pnshbutton reverse 
- Simplified threading... ~ "~!~ 
- Calibrated needle plate ,i 
• Twin needle 
• Built.in enclosed motor 
- Drop feed for darning, appliqueing 
and monogramming 
- Hinged pressure foot 
- Self-stop bobbin winder 
- Built.in sewing light 
Fingertip touch tension control 
• Includes carrying case cover, foot 
control, accessoryk i t  and in- 
struction book 
- Weight: II kg (24 lbs.) snm~379." 
5 Y E A R  
L I M I T E D  W A R R A N T Y  
Defective factory parts replaced within 25 
years. One year free service and parts Inclu- 
ding motor.  Except common replacement 
parts such as light bulb, belt, etc. 
LADIES  DRESSES 
Beautiful Beautiful spring colours, styles & patterns. 
This special gift will make the sun shine in many 
mothers hearts. Junior misses and half sizes. ]i 
another at 
Buy one at reg. pricel/2get PRICE ~ ~"  
SALE DATES 
Wedneedal to Salurdtl Ma), O to May I|  
• ~ , . . : . ,  . . . . . .  . • . 
'... : "= ' "~"~. ' :~ ,>"" : !  ~," ~" '  .... ~": " i  . . . . .  • " " " " ' ' 
~' . . .  ' ~. ;<:  ~ : . , , . .  ~' ,  ~ , / . , ' . ' . -~ , . : L )~"~,~,~,  - "¢ , :~ ' . '~ . '~ ,~: : '~ , :  .,'. >t" ', ~\,".'~.~ ::~:C, '.~,~'.~.~'!'~, ..:' .~,.': ",,"~-.':':-~ ' . !~. ': ".::" ': "c,'), ~= ~-~ . ' . .~,:~:' ,~': : '~"" .:~. , '~: ,  " . , .  "~ 
/,/••i i > .~i i,i: ~ i~/. i i~ i ! ~'i~ ¸¸  : i:ii'~i ! ! ¸ i~i ~/~ ~!~ i/!!/ii/~i~i 
• . / ,  
~,  C~ <, . . ,~  . .. .. ,~ /~ 
, . 
• .. (o 3~'-~ ~/~o 
• = d Winner o.f a 10 spee
I 
bicycle for the 
4"  
Grade 5-7 category 
~o~ MOTHER'S DAY 
Chocolate Hearts 
made in  our  own k i tchen  >i  
o ,  
I 
p lus  many more  in  s to re  spec ia l s  
MOUNTVIEW BAKERY 
& DELICATESSEN 
SKEENA MALL 635-4025 4637 LAZELLE 635-6650 
Mother's Day Oakes ,,. $3.49 
,o! :'. 
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, , "  -- , . k  " ' "  . 
~r., of a 10-  
r~ 
• ~÷~~-,. " I~..~.~ " " " . . . . . . .  
,bk¢. s~y..q )~ac~ ~,ke,.. ~,J-;ll /il~..s ~ 
~~. r ~,o~ ~o. ,  , . .  o ,~  ,o ~ , .  Grade 2-4 ca'e-or--zg y 
" t; -..~,me'f'~e.,~ .q~ve.,,~ me. ~i-~,a~L-~ ~ i Show morn 
~'~' ~' C~i ~.}-~s. ~ 
ct 
~ ~ .b .y ,  ~ ,~.  s,.~, she is! 
'"  q , ,~:  Choose a gift from our 
_ : -  .:.: Ot~ .~o.~cr.,s ~ .  ' : ) '  . ..,,~x'G , ,~t . .~ • beaut i fu leo l leet ien  o~,7o,,? 
~:pettt diamond & precious 
" " ' '  ~',i., : , , :~..  Y"I" ~e~ : . . . .  stonependants&earrings 
• set in 1OK & 14K gold 
, . .  , ; .O~ks¢~ : " ~a lso  a Wide selection 
: . - . ~ . : '  8yo~,  Of.,ITALIANgold& 
stlver chains 
g ~  * free 2ifl~.~.appJng 
'.~ ., , silk ro~ith every purchase over 
Sl0 °° Sat. May 12 
r ,  . ,~ ,~. ,  ' 
J EWELERS 
. "..' ~i . . .  4437 LAKELSE AVE.  " 635.7440 
TERRACE SHOPP ING CENTRE 
323 C iTY  CENTRE ' ~32-3313 
- - ' " ~,: " - ~ K IT IMAT,  B .C .  
' V/SA 
~ " '  ~" '  " " -  ~ . - . .  - . .  , . . ,  t o ! . . . . . . .  ~ ~.~.~.~.:.~.:.~.:.~.:.~.~.~.:~:.~.~.:.:.~.~.~.~.:.:.~.:~.~.~.~.~.~2~.:~..:~.~..~.~..~:~..~:~::::: 
BAVARIAN 
INN 
Page 21 " 
Monday 
thru 
• ,'.~ Saturday 
I 
Jeans North 
Terrace only 
************************** 
0, 
Saturday. 
May 12th 
Spend Moth;r's Day 
with us/We II wine 
& dine her in a royal 
manner. 
OPEN 
4:30 p,m, Mothers Day 
636-9161 
!¢~' !,16 ,..~=.. 
;k "Td 
i T RR.cE .aTE,/  
"~ " Can. fulf i l  uout entertainment needs / -~ 
in many ways.,. . / . 
~--BanquetRooms'., ' / '  "i ~Ipu~|~i| 
/ ' ALL 
~. --Dining Room "~'";"" ~ i. , : / Nightly T S 
.~ --Bu,ffet Luncheon ,~nte~a~Xment! Ore ses 
da,ly 11:3o-2:oo / . .  at the ~. 
, /Hitchin~Post, the~ 
,~ --Seafood.Buffet , / ,  , "i e Loun,-'e~ ** everyFriday /~ugus .ne  ~,oun.ge 
' ....... * ' "00-9"00 a n a  for your dancmg i~i! .  , 5. • /ana I a
!ill , /en joyment  
iil ~ 4661 Greig ~he Red D'or CabcLret~ 
4332 Lakelse Terraoo 
. ' "  • 
• f i l l  
Z 
• , • . ,  . . . . .  
,q 
. / "  
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RESTAURANT 
Sun. - Thurs. - 11 a.m.-12 a.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-2 a.m. 
635-6111 
4643 PARK 
k 
i~.~:;:::~:::;:;:.:.:~:~:....;:~.~:;:;.~:;:;:~:~..:~:.~..~:~:~:~:;:.:.:.....::;:~:;:.:.:~:.:~:~:.:.:.: `  . .'.*.'.:= .:- .: . . , 
" 
. :4 ,  
I! MOM WILL LOVE 
LEHMANN'S 
has a wide variety 
presents. 
Show your love on 
May 13 with a gorgeous 
gift from 
LEHMANN 
JEWELLERS 
4556 LAZELLE 635-5616 
w 
help support the Terroce 
Rssoci~tion of the 
mentolly Retarded 
TERRACE 
!]i ~ INTERIORS 
oo 
iii! 4610 LAZELLE 635-6600 
• ° 
• " L , .  . ' " • 
& 
• - , , - 
~e._ 
d y O~ 
I 
~ w 
Winner of a 10-speed bicycle 
for kindergarten- Grade 1 
• .,.,.•.,.e-¢•.•.,.,.•.,.,.,.,-,.•-o.• , . ,  %•  • • ,  • • , ,  • • • • • • • • • o ,  _-,%%_-*•_-•.•-o - ,  . i  
at 
THE HUB 
THE HUB , 
4613 LAKELSE 63§-2086 
~'°% % ",% ° ,  % %' ,  % % % ", • .  % * .% 'o % • .% % % % • .% *• % • ,  %, , , ,  % * •• ° , .  %% % %% %* ,% %%%'* "o "•" *" •;•~.* :% %% =~. 
• * * * • ° . . . .  , - , -¢ ,  * * * * * • o•%o. - , -• . . ' *  • • %%,,°.°.'*~%%?•%,•'*-,'•'•'*'*'*?*~'*'*'*:o~'•'*'*.'*;•;~" 
.•M:~;~;.~;~•°~°~:~;/~;~;~;;~:~.°~°~°~?~*~•~.~°~°~°~ " "~ ' . ' , . .~ ;~ 
Give her a big hug today , l 
with a "BIG HUG BOU?UET" ii! 
~n M AV 1 Rth MOTHER S DAY! !ii 
. . . . . .  " I  "~ BIG HUG 
BOU(WET 
li!e,.,,ot 
i~." [ "~ ~ r---A~whem I n  TAo  Wwld..-~ ~ .  
i!~ ~ 16ss.s9201 
iil 3237 Kalum, Terrace (Across From B,C. ) 
s % 
¢f'~L ] ~ /2. FOR THAT SPECIAL 
Giftweat 10% OFF 
Fragrcmces 20%OFF 
mexican Leather 
Hondbags 20~oOFF 
OGMpers 
Toddlers box 3.49 I 
Good selection of 
costume jewellry, 
Mother's Day cards 
" & chocolates 
TERRACE DRUGS 
3207 Kalum 635-7274 
LAKELSE PHARMACY 
4717 Lakelse 635-3144 
J 
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.3-l . ,o,,k, ,,"o,-, o~ LL.. L,',~.s you 
- .~ '  ~ . . ~ . ' ~  _ ,~tu~"~ . .,,..~. ~.  .~"Y.. o,, . o~, '1 sko~ Id,~. 
e-k=. ~/ ~.=r  o;," .I.I,~ ~I ~.k',ld. 
1 ~ 3 .  r , ,~ 
p~.ssur '¢ ,  0~1/, or, e ,d=y.  ; .  
'&ve J  7 ~=~ ,~ko. 13 6e..~/e.l~, 
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- -15  var ie t ies  o f  submar ines  
--tacos & chili • 
--salads 
--beverages & cold desserts 
HO'r FOOD . YES, IN A 
MINUTE OR lESS i 
H0URS: 
Mon..Thurs. & Sat.. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Fridays - 10 a.m. .  9 p.m. 
QUIOK STOP SUBMARINE SANDWlONES 
4609 Lazelle (Lazelle Shoppin! Centre) 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Mayt_. ag 
For Mothers Day 
A Gift that makes every Day 
Mothers  Day  
One Week Only 
Save s50°;: °
.,° 
°e°°eo°e°°°°°°°°°°°° l °o°e°e°•  !i'~ wANTe ADS ooe e ooooooooeoeeoe ooooooooooeoooeeloooe4 W S R  ° ~  eoe° 
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.. 635 6357 • /I e 
6 e 
~666 J 666661 & 6 & 66,6666 ~ i 666 • hi 6i 66 d i /•  o6 • • e, e • eo • oe • e i • •o o I t  6oi 4 Ill i l l  Ot • O •04e OOOOiIO0 6i 064~1 J 6& 666 J ~J 66 i &i66006666 i e • I 
MAYTA6 - The one to buy in the first plate 
N . . . .  T . , IAR~ Imau~lu~_ iL~kapm, , -  
v,..;%,..;..,~%.°.o%.p~,..O..oO...,.o~.,.°.o..........,...°o........ . . . . .  ° , . . . * . . . . . . . . . , , . . . .  , . . ,  . ° °°  . . .  • . .o  o . . . , . o  ° .  ° • . . . ,  . . ° , o . . ° . , . - . .  • . . . . .  
~ Czechoslovakian 
Pinwheel 
Rag. Pr. Crystal 
16.00-17.00 
SALE PRICE 9 .  ' 9 
6ordon & Anderson Ltd. 
OLOSEO MONDAY 
4606 UIZELLE Tues..Sat. 0.6..10 Friday- 94 6~6-M70 
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Carrier 
636-6367 
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